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Abstract

How large-scale structures in the Universe evolve over time is one of the basic

questions of cosmology. Studying the evolution of large-scale structure enables us

to test different cosmological models. Due to gravity, the density fluctuations in

the local Universe induce peculiar motions in galaxies, which act in addition to the

recession velocity from the expansion of the Universe. These peculiar velocities are

good probes of the density field and provide an excellent way to test cosmological

models in the nearby Universe.

This thesis develops and applies new techniques to analyse state-of-the art pe-

culiar velocity surveys namely, the 2MASS Tully-Fisher survey (2MTF), the 6dFGS

peculiar-velocity survey (6dFGSv) and the Cosmicflows-3 compilation (CF3) to test

the Λ cold dark matter model (ΛCDM).

Firstly, the dipole and the quadrupole of the peculiar velocity field, commonly

named bulk flow and shear respectively, enable us to test whether our cosmological

model accurately describes the motion of galaxies in the nearby Universe. This thesis

presents a new maximum likelihood estimator (ηMLE) that accurately preserves the

error distribution of the measured peculiar velocities to measure these moments.

In order to test how well the ηMLE recovers the true moments from the obser-

vational data and the effect of anisotropy on the sky coverage of the surveys, the

estimator is tested on mock 2MTF and 6dFGSv catalogues generated from inde-

pendent simulations. Using the mock 6dFGSv surveys, a bias in the z-component

(equatorial coordinates) of the measured 6dFGSv bulk flow has been identified and

corrected. We also explore the magnitude of this bias as a function of sky coverage

to inform the design of future surveys. Using mock 2MTF surveys, we also explore

the effects of anisotropic sky coverage on the shear measurements.

At a depth of 40 h−1 Mpc, the bulk flow measured from the combined 2MTF and

6dFGSv surveys is 288± 24 km s−1 in the Galactic direction (l, b) = (296± 6◦, 21±
5◦). On a scale of 37 h−1 Mpc, the bulk flow measured from the combined 2MTF



and CF3 is 259 ± 15 km s−1 in the direction (l, b) = (300 ± 4◦, 23 ± 3◦) and the

average shear amplitude is 1.7 ± 0.4 h km s−1 Mpc−1. All these measurements are

consistent with the predictions of the ΛCDM. Using the combined 2MTF and CF3

surveys, we explore the bulk and shear moments as a function of survey depth. The

measurements are consistent with the predictions of the ΛCDM at depths between

20 and 85 h−1 Mpc.

Additionally, this thesis uses a new estimator of the momentum (the density-

weighted peculiar velocity) power spectrum and uses joint measurements of the

galaxy density and momentum power spectra to place new constraints on the growth

rate of structure from the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys. A key aspect of

this work is the development of methods to identify and remove non-Gaussianity in

the power spectra using the Box-Cox transformation. The recovered constraint of

fσ8 = 0.404+0.082
−0.081 at an effective redshift zeff = 0.03 is also fully consistent with

the expectations of General Relativity and ΛCDM and competitive with alternative

methods of estimating the growth rate at this redshift.

Using peculiar velocity surveys, we test ΛCDM by measuring cosmic flow and

growth rate, and the results are consistent with the ΛCDM prediction. The ηMLE

and momentum power spectrum can be usefully applied to future large peculiar veloc-

ity surveys such as WALLABY, LSST and TAIPAN for more accurate measurements

of cosmological parameters and stricter testing of cosmological models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we briefly introduce the history of cosmology in the past century.

We also present the basic theory of our current cosmological model and General

Relativity. The flat Λ cold dark matter model is the fiducial model used in this

thesis, and will also be explained in this chapter. We briefly explain the origin

and physics of mass density fluctuations, and introduce the growth rate and bias

parameter. Two basic methods to study these: analysis of cosmic flows and clustering

measurements, are also explained. The basic data sets are large galaxy surveys with

redshift-independent distances. We introduce some surveys, particularly the 2MTF,

6dFGSv and Cosmicflows-III surveys.

1.1 Historical perspective

Humans have been exploring the mysteries of the Universe for thousands of years.

Historically, Ptolemy (AD100−170), Copernicus (1473−1543), Galileo (1564−1642),

Kepler (1571−1630) and Newton (1642−1726) have made outstanding contributions

to our understanding of the Universe. In the first two decades of the last century,

we ushered in the biggest revolution in physics: General Relativity and Quantum

Mechanics. They have had a far-reaching impact on the way that we think about

the Universe.

In 1915, Einstein published the theory of gravity and space-time, General Relativ-

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

ity (GR, Einstein 1915, 1916). GR provides a powerful theoretical method to study

the dynamics of the Universe and has a significant impact on our understanding of

Cosmology. Around ten years later, in 1929, Hubble measured the distances and

redshifts of 46 external galaxies, finding galaxies are moving further apart from us

with a linear relationship between their distance and redshift [Hubble, 1929] (known

as Hubble’s Law). Hubble’s Law indicates the Universe is expanding, overthrow-

ing the static universe model which astronomers had predominantly believed in for

thousands of years.

The expansion of the Universe indicates that the present day Universe expanded

from a very high density and high temperature state. To some extent, this spawned

the theory of the Big Bang origin of the Universe. During the middle of the 20th

century, building on quantum theory and particle physics, the Hot Big Bang theory

was developed to model the creation of the Universe [Lemâıtre, 1927; Alpher and

Herman, 1948; Alpher et al., 1948]. In 1964, Penzias and Wilson discovered the

cosmic microwave background (CMB, Penzias and Wilson 1965). This provided

landmark evidence for the Big Bang origin of the Universe. Observations of the CMB

also indicate that matter is almost homogeneously and isotropically distributed in the

Universe. Other evidence for the Big Bang origin of the Universe is the abundance

of elements heavier than hydrogen, which are created by nucleosynthesis in the very

early Universe [Alpher et al., 1948].

The homogeneous and isotropic CMB observed in 1965 indicates that the different

parts of the present-day Universe have a similar temperatures. However, in the Hot

Big Bang theory, parts of the present-day Universe are too separate to have had

causal contact, and could therefore not have achieved uniformity through the normal

processes of thermal equilibrium. This became known as the Horizon Problem. To

solve this problem, the theory of cosmological inflation was developed in the 1980s

[Starobinskǐi , 1979; Einhorn and Sato, 1981; Guth, 1981; Albrecht and Steinhardt ,

1982; Linde, 1982]. This theory indicates that the Universe experienced rapid and

accelerated expansion, or inflation, during its very early history. It is this process

that enlarged the causally connected parts of the Universe to beyond the current

2



1.1. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Hubble radius.

Inflation theory is an important supplement to the Hot Big Bang theory, as

it can also solve other problems which the Hot Big Bang theory cannot. Firstly,

observations indicate that the intrinsic spatial curvature of the Universe is remarkably

close to zero, or the Universe is flat. Inflation theory points out that the ‘flatness

problem’ can be solved by rapid, accelerated expansion which forces the intrinsic

spatial curvature of the Universe to be close to zero. Secondly, the Hot Big Bang

theory suggests that very massive particles can arise from phase transitions in the

early universe. However, these relics are not detected in observations. This can

be explained by rapid and accelerated expansion which dilute the relic particles’

contribution to the matter density.

Inflation theory can also explain the presence of the large-scale structures we see

today. Observations of the CMB [Levi , 1992; Page et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2013;

Planck Collaboration et al., 2016b] indicate that on very small scales, the Universe

is not quite homogeneous and isotropic. There fluctuations are seen in temperature

and polarization maps of the CMB. As an example, Fig.1.1 shows the temperature

fluctuations1. Galaxy surveys also indicate the matter distribution in the nearby

Universe is not homogeneous and isotropic on small scales [Kristian and Sachs , 1966;

Wilkinson and Partridge, 1967; Peebles , 1983; Springob et al., 2007b,a; Lavaux and

Hudson, 2011; Springob et al., 2014; Tully et al., 2016b]. For example, Fig.1.2 shows

the galaxy distribution in the nearby universes [Jarrett , 2004], obtained from the Two

Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) Extended Source Catalog 2. Galaxies are not evenly

distributed, and show prominent structures such as clusters, filaments and voids,

collectively known as large-scale structure (LSS). Inflation theory indicates that the

rapid expansion of the Universe greatly enhanced small-scale quantum fluctuations

in the very early Big Bang period, seeding the large-scale structures we see today

[Hartle and Hu, 1979; Kolb and Turner , 1990; Kolb, 2000].

The gravitational perturbation arising from large-scale structures results in the

1https://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Planck/Planck_and_the_cosmic_

microwave_background
2https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/2mass.html
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Figure 1.1: The cosmic microwave background (CMB) measured by Planck Col-
laboration et al. [2016b]. The colour indicates the temperature of the CMB: blue
indicates lower temperature; red indicates higher temperature. The mean temper-
ature of the CMB is 2.725 Kelvin. The amplitude of temperature fluctuations is
around 10−5 Kelvin. Figure from https://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_

Science/Planck/Planck_and_the_cosmic_microwave_background.

peculiar motion of the galaxies, and this forms cosmic flows in the Universe, as shown

in Fig.1.3. Matter flows from less dense regions to denser regions, allowing large-

scale structures to grow with time. Measurements of cosmic flows are therefore useful

for studying the evolution of the large-scale structure. Another interesting question

about the large-scale structure relates to how fast it evolves over time. This can be

examined by measuring the growth rate of structure. Cosmic flow and growth rate

measurements are the two of basic goals of this thesis.

Our views about the matter components of the Universe also have been refined

over the last century. In 1932, by studying the stellar motions in the Milky way, Oort

[1932] found that the observed mass in the Galactic plane is too low to dominate the

stellar motions. Zwicky [1933] studied the galaxy motions in the Coma Cluster using

the virial theorem, proving the existence of non-visible matter, and named it “dark

matter”. From then on, it was realized that there are not only ordinary observable

baryonic matter and radiation in the Universe, but also dark matter.

Dark matter can only be detected through its gravitational effects, and it does not

4
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Figure 1.2: The sky distribution of around 1.5 million galaxies. The names of various
large-scale structures are also shown in the figure. The map is from the 2MASS
Extended Source Catalog. Figure from [Jarrett , 2004].

Figure 1.3: The cosmic flows in the local Universe from the CLUES simulation.
The color represents the density field: blue indicates low density; red indicates high
density. The white dots represent galaxies. The streamlines indicate the flows.
Figure from https://www.clues-project.org/cms/observations/.

5
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emit or absorb radiation. The nature of dark matter is still under debate. In recent

years, the two main dark matter candidates have been cold dark matter (their motion

is much lower than the speed of light, or non-relativistic) and hot dark matter (their

motion is close to the speed of light, or relativistic). The distribution and amount

of the dark mater has a far-reaching impact on galaxy formation and the evolution

of large-scale structure [Blumenthal et al., 1984; Frenk et al., 1985; Primack and

Klypin, 1996; Popa et al., 2001; Khokhlov , 2018; Church et al., 2019; Delgado Gaspar

et al., 2019]. Building on cold dark matter theory, hierarchical theory was developed

to model the formation of galaxies, galaxy clusters and large-scale structures [White

and Rees , 1978; Lacey and Cole, 1993; Cole et al., 2000; Bell et al., 2003; Fontanot

et al., 2009]. Cold dark matter is non-relativistic and only the gravity dominates its

dynamics on large scales. Due to the gravitational Jeans instability, cold dark matter

collapses into halos before the ordinary matter which is impeded by radiation and

gas pressure. These dark matter halos seed the gravitational infall of ordinary matter

to form galaxies. Galaxies then hierachically merge to form larger objects and form

large-scale structures. The ratio of the density of cold dark matter to the density

of galaxies, known as the biasing parameter, is a key measurement relating to the

hierarchical formation of the structure. Measuring the biasing parameter is one of

the goals of this thesis. Under the hot dark matter theory, the large-scale structures

form by fragmentation, i.e, larger and massive objects form first and fragment into

smaller objects. However, the cold dark matter based hierarchical theory is largely

in agreement with recent observations and is the favourite cosmological model.

In the last decade of the twentieth century, observations of supernovae suggested

that the Universe is under accelerating expansion [Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter

et al., 1999]. Accelerating expansion can be powered by dark energy [Carroll , 2001;

Peebles and Ratra, 2003], the nature of which is still not clear today. Dark energy

can be treated as a intrinsic property of the three dimensional space of the Universe,

with a constant energy density and related to the so called cosmological constant,

Λ [Chevallier and Polarski , 2001; Linder and Jenkins , 2003; Steinhardt and Turok ,

2006]. Dark energy dominates the dynamics of the present day universe [Singh and
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Singh, 2019; Rezaei , 2019]. It accelerates the expansion of the Universe and impacts

the evolution of the large-scale structures by slowing down the clustering of galaxies.

Observations (in CMB, LSS, supernovae and gravitational lensing) indicate the

Universe is flat and that ∼68% is comprised of dark energy, ∼5% of baryonic matter

and radiation, and ∼27% dark matter. Cold dark matter and the dark energy

constitute the majority of the total energy and mass content of the Universe, and

together have a far-reaching impact on the evolution of structure. In summary,

the spatial flat Λ cold dark matter model (flat ΛCDM) is the most popular model

to explain the origin of large-scale structure. But can ΛCDM accurately describe

the motion of galaxies on large scales? Can ΛCDM explain the growth rate of the

large-scale structure? Both of these questions will be investigated in this thesis. We

measure the cosmic flow and growth rate from galaxy surveys, then compare with

the ΛCDM prediction.

1.2 Cosmology

1.2.1 The cosmological principal and the Robertson-Walker

metric

The cosmological model is built on the so-called Cosmological Principle. This basic

principle states that on a large enough spatial scale, the Universe is homogeneous

and isotropic in its matter distribution. In addition to the Cosmological Principle,

the Perfect Cosmological Principle states that the universe is not only homogeneous

and isotropic in space, but also homogeneous and isotropic at different times. Based

on the Cosmological Principle, the line element of the space-time of the Universe is

given by the so-called Robertson-Walker metric (RW metric, Walker 1935; Robertson

1935, 1936a,b):

ds2 ≡ gµνdx
µdxν = −c2dt2+a2(t)

[
dr2

1− κr2
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2)

]
, (µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3)

(1.1)
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(hereafter, repeated indices represent summation) where the symbol gµν denotes

metric, c is the speed of light. κ is the curvature which is used to describe the

distortion of the three-dimensional space of the Universe. κ = 0, κ < 0 and κ >

0 correspond to the flat, spherical (closed) and hyperbolic (open) Universe. The

spherical coordinates r, θ, φ are comoving coordinates; a(t) is the scale factor.

1.2.2 ΛCDM and Friedmann equations

Given only the RW metric of Eq.1.1, we are unable to obtain the solution of a(t)

which describes the dynamic evolution of the Universe. GR provides a method to

obtain the solution of a(t).

In GR, the Einstein equation links the dynamic property of matter to the curva-

ture of space-time. The curvature of space-time is defined by the Riemann tensor,

given by:

Rµ
ναβ ≡ Γµβν,α − Γµαν,β + ΓµαρΓ

ρ
βν + ΓµβρΓ

ρ
αν , (1.2)

where the Christoffel symbols are defined as

Γνµσ = Γνσµ ≡
1

2
gνρ(gρµ,σ + gρσ,µ − gµσ,ρ). (1.3)

Suitable contractions (summations) over the index of Rµ
ναβ yields the Ricci tensor

Rµν ≡ Rα
µαν and the Ricci scalar R ≡ Rµ

µ ≡ gµνRµν . Then the Einstein equation is

given by

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR + Λgµν =

8πG

c4
Tµν , (1.4)

where G is the Newton gravitational constant, the tensor Tµν denotes the energy-

momentum tensor of the matter. The cosmological constant Λ was added by Einstein

in order to obtain a static solution. In 1931, after Hubble found the Universe is ex-

panding [Hubble, 1929], Einstein abandoned Λ. However, research in recent years

suggests that the constant Λ is required to explain the accelerating expanding Uni-

verse by providing a term in the ‘deceleration parameter’ (see Eq.1.13).

Matter in the Universe is assumed to consist of radiation, cold dark matter and

8
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baryonic matter. The radiation is relativistic, while the cold dark matter and bary-

onic matter are non-relativistic. Let ρ denote the density of matter (including radi-

ation, cold dark matter and baryonic matter), and let p denote its pressure. Then

the energy-momentum tensor Tµν is written as:

T µν = (ρ+ p)UµUν + pδµν . (1.5)

For an observer comoving with the matter fluid, the four-velocity of the fluid Uµ =

diag(1, 0, 0, 0). In addition, the dark energy density is assumed to be represented by

the cosmological constant Λ. Such a model is the so called Λ cold dark matter model

(ΛCDM). The energy-momentum conservation is given by T µν;µ = 0. In particular,

the ν=0 component, i.e. T µ0;µ = 0, yields

ρ̇+ 3
ȧ

a
(ρ+ p) = 0, (1.6)

which is the continuity equation, constraining the density conservation. Usually, we

assume the cold dark matter and baryonic matter, radiation and dark energy are

perfect fluids and follow the equation of state:

p = −ωρc2, (1.7)

where the parameter ω = 0 for the cold dark matter and baryonic matter, ω = −1/3

for radiation, ω = 1 for dark energy.

Inserting Eq.1.1, 1.5 into the Einstein equation Eq.1.4, one can obtain the fol-

lowing equations for a(t) [Friedmann, 1922]

ä

a
= −4πG

3

(
ρ+

3p

c2

)
+

Λ

3
, H2 ≡

(
ȧ

a

)2

=
8πGρ

3
− κc2

a2
+

Λ

3
, (1.8)

which are the so-called Friedmann equations. H ≡ ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter

used to describe how fast the Universe is expanding. Eq.1.8 is used to describe the

dynamic evolution of the ΛCDM Universe.

Supposing only the non-relativistic matter (cold dark matter and baryonic mat-
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ter) dominates the Universe (this is happened between∼47,000 years and∼9.8 billion

years after the Big Bang, Ryden 2003), and using the continuity equation Eq.1.6, the

Friedmann equations Eq.1.8 and the state equation Eq.1.7, one can obtain the evo-

lution of the mass density ρ ∝ a−3 . Similarly, for the radiation-dominated Universe

(hot big-bang period, except Inflation), ρ ∝ a−4, while for the dark-energy-dominated

Universe (the present-day Universe and the Inflation period), ρ is a constant.

Based on the first expression of Eq.1.8, we can define the deceleration parameter

as

q0 ≡ −
a

ȧ2
ä . (1.9)

As the deceleration parameter is related to the second time derivative of a(t), it can be

used to describe the acceleration of a(t). If q0 > 0, the Universe is under decelerating

expansion; if q0 < 0, the Universe is under accelerating expansion. q0 = 0 indicates

the Universe is under uniform expansion.

The second expression of Eq.1.8 can also be simply written as

H(t)

H0

=

√
Ωm

a3
+ ΩΛ +

Ωr

a4
+

Ωκ

a2
(1.10)

by defining the critical density

ρc ≡
3H2(t)

8πG
(1.11)

and the density parameter Ωx ≡ ρx/ρc, where x = m,Λ, r, κ denote the matter,

dark energy, radiation and curvature κ, respectively. H0 is the present day Hubble

constant. Ωx are the present day normalised density parameters

1 = Ωm + ΩΛ + Ωr + Ωκ . (1.12)

In Eq.1.10, the radiation density Ωr evolves as a−4, and at late times (present day)

its contribution is negligible. This thesis assumes that the Universe is flat: Ωκ = 0.

Then Eq.1.9 and Eq.1.8 yield

q0 = 0.5Ωm − ΩΛ. (1.13)
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Therefore, for the present day flat ΛCDM Universe, if ΩΛ < 0.5Ωm, the Universe

is under decelerating expansion, if ΩΛ > 0.5Ωm, the Universe is under accelerating

expansion, while ΩΛ = 0.5Ωm indicates the Universe is under uniform expansion.

The Planck Collaboration et al. [2016a] measurements are: H0 = 67.8 ± 0.9 km s−1

Mpc−1, |Ωκ| < 0.005, Ωm = 0.308 ± 0.012 and ΩΛ = 0.692 ± 0.012, indicating the

Universe is under accelerating expansion.

1.2.3 Recession redshift and comoving distance

The expansion of the Universe results in a corresponding redshift, z for galaxies.

Supposing an object emits a photon of wavelength λe at time te when the scale

factor is a(te). If this photon is observed at the present time to when the scale factor

is a(to), and the observed wavelength is λo, then the redshift of the object is defined

as

z ≡ λo − λe
λe

=
a(to)

a(te)
− 1. (1.14)

Usually, the present day scale factor is set to be a(to) = 1, therefore, the scale factor

at emitting time is related to the redshift by

a(te) =
1

z + 1
. (1.15)

Photons travel on null geodesics, therefore, in the RW metric of Eq.1.1, ds2 = 0.

Assuming isotropy, i.e. dθ = dφ = 0, we have

dr = c
dt

a
. (1.16)

The comoving distance d of the object is then given by

d = c

∫ to

te

dt

a
= c

∫ to

te

1

a

dt

da
da = c

∫ 1

ae

1

aȧ
da = c

∫ 1

ae

da

a2H(a)
= c

∫ z

0

dz

H(z)
. (1.17)
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Defining

E(z) ≡
√

Ωm

a3
+ ΩΛ +

Ωr

a4
+

Ωκ

a2

=
√

Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ + Ωr(1 + z)4 + Ωκ(1 + z)2,

(1.18)

and inserting this into Eq.1.10 and Eq.1.17 yields

d =
c

H0

∫ z

0

dz

E(z)
, (1.19)

which is the comoving distance between the object and the observer in ΛCDM.

Supposing there are two objects located at the same redshift and separated by an

angle α on the sky. The distance between them is αdm, where dm is the transverse

comoving distance. The comoving distance between the objects and the observer is

d, then dm is given by

dm =



H0

c

√
|Ωκ|−1 sin

(
H0d

c

√
Ωκ

)
, Ωκ < 0

d , Ωκ = 0

H0

c

√
Ω−1
κ sinh

(
H0d

c

√
Ωκ

)
, Ωκ > 0.

(1.20)

The angular diameter distance of the object, which is the ratio between the object’s

physical size and its observed angular size, is related to its transverse comoving

distance, dm through the following equation

dA =
dm

1 + z
. (1.21)

Finally, the luminosity distance dL is defined as

dL ≡
√

L

4πS
, (1.22)

where the luminosity L is the intrinsic radiant power of the object and S is the

spherical surface area with radii dL. dL is related to the transverse comoving distance,
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dm and angular diameter distance, dA through

dL = (1 + z)dm = (1 + z)2dA. (1.23)

In astronomy, the luminosity distance is measurable using some empirical techniques,

for example, the Tully Fisher relation and Type Ia supernovae.

1.2.4 Mass density fluctuation in the local Universe

If the Universe was exactly homogeneous and isotropic, no galaxies would form.

However, as shown in Fig.1.1 and 1.2, large-scale structure exists in the present-day

Universe. One of the basic science goals of cosmology is to understand the formation

and evolution of these large-scale structures from the small primordial fluctuations

left after inflation. Also, measuring them enables us to test whether the cosmological

model accurately describes the large-scale structures.

Mathematically, the density fluctuation in the field is usually defined as

δ(r) ≡ ρ(r)− ρ̄
ρ̄

, (1.24)

where ρ̄ is the mean mass density. The ratio between the density fluctuation of

galaxy field, δgal and the density fluctuation of dark matter, δDM is defined as the

biasing parameter [Kaiser , 1984; Strauss and Willick , 1995]

b ≡ δgal(r)

δDM(r)
. (1.25)

Measuring the biasing parameter enables us to understand how dark matter and

galaxies are distributed in the local Universe.

Driven by the gravitational perturbations of the density fluctuations, galaxies will

have peculiar motions on top of their Hubble recession motions. Treating the mass

field as pressureless fluid, on linear scales the peculiar motion of the density field

obeys the following hydrodynamic equations [Peebles , 1980; Strauss and Willick ,
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1995]

∂δ

∂t
+

1

a
∇ · v = 0 ,

∂v

∂t
+
ȧ

a
v +

1

a
∇ϕ = 0 , ∇2ϕ− 4πGρ = 0 , (1.26)

where v denotes the peculiar velocity field, ϕ is the gravitational potential. The

solution of δ is given by [Peebles , 1980; Strauss and Willick , 1995]

δ(r, t) = A(r)D(t) +B(r)M(t), (1.27)

where the D(t) and M(t) are the growing mode and decaying mode, respectively.

The decaying mode will reduce to zero quickly over time, only the growing mode will

dominate the evolution of the Universe.

Setting the decaying mode M(t) = 0 and inserting Eq.1.27 into the first equation

of Eq.1.26 yields

∇ · v = −aδ Ḋ
D

= −aH0fδ, (1.28)

where

f ≡ 1

H0D

dD

dt
=

1

H0D

dD

da

da

dt
=
d lnD

da
. (1.29)

f is the so-called linear growth rate of the structure. The growth rate is related to the

time derivative of the growing mode, D of the mass density fluctuation. Therefore,

measuring the growth rate enables us to understand how fast the density fluctuations

are evolving. Lahav et al. [1991] give a widely used model for f as a function of the

density parameters

f = Ω4/7
m +

ΩΛ

70

(
1 +

Ωm

2

)
. (1.30)

Other approximations have been developed in the past years, such as Peebles [1984];

Lightman and Schechter [1990]; Carroll et al. [1992]; Wang and Steinhardt [1998];

Hamilton [2001]. In particular, Linder [2005] and Linder and Cahn [2007] parame-

terized the growth rate as

f = Ωγ
m, (1.31)

where γ ≈ 0.55. The above equation is the commonly used ΛCDM predicted growth
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rate, which has been tested by the large-scale structure measurements in recent years.

From Eq.1.28, the solution of the peculiar velocity, v is given by [Peebles , 1980;

Strauss and Willick , 1995]

v(r) =
H0f

4π

∫
δ(r′)(r′ − r)

|r′ − r|3 d3r′. (1.32)

The peculiar motion of the galaxies can result in coherent cosmic flows in the local

Universe. Measuring these cosmic flows enables us to test whether ΛCDM accurately

describes the motion of galaxies in the local Universe. Observationally, only the line-

of-sight peculiar velocity of a galaxy is measurable, and it will generate a redshift

on top of galaxy’s recession redshift. For a given galaxy, the recession redshift zh,

peculiar redshift zp and observed redshift zo have the following relation [Colless et al.,

2001; Hui and Greene, 2006; Davis and Scrimgeour , 2014]

zo + 1 = (1 + zh)(1 + zp). (1.33)

The three-dimensional velocity field and density field can be reconstructed from the

line-of-sight peculiar velocities using numerical methods. For example, Pomarède

et al. [2017] used the Wiener filter estimator [Zaroubi et al., 1995, 1999] to reconstruct

the cosmic velocity field for the local Universe – see Fig.1.4.

How fast does the mass density fluctuation field δ of the local Universe evolve

over time? How are galaxies and the dark matter distributed in the local Universe

and how are galaxies moving in the local Universe? These questions can be answered

by measuring the growth rate f , biasing parameter b and cosmic flows.

1.2.5 Cosmic flows

Fig.1.3 shows the cosmic flow field of the local Universe obtained from the CLUES

simulation3. The white dots represent galaxies, the streamlines indicate the flows.

The matter flows from the blue region (less dense) to the red region (denser), form-

ing the void and filament structures. The flows arise from the peculiar motion of

3https://www.clues-project.org/cms/images-and-movies/cosmic-flows/
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Figure 1.4: Cosmic flows in the local Universe. The streamlines indicate the peculiar
velocity field; the colour contours the amplitude of velocity. The red surface indicates
the galaxy clusters in the nearby Universe. The white surface indicates filamentary
structures in the density field in the nearby Universe. Figure from https://vimeo.

com/206210825.

the galaxies. Observationally, only the line-of-sight component of the flow field is

measurable.

Mathematically, following the argument in Kaiser [1988]; Jaffe and Kaiser [1995];

Staveley-Smith and Davies [1989]; Parnovsky et al. [2001]; Feldman et al. [2010],

using the Taylor series expansion, the line-of-sight peculiar velocity field, v(d) can

be expanded as

v(d) = Bir̂i + dQij r̂ir̂j + · · · , (i, j = x, y, z) (1.34)

where d is the comoving distance, and {r̂x, r̂y, r̂z} represents the projections for the

unit vector of d in the three Cartesian directions. The zeroth-order term Bi is the so

called ‘bulk flow’. The first-order symmetric and traceless tensor Qij describes the

‘shear’ moments. This tensor is traceless because the line-of-sight peculiar velocity

field is curl-free [Feldman et al., 2010].
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Observationally, bulk flow is measured from the averaged peculiar velocities

Bi =
N∑
n=1

wn,ivn , (1.35)

where wn,i and vn are the weight factor and line-of-sight peculiar velocity of the

n-th galaxy, respectively. The weight factor wn,i can be estimated using statistical

methods. Kaiser [1988] used the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to measure

the bulk flow. They assume the estimated peculiar velocities, vn have Gaussian

errors, estimating the bulk flow, B by maximizing the following Gaussian likelihood

function in velocity space (v-space):

L(B, σ?) =
N∏
n=1

1√
2π (σ2

n + σ2
?)

exp

(
−1

2

(vn −B · r̂n)2

σ2
n + σ2

?

)
, (1.36)

where r̂n is the unit vector pointing to the n-th galaxy, σn is the measurement error of

vn, σ? is the typical 1-D non-linear velocity dispersion, usually assumed to be ∼ 300

km s−1 [Jaffe and Kaiser , 1995; Sarkar et al., 2007; Feldman et al., 2010; Dai et al.,

2011; Turnbull et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2014; Scrimgeour et al., 2016]. Jaffe and

Kaiser [1995] extend the MLE to the shear moment measurements. However, usually

the estimated peculiar velocities do not have Gaussian errors (see Section 1.3.1). In

1995, Nusser and Davis [1995] estimated the bulk flow by maximizing a Gaussian

likelihood function in log-distance space (η-space), avoiding the assumption that

peculiar velocity measurements have Gaussian errors. Alternatively, to deal with

the non-Gaussianity of the estimated peculiar velocity, Watkins and Feldman [2015]

introduced a velocity estimator which has a Gaussian error and is compatible with

the v-space MLE.

In addition to the MLE, in 2009, Watkins et al. [2009] developed a minimum vari-

ance (MV) estimation method to estimate the bulk flow. Following this, Feldman

et al. [2010] extended the MV method to the shear and octupole moments mea-

surements. MV also estimates the bulk and shear moments in v-space, and takes

into account cosmic variance, but still assumes the measured peculiar velocity has
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a Gaussian error. The MV algorithm is slow, which is not ideal for the upcoming

large surveys (such as TAIPAN, LSST and WALLABY), therefore this thesis focusses

mainly on the MLE algorithm4.

As presented above, the bulk flow and shear moments are usually measured in

v-space and η-space. In v-space, the estimated peculiar velocities are assumed to

have Gaussian errors. In principle, Watkins and Feldman [2015] peculiar velocity

estimator is compatible with these v-space techniques, however, it only returns an

unbiased estimation of peculiar velocity under the assumption that the galaxys re-

cession velocity is much larger than its true peculiar velocity (not necessarily the

measured peculiar velocity) which may not be true for nearby objects. Instead, we

can estimate the bulk and shear moments in η-space. Nusser and Davis [1995, 2011]

measure the bulk flow in η-space, however, their model uses some linear approxima-

tions. To avoid any linear approximation in the model, and to avoid any assumption

about the unknown true peculiar velocities, Qin et al. [2018, 2019] improved the

η-space MLE using a numerical method, as presented in Chapter 1 and 2 of this

thesis.

In ΛCDM, the predicted bulk flow variance is given by [Li et al., 2012; Hong

et al., 2014; Andersen et al., 2016]:

σ2
B =

H2
0 Ω1.1

m

2π2

∫
W2(k)P(k)dk, (1.37)

where P(k) is the linear matter density power spectrum (generated in this thesis

using the CAMB package Lewis et al. 2000), as shown in the top panel of Fig.1.5,

and W(k) is the Fourier transform of the survey window function [Li et al., 2012;

4MV is an important technique, and complementary to MLE. It has some advantages that MLE
does not have, including allowance for the choice of any desired survey depth and allowance for
a straightforward comparison between independent surveys. In this thesis, we use MLE for its
mathematical simplicity, its accuracy, and its efficiency and convenience for application to larger
data sets.
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Figure 1.5: Top panel shows the linear matter density power spectrum, generated
using the CAMB package. Bottom panel shows the window function for R = 20 Mpc
h−1.
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Andersen et al., 2016]. Commonly used forms of the window function5 are Gaussian:

W(k) = exp(−k2R2/2), (1.38)

as shown in the blue curve of the bottom panel of Fig.1.5, and spherical top-hat

W(k) =
3(sin(kR)− kR cos(kR))

(kR)3
, (1.39)

as shown in the red curve of the bottom panel of Fig.1.5. R is the effective depth

of the galaxy survey. Assuming the bulk flow amplitude |B| follows a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution [Li et al., 2012; Andersen et al., 2016], then the ΛCDM

prediction for the most likely bulk flow amplitude is Bp =
√

2/3σB [Scrimgeour

et al., 2016]. Comparing the estimated bulk flow with the ΛCDM prediction enables

us to test whether ΛCDM accurately describes the motion of galaxies in the local

Universe.

In previous works related to the measurements of the bulk and shear moments

[Staveley-Smith and Davies , 1989; Jaffe and Kaiser , 1995; Willick and Strauss , 1998;

Parnovsky et al., 2001; Feldman et al., 2010; Colin et al., 2011; Dai et al., 2011;

Nusser and Davis , 2011; Turnbull et al., 2012; Ma and Scott , 2013; Hong et al., 2014;

Scrimgeour et al., 2016], the results agree with the ΛCDM prediction. However some

measurements are not consistent with the ΛCDM prediction. For example, Watkins

et al. [2009] measure 407 ± 81 km s−1 on the scale size of 50 h−1 Mpc, which is larger

than the ΛCDM prediction (see Fig.3.7).

1.2.6 Measuring the growth rate from the power spectrum

Normalized forms of the growth rate and the biasing parameter, written as fσ8 and

bσ8, are measurable from galaxy surveys. The constant σ8 is the root mean square

(rms) of the mass fluctuation in spheres of 8 h−1 Mpc, which is used as the input

for generating the CAMB linear power spectrum. The Planck Collaboration et al.

5In this thesis, the calculation of the accurate window function is presented in Section 2.6.2 and
Section 3.6.1. The ΛCDM predicted cosmic flow is calculated from these accurate window function
rather than from the spherical Top-hat and Gaussian window function.
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[2016a] result for σ8 is 0.831± 0.011. By comparing the measured fσ8 to the ΛCDM

prediction enables us to test whether the model accurately describes the evolution

of the density field in the local Universe.

The power spectrum can be used for (fσ8, bσ8) measurements. We start from

the two-point auto-correlation function of the galaxy density field, defined as

ξδ(r) ≡ 〈δ(r′)δ(r′ + r)〉, (1.40)

where the average is over position r′. Qualitatively, this can be defined as follows:

randomly choose a galaxy, then the probability of finding a neighbouring galaxy

separated by vector r is given by ξδ(r). The two-point correlation can be estimated

by comparing the clustered galaxy catalogue to a random catalogue. A widely used

estimator of ξδ(r) is given by [Landy and Szalay , 1993]:

ξδ(r, µ) =
DD(r, µ)− 2DR(r, µ) +RR(r, µ)

RR(r, µ)
, (1.41)

where DD, RR and DR represent the galaxy-galaxy, random-random and galaxy-

random pair counts, respectively. The vector r has been split into length r, and

angular µ, components. Fig.1.6 shows an example of the correlation function (av-

eraged over µ) measured by Anderson et al. [2014] using Sloan Digital Sky Survey6

(SDSS, Abazajian et al. 2003; Aguado et al. 2019).

The density power spectrum is the Fourier transform of the correlation function,

given by

P δ(k) ≡
∫
ξδ(r)eik·rd3r. (1.42)

Whilst the underlying real-space density field is treated as isotropic, the fact we

measure galaxies in redshift space introduces anisotropy through the redshift-space

distortions (RSDs). RSDs manifest as ‘fingers of God’ and the Kaiser effect. Fingers

of God arise due to the peculiar motion of galaxies in clusters, which perturb their

6https://www.sdss.org/
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Figure 1.6: The measured correlation ξ(s) as a function of pair separation s. The
galaxy surveys used here are the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III. Our results come from
the Data Release 09,10 and 11 (DR9, DR10 and DR11). Figure from Anderson et al.
[2014].

redshifts, creating an elongation effect along the line of sight. The Kaiser effect is

due to infall towards the cluster, which tends to flatten the line-of-sight redshift

distribution further away from the cluster centre. RSDs impart anisotropy into the

density field and, as a result, the power spectrum depends on both the modulus

of the length of the wave vector k = |k| and its direction µ, where µ = r̂ · k̂ =

cos θ ∈ [−1, 1] is the cosine of the angle between the (line-of-sight) unit position

vector r̂ and unit wave vector k̂. Commonly, the power spectrum can be expanded

using Legendre polynomials in order to separate the length-dependent part from the

direction-dependent part:

P δ(k) =
∑
l

P δ
l (k)Ll(µ), (1.43)

where Ll(µ) are the Legendre polynomials, storing the angular information of the

power spectrum, and P δ
l (k) are the power spectrum multipoles, which are only a
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function of the length of the wave vector. The inverse Legendre transformation gives

P δ
l (k) =

2l + 1

2

∫ 1

−1

P δ(k, µ)Ll(µ)dµ. (1.44)

In 1994, Feldman et al. [1994] developed a good estimator of the isotropic density

power spectrum, given by

P δ(k) = |F (k)|2 − Pshot , (1.45)

where Pshot denotes the shot-noise, arising from the fact that the density field is

measured from a discrete sample of galaxies. F (k) is the Fourier transform of the

following density field function [Feldman et al., 1994]

F (r) =
w(r) [n(r)− αns(r)]

A
, (1.46)

where w(r), n(r) are the weight and number of galaxies at position r, respectively.

The weight factor [Feldman et al., 1994]

w(r) =
1

1 + n̄(r)Pδ(k)
(1.47)

is to minimize the variance of the power spectrum. ns(r) is the number of the random

points of a given synthetic catalogue. The real catalog has a mean number density α

times that of the synthetic catalog. The normalization factor A2 =
∫
w2(r)n̄2(r)d3r.

Following the arguments in Feldman et al. [1994] and Yamamoto et al. [2006], Scoc-

cimarro [2015] and Bianchi et al. [2015] developed an efficient and widely used es-

timator for density power spectrum multipoles. As an example, Fig.1.7 shows the

power spectrum multipoles of P δ
0 (k) and P δ

2 (k) measured from the 6dFGS [Springob

et al., 2014] by Blake et al. [2018].

To measure fσ8 and bσ8, we also need the model density power spectrum. Kaiser

[1987] developed the following linear model power spectrum:

P (k, µ) = PL(k)(1 + βµ2)2 , β ≡ f/b , (1.48)
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Figure 1.7: The measured P δ
0 (k) and P δ

2 (k) for 6dFGS. The dashed and solid lines
show the unconvolved and convolved model power spectrum, respectively. Figure
from Blake et al. [2018].

where PL(k) is the real-space power spectrum, which can be calculated using the

CAMB package. Some other example models for the power spectrum can be found

in Cole et al. [1995]; McDonald and Roy [2009]; Beutler et al. [2012]; Vlah et al.

[2012]; Howlett [2019]. Inserting the above model power spectrum into Eq.1.44,

one can calculate the model power spectrum multipoles. As shown in Fig.1.7, the

red solid curves indicate the model power spectrum multipoles fit to the data. By

comparing the measured power spectrum multipoles to the model power spectrum

multipoles, one can estimate the growth rate f . Then by comparing to the ΛCDM

prediction (Eq.1.31) f = Ω0.55
m , we can test whether ΛCDM accurately describes

the evolution of the density fluctuations in the local Universe. The model power

spectrum describes the two-point correlation for the entire Universe in Fourier space.

However real galaxy surveys can only cover a small volume of the Universe. In order

to compare the measured power spectrum to the model properly, the model power

spectrum needs to be convolved with the survey window function [Ross et al., 2013;

Blake et al., 2018].

Following the arguments in Feldman et al. [1994], Park [2000], Yamamoto et al.

[2006] and Park and Park [2006], Howlett [2019] developed a new momentum power

spectrum estimator. The authors also developed a set of new density and momentum

power spectrum models based on the high-order perturbation theory of McDonald
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and Roy [2009],Vlah et al. [2012], Okumura et al. [2014] and Saito et al. [2014].

The momentum power spectrum makes the information in the velocity field readily

obtainable and is extremely efficient in dealing with very large surveys. In this thesis,

we will use the method presented in Howlett [2019] to measure the growth rate and

biasing parameter, as presented in Chapter 4.

Some other measurements of (fσ8, bσ8) using density power spectrum are Hat-

ton and Cole [1998]; Cole et al. [2005]; Jennings et al. [2011]; Blake et al. [2018].

(fσ8, bσ8) also can be measured using the two-point correlation function of the mass

density field [Bahcall and Soneira, 1983; Bahcall and West , 1992; Song et al., 2011;

Bielby et al., 2011; Beutler et al., 2012; Howlett et al., 2015c; Shi et al., 2018], us-

ing the peculiar velocity correlation function [Gorski et al., 1989; Juszkiewicz et al.,

2000; Feldman et al., 2003; Dupuy et al., 2019], using the velocity power spectrum

[Kolatt and Dekel , 1997; Zaroubi et al., 1997; Silberman et al., 2001; Johnson et al.,

2014; Howlett et al., 2017c; Huterer et al., 2017], or via comparison of the recon-

structed/measured density and velocity fields [Nusser and Davis , 1994; Erdoǧdu

et al., 2006; Lavaux et al., 2010; Carrick et al., 2015]. As shown in Fig.4.9, there

is a slight tension between the previous growth rate measurements (dashed blue

curve) and the GR prediction (soiled green curve). Therefore, more measurements

are required to further test GR. Chapter 4 of this thesis is the first application of

the momentum power spectrum of Howlett [2019] to real surveys, and measures the

growth rate from the momentum power spectrum. Also, we introduce a technique

to accurately accommodate the presence of non-Gaussian measurement distributions

into the analysis.

1.3 Peculiar Velocity Surveys

1.3.1 Estimators of the line-of-sight peculiar velocity

The expanding Universe results in the recession redshift zh for galaxies. From zh,

one can calculate the true comoving distance, dh of the galaxies by using Eq.1.19.

In addition, the peculiar motion of galaxies will also generate a peculiar redshift.
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Therefore, the observed redshift of the galaxies is the combined effect of the recession

redshift and the peculiar redshift. From the galaxies’ observed redshift z, one can

calculate the apparent comoving distance dz, of the galaxies using Eq.1.19. The

difference between dh and dz encodes the line-of-sight peculiar motion information

of the galaxies. Observationally, the line-of-sight peculiar velocity can be calculated

from the ‘logarithmic distance ratio’ for a galaxy, η, defined as

η ≡ log10

dz
dh

, (1.49)

where the apparent distance of a galaxy dz is inferred from the observed redshift of

the galaxy. The true comoving distance, dh is calculated from a redshift-independent

measurement of the galaxy [Strauss and Willick , 1995], for example using the Tully-

Fisher relation, the Fundamental Plane, or Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia).

The Tully-Fisher relation [Tully and Fisher , 1977] empirically relates the absolute

magnitude of a spiral galaxyM , to its HI rotation widthW , through a linear equation

M(W ) = α logW + β, (1.50)

where the parameters α and β can be fit from the observed absolute magnitudes

Mobs and HI rotation widths of galaxies at known distances. The left-hand panel

of Fig. 1.8 shows the Tully-Fisher relation [Hong et al., 2014] for the 2MTF survey

(see Section 1.3.2 for more information about 2MTF), and the red line is the best-

fit. η can be calculated from the difference between the absolute magnitude M(W )

predicted by the fit and the observed absolute magnitude through

η = −Mobs −M(W )

5
. (1.51)

The Fundamental Plane (FP, Djorgovski and Davis 1987) is a three dimensional

empirical linear relation between the surface brightness Ie, effective radii Re, and
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Figure 1.8: The left-hand panel shows the Tully-Fisher relation for the J-band 2MTF
data; the red line is the best fit to the data. The right-hand panel shows the Funda-
mental Plane for the J-band 6dFGS; the grey line (plane) is the best fit to the data.
Figures from Hong et al. [2014] and Springob et al. [2014].

velocity dispersion σ, of early-type galaxies, and is given by

logRe = a log σ + b log Ie + c, (1.52)

where the parameters a, b and c can be fitted from the measured Ie, Re and σ. The

right-hand panel of Fig. 1.8 shows the FP [Magoulas et al., 2012] for the 6dFGS sur-

vey (see Section 1.3.2 for more information about 6dFGS), and the grey plane is the

best-fit. η can be converted from Ie, Re and σ using a Bayesian estimation technique

presented in Springob et al. [2014]. Type Ia supernovae can also be used to mea-

sure the log-distance ratio by taking the difference between the absolute magnitudes

predicted from their light curves [Phillips , 1993] and that inferred from their appar-

ent magnitudes [Astier et al., 2006; Guy et al., 2007; Huterer et al., 2017; Howlett

et al., 2017a]. Once obtained, the log-distance ratio η, can be converted to a peculiar

velocity using various estimators.

The commonly used line-of-sight peculiar velocity estimator is inferred from

Eq.1.33, given by [Colless et al., 2001; Hui and Greene, 2006; Davis and Scrimgeour ,
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2014]

v = c

(
z − zh(η)

1 + zh(η)

)
, (1.53)

where zh(η) is calculated by solving Eq.1.19 and 1.49. The measurement error of η

is usually Gaussian. However, due to the above non-linear relation between η and

v, the measurement error of v will no longer be Gaussian. Therefore, Eq.1.53 is not

compatible with the v-space MLE and MV.

Under the approximation that a galaxy’s recession velocity is much larger than

its true peculiar velocity, Watkins and Feldman [2015] developed a peculiar velocity

estimator which returns a Gaussian error, and is given by

v =
czmod ln(10)

1 + zmod

log10

czmod

H0dL
, (vt � cz) , (1.54)

where dL is the luminosity distance, vt is the true peculiar velocity of galaxy, and

zmod is given by

zmod = z

[
1 +

1

2
(1− q0)z − 1

6
(1− q0 − 3q2

0 + 1)z2

]
. (1.55)

The acceleration parameter is q0 = 0.5(Ωm−2ΩΛ). In Eq.1.54, the term log10(czmod/H0dl) ≈
η at low redshift, so, at a given redshift, Eq.1.54 linearly relates the peculiar velocity

v to the log-distance ratio η, so v will have Gaussian errors. Eq.1.54 is compatible

with the Gaussian assumption of the v-space MLE and MV.

1.3.2 Galaxy redshift surveys used in the thesis

The 2MASS Tully-Fisher Survey (2MTF)

The Two Micron All Sky Survey7 (2MASS) started in 1997 with the final data

released in 2003. It is a near-infrared J-band (1.25µm), H-band (1.65µm) and Ks-

band (2.17µm) survey covering 91% of the sky for objects brighter than Ks =13.5

mag. It contains 300 million observed objects, among them 1.5 million galaxies. The

2MASS Redshift Survey (2MRS, Huchra et al. 2012), which is sub-sampled from

7https://old.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/index.html
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2MASS, contains 43,533 galaxies with Ks ≤11.75 mag down to Galactic latitude

|b| = 5◦, with a redshift depth z ≈ 0.08.

The 2MASS Tully-Fisher Survey (2MTF) [Hong et al., 2019] contains distances

for 2062 spiral galaxies measured using the Tully-Fisher relation. All 2MTF photo-

metric data are obtained from 2MASS/2MRS [Masters et al., 2008; Huchra et al.,

2012]. High-quality HI rotation widths are obtained from archival data [Springob

et al., 2005], and from new observations with the GBT [Masters et al., 2014] and

Parkes telescopes [Hong et al., 2013], as well as from new ALFALFA data [Haynes

et al., 2011].

Other selection criteria for 2MTF galaxies are [Hong et al., 2014]:

1. Axis ratio b/a < 0.5.

2. HI spectral signal-to-noise ratio SNR> 5.

3. Total K-band magnitude K < 11.25 mag.

4. Velocity range cz ∈ [600, 10000] km s−1.

5. Galactic latitude |b| > 5◦.

Due to the differing sensitivities of the radio telescopes, the projected sky density

of 2MTF is greater above the declination δ = −40.0◦ by a factor of 2.08. With the

above well-defined selection functions, we are able to create accurate mock 2MTF

catalogues, as presented in Chapter 2. The mock catalogues are used to test cosmic

flow estimators and calculate measurement errors for the 2MTF power spectrum.

The Six-degree Field Galaxy Survey (6dFGS/6dFGSv)

The Six-degree Field Galaxy Survey8 (6dFGS, Jones et al. 2004, 2009) is a red-

shift survey conducted by Anglo-Australian Observatory between 2001 and 2009.

It measured the redshifts of ∼150,000 galaxies in the southern sky, covering 17,046

deg2, with a redshift depth z ≈ 0.15. The magnitude limits are (H, J, rF , bJ) =

(13.05, 13.75, 15.6, 16.75) mag. The near-infrared (J-band and H-band) data are

8http://www.6dfgs.net/
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taken from the 2MASS Extended Source Catalog (XSC, Jarrett et al. 2000) with

total K-band magnitude brighter than 12.75 mag. The rF -band and bJ -band pho-

tometry data are taken from the SuperCOSMOS catalogue [Hambly et al., 2001].

6dFGSv is a high signal-to-noise ratio sub-sample [Campbell et al., 2014; Springob

et al., 2014] containing peculiar-velocities for 8885 early-type galaxies, with distances

measured using the Fundamental Plane technique Magoulas et al. [2012]. The selec-

tion criteria for 6dFGSv galaxies are [Springob et al., 2014]:

1. Total J-band magnitude J < 13.65 mag.

2. Velocities cz < 16, 500 km s−1.

3. Declination < 0◦

4. Galactic latitude |b| > 10◦.

5. Velocity dispersion > 112 km s−1.

Also, with the above well-defined selection function, we are able to create accurate

mock 6dFGSv catalogues, as presented in Chapter 2. The mock catalogues are used

to test cosmic flow estimators and calculate the measurement errors of the 6dFGSv

power spectrum.

Using a Fisher matrix approach, Howlett et al. [2017b] forecast that the mea-

surement error on the growth rate fσ8 can be reduced by ∼ 20% by combining the

2MTF with the 6dFGSv data, as shown in Fig.1.9. In addition, we also expect that

combining 2MTF with 6dFGSv will also reduce the measurements error for the bulk

flow. We will verify these predictions in the thesis.

Cosmicflows-III (CF3)

From 2008 to 2018, a compilation of galaxy surveys was developed by B. Tully

[Tully et al., 2008, 2016a,b; Tully , 2017] – CosmicFlows I to III. The Cosmicflows-III

catalogue includes distances obtained from: Type Ia supernova observations [Rest

et al., 2014; Walker et al., 2015]; Tully-Fisher surveys, including from the Spitzer
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Figure 1.9: Fractional errors on fσ8 for the individual and combined 2MTF and
6dFGSv surveys as a function of the maximum wave number k. The solid green
curve is below both the solid blue and red curves, indicating that the combination
of 2MTF and 6dFGSv can reduce the measurements error on the growth rate. Solid
lines show the forecasts assuming perfect knowledge of the 1D non-linear velocity
dispersion σ?, the dashed lines are when this is marginalised over. Figure from
Howlett et al. [2017b].
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Space Telescope; Fundamental Plane surveys (6dFGS); and the tip of the Red Giant

Branch (TRGB) technique using Hubble Space Telescope (HST) data.

The Cosmicflows-III catalogue is heterogeneous; it does not have a well-defined

selection function, and it is therefore difficult to generate accurate mock CF3 surveys

to measure the power spectrum and to test the cosmic flow estimators. In this

thesis, the CF3 is mainly used to measure the shear moments since it contains 17 669

galaxies, reaching cz = 34 755 km s−1.

1.3.3 Future surveys

In the near future, three examples of the upcoming surveys which will measure

redshift-independent distances related to the Tully-Fisher relation, the Fundamental

Plane, and Type Ia supernovae are:

1. WALLABY: Widefield ASKAP L-band Legacy All-sky Blind survey9. The

survey is expected to start in 2019. This is a HI 21-cm survey of the sky.

The survey will consist of around 500 000 galaxies over the southern sky (Dec

<30◦), with a redshift limit of 0.26 [Koribalski , 2012]. WALLABY will provide

a very large sample of Tully-Fisher galaxies, and ∼30,000 peculiar velocity

measurements to study the velocity field of the local Universe.

2. TAIPAN10: Also starting in 2019, the main scientific goals of Taipan are [da

Cunha et al., 2017]: (i) measuring the growth rate to 5% precision; (ii) recon-

structing the peculiar velocity and density field in the local Universe; and (iii)

studying galaxy evolution related to dark matter halos. The survey will consist

of around 1.2 × 106 galaxies over the southern sky (Dec <10◦ and |b| >10◦),

reaching a magnitude limit of ∼ 17 mag. TAIPAN will provide fundamental

plane distance measurements for about 50,000 early-type galaxies with z < 0.1.

3. LSST: the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope11 survey is expected to start in

2022, with the scientific goals being: (i) probing dark energy and dark matter;

9https://wallaby-survey.org
10https://www.taipan-survey.org/
11https://www.lsst.org/
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(ii) studying the transient optical sky; (iii) mapping the Milky Way; and (iv)

taking an inventory of the Solar System [Ivezic et al., 2008]. The sky area

of the survey is Dec < 34.5◦. It is a photometric survey, and will allow the

measurement of distances for ∼50,000 SNe Ia and their host galaxies.

The above surveys will provide larger peculiar velocity samples to more accurately

measure the cosmic flow and growth rate and to test cosmological models. The

techniques developed in this thesis are designed with these future large surveys in

mind.
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Chapter 2

Bulk flow in the combined 2MTF

and 6dFGSv surveys

ABSTRACT

We create a combined sample of 10,904 late and early-type galaxies from the

2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys in order to accurately measure bulk flow in the local

Universe. Galaxies and groups of galaxies common between the two surveys are

used to verify that the difference in zero-points is < 0.02 dex. We introduce a maxi-

mum likelihood estimator (ηMLE) for bulk flow measurements which allows for more

accurate measurement in the presence non-Gaussian measurement errors. To cali-

brate out residual biases due to the subtle interaction of selection effects, Malmquist

bias and anisotropic sky distribution, the estimator is tested on mock catalogues

generated from 16 independent large-scale GiggleZ and SURFS simulations. The

bulk flow of the local Universe using the combined data set, corresponding to a scale

size of 40 h−1 Mpc, is 288 ± 24 km s−1 in the direction (l, b) = (296 ± 6◦, 21 ± 5◦).

This is the most accurate bulk flow measurement to date, and the amplitude of the

flow is consistent with the ΛCDM expectation for similar size scales.
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CHAPTER 2. BULK FLOW IN THE COMBINED 2MTF AND
6DFGSV SURVEYS

2.1 Introduction

The Universe is expanding, driving galaxies further and further apart from each

other. Locally, this effect is described by the Hubble Law, which linearly relates the

distance and redshift of galaxies. However, on top of the ‘cosmological expansion’ or

‘Hubble Flow’, additional velocity components may be present. A major additional

component is the result of the combined gravitational effects of mass density fluctua-

tions. These give rise to perturbations on the Hubble flow, called ‘peculiar velocities’,

or just ‘velocities’. These peculiar velocities are good indicators of the density field

in the nearby Universe and enable us to determine cosmological parameters, test the

cosmological model, and test whether General Relativity accurately describes the

motion of galaxies on the largest scales, given the observed density field.

Coherent peculiar velocities over a significant volume of the Universe are known

as ‘bulk flows’. These flows seem to arise from massive (supercluster-scale) overdensi-

ties, and can therefore provide a measurement of the total mass of these overdensities,

and correspondingly constrain the degree of homogeneity and isotropy required in

cosmological models. Bulk flow in the local Universe is simply defined as the weighted

mean value of the line-of-sight peculiar velocities, projected on three orthogonal axes,

for a given galaxy sample. It is an important measurement of the density field on

scales comparable or greater than the sampled volume. However, measuring the bulk

flow is prone to systematic effects arising from poor distance estimation and sample

selection. This is because measurements of both redshift and a redshift-independent

distance are required.

An early claim of bulk flow in the local Universe was made by Rubin et al. [1976],

who found a bulk flow velocity of 534 km s−1 under the direction l = 73◦, b = 19◦

(Galactic coordinates) in the CMB frame (or 600 km s−1 in the direction (l, b) =

(160◦,−10◦) of the local group (LG) frame). Later measurements, for example by

Lynden-Bell et al. [1988], converged on a different bulk flow direction l = 312± 11◦,

b = 6 ± 10◦, showing the earlier direction to be erroneous. However, subsequent

studies have also shown that the amplitude is likely not as high as 600 km s−1.

Courteau et al. [1993] estimated 360± 40 km s−1 in the direction l ≈ 300◦, b ≈ 10◦.
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Watkins et al. [2009] found 407±81 km s−1, with a direction of l = 287±9◦, b = 8±6◦.

More recently, for the 2MTF survey Hong et al. [2014] found 281± 25 km s−1 in the

direction of l = 296± 16◦, b = 19± 6◦. With the deeper 6dFGSv survey, Scrimgeour

et al. [2016] derived a bulk flow of 248±58 km s−1 in the direction (l, b) ≈ (318◦, 40◦).

Quantitative comparison between the above results, and comparison with the

predictions of ΛCDM cosmology, needs to take into account the window function

which describes the effective depth of each survey, and is fairly straightforward to

calculate. But the comparison, and indeed the window function itself, also depends

on estimation technique. In recent literature, the main techniques that have been

used to calculate bulk flow are: maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [Kaiser ,

1988; Sarkar et al., 2007]; minimum variance (MV) estimation [Watkins et al., 2009;

Feldman et al., 2010] and log-linear χ2 minimization [Hong et al., 2014]. MLE is

fast and easy to use, but incorrectly assumes that peculiar velocity measurements

have a Gaussian distribution. MV takes into account large-scale correlations, but is

slow, not ideal for large data sets, and still assumes Gaussian errors. Watkins and

Feldman [2015] propose a velocity estimator that allows either of the above methods

to be used with less bias.

In this chapter, we combine the deep, but hemispherical 6dFGSv data [Springob

et al., 2014] with the more isotropic but shallower 2MTF data [Hong et al., 2014] in

order to better understand and measure velocities and bulk flows in the local Uni-

verse. Both surveys have well-defined selection functions and we are able to model

the effect of observational selection effects by using mock surveys generated from

large-scale simulations. Moreover, we have also investigated different velocity esti-

mators, and different bulk flow estimates, and we propose a log-linear MLE technique

based on magnitude fluctuations – the so-called ηMLE method.

This chapter is structured as follows: in Section 2.2, we give a brief introduction

to 2MTF, 6dFGSv and the group catalogue which we use for comparison. In Section

2.3, we discuss the combination of 2MTF and 6dFGSv. In Section 2.4, we introduce

the peculiar velocity estimators, including a new ηMLE algorithm. In Section 2.5,

we discuss results obtained from the mocks. We present our final results in Section
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2.6 and conclude in Section 2.7.

For analysing the data, we adopt a spatially flat ΛCDM cosmology is as the

fiducial model. The cosmological parameters are from Planck Collaboration (2013):

Ωm = 0.3175, σ8 = 0.8344, and H0 = 100h km s−1 Mpc−1 with h = 0.67. These

parameters are mainly used to calculate the comoving distance and the power spec-

trum, and don’t significantly affect the results.

2.2 Datasets

2.2.1 2MTF

The Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) Tully-Fisher Survey (2MTF) uses high-

quality velocity widths from 21-cm HI observations and photometry from the 2MASS

survey to measure Tully-Fisher distances for bright inclined spirals in the 2MASS

Redshift Survey (2MRS) [Masters et al., 2008; Huchra et al., 2012].

All 2MTF photometric data are obtained from the 2MRS catalogue. The HI

rotation widths are obtained from archival data [Springob et al., 2005], and from

new observations with the Green Bank Telescope (GBT, Masters et al. 2014) and

Parkes telescopes [Hong et al., 2013], as well as from new ALFALFA data [Haynes

et al., 2011]. The final 2MTF catalogue is selected using the following criteria: total

K-band magnitude K < 11.25 mag, 600 km s−1 < cz < 10,000 km s−1, axis ratio

b/a < 0.5, HI spectrum signal-to-noise ratio SNR> 5, HI width error εw/εHI < 10%.

The final 2MTF sample includes 2062 galaxies, down to the Galactic latitude |b| = 5◦.

2.2.2 6dFGSv

The Six-degree-Field Galaxy Survey (6dFGS) is a southern survey, also based on

the 2MASS near-infrared galaxy catalogue, and covering about 17,046 deg2, with

Galactic latitude |b| > 10◦ out to cz ≈ 16, 500 km s−1. The targets are galaxies with

total K-band magnitude K < 12.75 mag in the 2MASS Extended Source Catalog

[Jones et al., 2009, 2004]. The 6dFGS Catalog contains about 150,000 galaxies.
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The 6dFGS peculiar-velocity survey (6dFGSv) contains the brightest early-type

galaxies in the primary 6dFGS redshift sample with SNR > 5 and total J-band

magnitude J < 13.65 mag, out to cz = 16, 500 km s−1, and velocity dispersion

greater than 112 km s−1 [Springob et al., 2014]. Distances and velocities of the

6dFGSv sample are measured by using the fundamental plane technique. The best-

fitting fundamental plane and peculiar velocities have been determined for 8,885

6dFGSv galaxies in near-infrared passbands [Magoulas et al., 2012].

2.2.3 Group Catalog

The galaxies group catalogs, which will be used in the following research, is the

group list identified by Crook et al. [2007], including the low density contrast Catalog

(LDC), and the hight density contrast Catalog (HDC). The group catalog will be

used to verify the zero-points between the 2MTF and the 6dFGSv.

2.3 Combining 2MTF and 6dFGSv

The combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv data offer a number of advantages over each survey

individually. Firstly, the 6dFGSv survey, which extends out to cz ≈ 16, 200 km s−1, is

deeper than 2MTF alone. Secondly, 2MTF is more uniform than 6dFGSv alone, and

provides vital coverage in the northern hemisphere. Finally, the combination of the

data sets will statistically improve the estimate of bulk flow and other cosmological

parameters. In related work, Howlett et al. [2017b] has predicted that such a data

set combination can improve the measurement of the normalised growth factor, fσ8

by 25%. For consistency, we use J-band 2MASS photometry throughout.

Before combining 2MTF and 6dFGSv, we need to cross-compare the distance

estimates and correct for any the zero-point offsets. Such offsets may be due to the

systematic differences between the Tully-Fisher and Fundamental Plane distances,

different measurement techniques, or different selection effects. We define the loga-
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rithmic distance ratio for a galaxy as:

η ≡ log10

dz
dh

(2.1)

where dz is the apparent distance of a galaxy as judged from its redshift, and dh

is the true comoving distance of the galaxies inferred from the Fundamental Plane

or Tully-Fisher relation. The observed redshift includes the line-of-sight peculiar

motion and the cosmological expansion.

2.3.1 Common galaxies

Forty three 2MTF galaxies have 2MASS IDs listed in Table 2 of Campbell et al.

[2014]. These galaxies all have 2MTF and 6dFGSv velocity differences c|∆z| < 150

km s−1. The properties of these galaxies are listed in Table E.1. Most appear to

be late-type galaxies misclassified in 6dFGSv due to having an early-type nuclear

spectrum, as shown in Figure 15 in Campbell et al. [2014].

In Fig.2.1, we plot log10 dh(2MTF) against log10 dh(6dFGSv) for the above com-

mon galaxies, and use the Hyper Fit package [Robotham and Obreschkow , 2015] to

perform a weighted fit. The average difference for the common galaxies is

〈
log10

dh(2MTF )

dh(6dFGSv)

〉
= 0.11± 0.01 (2.2)

representing a zero-point offset in distance of almost 30%. The Fundamental Plane

distances appear abnormally small due to the late-type nature of the galaxies.

2.3.2 Common groups

A better method to study the zero-point offset is to compare distance estimates

of galaxies in the same groups, and therefore at common distances. In that way,

misclassified galaxies are avoided. We pick common groups using the low-density-

contrast (LDC) catalogue of Crook et al. [2007].

We firstly remove the 43 common galaxies, then identify the group IDs for the
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Figure 2.1: A comparison of 2MTF and 6dFGSv distances for 43 common galaxies.
The solid red line is the Hyper Fit line, and the yellow dashed lines represent ±1σ,
where σ = 0.08. The solid black line is the expected 1:1 relation for perfect distance
estimators.

2MTF galaxies and the 6dFGSv galaxies. After galaxies are assigned to a group ID,

we pick out those groups which contain both 2MTF and 6dFGSv galaxies. We find

95 LDC common groups.

For each group, we calculate the mean η and the mean log10 dz of the 2MTF and

6dFGSv galaxies. As a result, each group has a 2MTF distance:

log10Dh(2MTF ) = 〈η(2MTF )〉 − 〈log10 dz(2MTF )〉 (2.3)

and a 6dFGSv distance:

log10Dh(6dFGSv) = 〈η(6dFGSv)〉 − 〈log10 dz(6dFGSv)〉. (2.4)

A linear fit followed by a 3σ clip removes one LDC group, leaving 94. In Fig. 2.2,

we plot the LDC identified log10Dh(2MTF ) against log10Dh(6dFGSv) and obtain

a regression line much closer to the expected diagonal. We obtain the average value
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Figure 2.2: A comparison of 2MTF and 6dFGSv distances for 94 common groups
(group IDs are identified by using the LDC). The solid red line is the Hyper Fit line,
and the yellow dashed lines represent ±1σ, where σ = 0.12. The solid black line is
the expected 1:1 relation for perfect distance estimators.

for the logarithmic distance ratio of

〈
log10

Dh(2MTF )

Dh(6dFGSv)

〉
= 0.00± 0.02 (2.5)

which is consistent with zero.

From the 51 common groups (again, after a 3σ clip) in the high-density-contrast

(HDC) of Crook et al. [2007], and the average value for the logarithmic distance ratio

is 0.00± 0.02, also consistent with zero.

2.3.3 The combined data set of the 2MTF and the 6dFGSv

No significant zero-point correction is required, so we simply remove the 43 common

galaxies from 6dFGSv and combine the remaining galaxies with 2MTF, resulting in

a combined data set of 10,904 galaxies. The sky coverage of the combined data set

is shown in Fig. 2.3 and the redshift distribution in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Sky coverage in galactic coordinates of 10,904 galaxies in the combined
data sets of 2MTF and 6dFGSv. The colour of the points refers to the galaxy redshift,
according to the colour bar on the right-hand side of the plot.

Figure 2.4: Redshift distribution of the data sets in the CMB frame. The gray bars
are for the combined data set. The light-green line is for the 6dFGSv, while the blue
line is for the 2MTF.
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2.4 Maximum Likelihood Bulk Flow Estimation

We will use the measurements of the logarithmic distance ratio, η, or their corre-

sponding peculiar velocities, v from the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv samples to

estimate the bulk flow of our local Universe. For the ΛCDM model, we expect the

observed set of large scale velocities to be drawn from a Gaussian distribution with

variance related to the velocity power spectrum smoothed over some characteristic

scale and mean equal to the observers own bulk flow. As the distribution of velocities

(at fixed characteristic scale or depth) is based on the velocity power spectrum, so

too is the distribution of possible bulk flows. Hence, measurements of our local bulk

flow at different depths can be used to test the cosmological model. If such mea-

surements agree with the distribution of possible ΛCDM predicted bulk flows, then

ΛCDM constitutes a probable cosmological model. If we were to measure a bulk flow

significantly outside the expected distribution of bulk flows this could indicate that

the ΛCDM model is incorrect.

Measuring the bulk flow velocity at some depth requires finding the value for the

3-dimensional velocity at the location of an observer that maximises the likelihood

of observing a particular configuration of log-distance ratios or peculiar velocities.

However, this process is complicated by the fact that the relationship between η

and v is non-linear and that real observations of galaxy velocities are only along the

line-of-sight and often have some degree of anisotropy and (possibly non-Gaussian)

measurement error. With these assumptions and caveats in mind, in this section we

present three methods for measuring the maximum likelihood bulk flow given a set

of η measurements, which will then be tested using our mock galaxy catalogues in

Section 2.5.

All three of these methods are based on similar maximum likelihood methods,

however they differ crucially in how they model the relationship between the mea-

surements of η and the model bulk flow, B. The first two convert the measurements

of η into peculiar velocities using different estimators, namely those of Davis and

Scrimgeour [2014] and Watkins and Feldman [2015]. As such we name these the

dMLE and wMLE bulk flow estimators. Our third method, which we will show is
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superior for the 2MTF and 6dFGSv datasets, instead converts the model bulk flow

from velocity-space to η-space and compares this directly to the measurements. We

name this the ηMLE method.

2.4.1 Maximum likelihood bulk flow in velocity space

Kaiser [1988] writes the likelihood of observing a set of n peculiar velocities vn given

a bulk flow B as

L(B, σ?) =
N∏
n=1

1√
2π (σ2

n + σ2
?)

exp

(
−1

2

(vn −B · r̂n)2

σ2
n + σ2

?

)
(2.6)

where r̂n is the unit vector pointing to the n-th galaxy, σn is the measurement error

of vn and σ? is the typical 1D non-linear velocity dispersion, usually assumed to be

∼ 300 km s−1 [Sarkar et al., 2007; Scrimgeour et al., 2016]. The maximum likelihood

value of the bulk flow vector can then be obtained by writing each component as the

weighted mean value of the line-of-sight peculiar velocities,

Bi ≡
N∑
n=1

wn,ivn , (i = 1, 2, 3), (2.7)

and maximizing L(B, σ?). Doing so shows that the weight factors can be analytically

expressed as

wn,i =
3∑
j=1

A−1
ij

r̂n,j
σ2
n + σ2

?

, (i = 1, 2, 3) (2.8)

where

Aij =
N∑
n=1

r̂n,ir̂n,j
σ2
n + σ2

?

. (2.9)

The ‘MLE depth’ of the bulk flow measurement, i.e., the characteristic scale at which

the measurement of the bulk flow should be compared to the theoretical expectation,

is similarly defined via

dMLE =

∑ |rn|Wn∑
Wn

(2.10)

where we now use weights Wn = 1/(σ2
n + σ2

?).
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The measurement error of the bulk flow consists of two parts [Kaiser , 1988;

Feldman et al., 2010]:

Rij = 〈BiBj〉 = RB
ij +Rε

ij. (2.11)

RB
ij is the cosmic variance term, which arises from the finite volume in which the

bulk flow is measured and is intrinsically linked to the velocity power spectrum and

the characteristic depth of the bulk flow measurement. This will be revisited in

Section 2.6.2. Rε
ij = A−1

ij is the measurement covariance matrix for each of the bulk

flow components, where the equality results from the maximum likelihood solution

to the Gaussian likelihood in Eq. 2.6. Finally, the variance of the bulk flow amplitude

is [Scrimgeour et al., 2016]:

e2
B = JRε

ijJ
T , (i = 1, 2, 3) (2.12)

where J is the Jacobian of the bulk flow, ∂B/∂Bi.

dMLE

Neglecting the effects of relativistic motions and gravitational lensing, the line-of-

sight velocity of a galaxy is related to its measured redshift, z, using [Davis and

Scrimgeour , 2014],

v = v · r̂ = c

(
z − zh
1 + zh

)
(2.13)

where c is the speed of light and zh is the redshift corresponding to the galaxy’s true

comoving distance dh. In the flat ΛCDM model

dh(zh) =
c

H0

∫ zh

0

dz′

E(z′)
≈ czh
H0

(2.14)

where

E(z) =
H(z)

H0

=
√

Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ, (2.15)

and H(z) is the Hubble constant corresponding to redshift z, which at the present

epoch is given by H0, and Ωm and ΩΛ are the present day matter and dark energy
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densities, respectively. A similar expression relates the observed redshift z to the

inferred comoving distance dz for a given cosmological model. At low redshifts we

can approximate dh(zh) ≈ czh/H0.

From measurements of η and the inferred comoving distance dz, we can compute

the peculiar velocity by first calculating

dh = dz10−η (2.16)

then solving Eq. 2.14 and Eq. 2.13 for zh and v respectively. However, measurements

of the Tully-Fisher and Fundamental Plane relations typically return Gaussian errors

in the log-distance ratio η which translate to log-normal distributed errors in the

velocity, even in the low redshift approximation.

Hence, a careful choice of how to extract a measurement and error on the peculiar

velocity given a mean and error on η must be made. Scrimgeour et al. [2016] demon-

strate that the mean value of the η distribution is equivalent to the median value

of the corresponding v distribution and that the standard deviation of the velocity

distribution has a strong linear dependence on dz that can be modelled as,

σn(6dFGSv) = 0.324H0dz,n. (2.17)

for the 6dFGSv dataset. Applying the same procedure to the 2MTF data (Ap-

pendix A) we find

σn(2MTF ) = 0.177H0dz,n. (2.18)

Based on the above relationship between η and v, the dMLE method uses the

peculiar velocity based on the mean log-distance ratio and the error on v given by

Eq. 2.17 and Eq. 2.18 for the 6dFGSv and 2MTF data as input to the maximum

likelihood method. Because this method of estimating the peculiar velocity and bulk

flow does not fully encapsulate the error distribution for each galaxy, we expect (and

show in Section 2.5) that this method is suboptimal for measuring the bulk flow in

the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv data.
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wMLE

An alternative method of estimating the peculiar velocity given a measurement of

the η, which largely preserves the Gaussian nature of the error distribution, is given

by Watkins and Feldman [2015],

v =
ln(10)cz

1 + z
log10

cz

H0dh
≈ ln(10)cz

1 + z
η, (2.19)

where the second equality arises from the low redshift approximation of the log-

distance ratio. A similar expression can then be used to calculate the error on the

peculiar velocity given the error on η. We call the combination of this peculiar

velocity estimator and the likelihood in section 2.4.1 the wMLE method.

One caveat to this is that it only strictly returns an unbiased estimate of a peculiar

velocity under the assumption that the galaxy’s true peculiar velocity (not necessarily

the measured peculiar velocity which can be significantly larger) is much smaller than

cz for that galaxy. Typical galaxy velocities are expected to be on the order of a

500−1000 km s−1, hence at first glance this is a reasonable approximation for most of

the galaxies in the 2MTF and 6dFGSv samples which have mean redshifts of ∼ 5000

km s−1 and ∼ 10000 km s−1 respectively. However, we note that this approximation

results from a Taylor expansion of ln(1− v/cz) which typically converges poorly and

that the most accurate distances measurements in the two surveys are at low redshift

where the approximation is more likely to break down. As a result of this, although

the estimator is found to perform reasonably well, in the next section we also develop

an estimator which does not require this assumption.

2.4.2 ηMLE: Estimation in log-distance space

In this section we introduce an algorithm for estimating the bulk flow that preserves

the Gaussian nature of the measurement errors and that does not require any as-

sumption on the unknown magnitude of a galaxy’s velocity compared to its redshift.

The principle behind this estimator is that rather than converting the measurements

of η to velocities and using these as input to the Kaiser [1988] maximum likelihood
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method, we take a more Bayesian approach; calculating theoretical log-distance ra-

tios for each galaxy given a model for the bulk-flow, then comparing these directly

to the measurements.

Starting with the assumption that the measured log-distance ratios for a given

set of galaxies are independent and Gaussian distributed, we can write the likelihood

of observing a particular set of log-distance ratios as

P (η|B) =
n∏
i=1

1√
2π
(
ε2i + ε2?,i

) exp

(
−1

2

(η̃i(B)− ηi)2

ε2i + ε2?,i

)
, (2.20)

where εi is the measurement error of ηi for each galaxy and ε?,i encapsulates the effects

of non-linear motions on the measurements. We relate ε?,i to the usual non-linear

parameter σ? using [Johnson et al., 2014; Howlett et al., 2017c]

ε?,i =
1 + zi

ln(10)H(zi)dz,i
σ?. (2.21)

The above equation results from the derivation of Hui and Greene [2006] which

demonstrates how a peculiar velocity changes the observed magnitude of a galaxy,

which is in turn related to the log-distance ratio. This expression technically involves

a similar Taylor expansion to that of Watkins and Feldman [2015], but as we treat

σ? as a free, nuisance parameter this approximation is expected to be much less

important.

η̃i(B) is the log-distance ratio that each observed galaxy would have if its velocity

was equal to a bulk flow B. The procedure to calculate this can be inferred from

section 2.4.1:

1. Calculate the line-of-sight velocity v(B) = B · r̂ for a galaxy at position r due

to a bulk flow velocity B = {Bx, By, Bz}.

2. Evaluate the predicted true comoving distance to the galaxy, dh, based on the

observed redshift and Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14.

3. Calculate the model η̃i(B) given the known (for a given cosmological model)

dz and predicted dh.
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The non-linear transformation of the model B to a predicted log-distance ratio

for each galaxy means that the maximum likelihood bulk flow cannot be obtained

analytically. Instead we combine the likelihood in Eq. 2.20 with uniform priors on

the bulk flow components and σ?, which allows us to write the posterior distribution

of these four parameters given our data and a cosmological model.

A similar estimator for the velocity field which forward models the measured log-

distance ratios given a model bulk flow was introduced by Nusser and Davis [2011].

The main difference lies in the conversion from a model bulk flow to a log-distance

ratio for each galaxy, and how the best-fit bulk flow is identified [Davis et al., 2011].

In this work, we use a standard Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm and priors

of a flat distribution in the interval Bi ∈ [−800,+800] km s−1 to explore the posterior.

Even though each likelihood evaluation requires computing predicted log-distance

ratios for each galaxy, the above steps are simple enough that obtaining converged

posterior distributions is not computationally intensive.

2.5 Bulk flow fitting for the mocks

To test the three estimators introduced in Section 2.4 and explore how well we

expect them to recover the true bulk flow of the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSV data

we created a set of realistic mock galaxy catalogues that match the selection function

and the survey geometry of these two surveys.

In total, we created 2 × 8 2MTF mocks and 2 × 8 6dFGSv mocks based on

the GiggleZ [Poole et al., 2015] and the SURFS simulations [Elahi et al., 2018]. The

GiggleZ simulation is 1h−3Gpc3 in size, has a halo mass resolution of 3.0×1011h−1M�

and uses a WMAP-5 cosmology (Ωm = 0.273, Ωb = 0.0456, σ8 = 0.812, and h =

0.705). The SURFS simulation is slightly smaller at 9003 h−3Mpc3 and uses a Planck -

based cosmology (Ωm = 0.3121, Ωb = 0.0488, σ8 = 0.815, and h = 0.6751), but with

a similar halo mass limit of 1.5×1011h−1M�. Using two different simulations allows

us to create a larger sample of independent mocks and to ensure that the estimators

of the bulk flow give consistent answers for different cosmologies.
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The method for reproducing the 2MTF and 6dFGSv selection functions is quite

different, however in both cases galaxies are placed into halos using Subhalo Abun-

dance Matching (SHAM; Conroy et al. 2006). The exact method for producing these

is given below. Each pair of 2MTF and 6dFGSv mocks are created using the same

observers, i.e., placing the origin of each pair of mock surveys at the same location,

so that they can be combined easily and in the same way as the real data. Based on

the number of mock surveys created from the two simulations, each of our combined

mocks is non-overlapping and so we treat these as 16 independent samples in the

following.

2.5.1 2MTF Mocks

Our mock 2MTF surveys are created using the same method as Howlett et al. [2017c].

K-band luminosities are drawn from the Kochanek et al. [2001] fit to the luminosity

function and are assigned to each halo and subhalo based on their maximum circular

velocity. The position and velocity of each halo/subhalo is taken as the position and

velocity of the mock galaxy.

From this sample of galaxy positions, velocities and absolute K-band luminosities

we reproduce the 2MTF selection function for 8 different observers by applying cuts

in redshift of 600 km s−1 ≤ cz ≤ 10, 000 km s−1 and in apparent magnitude of K <

11.25 mag. The survey mask is reproduced by removing mock galaxies with galactic

latitude |b| < 5◦ and down-sampling galaxies to match the redshift distribution of

the 2MTF data. This is done separately above and below a declination δ = −40.0◦

as the number of objects in the true 2MTF dataset is 2.04 times less below this

declination due to the different telescopes used to make the observations.

After this process we are left with 16 mock 2MTF catalogues each containing

∼ 2000 galaxies. The true velocity of each galaxy is known from the simulation

as is the true log-distance ratio. We class the ‘true’ bulk flow vector1 within each

1The true values of the bulk and shear moments are not the ΛCDM theoretical predicted mo-
ments.

In Sections 2.5 and 3.5, the true value of the moments is calculated by averaging over the 3-D
velocities, and these velocities are known from the simulation (or mocks). Comparing the measured
moments of the mocks to the true values is to show how well the ηMLE can recover the true bulk
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mock as the average of the true galaxy velocities in each direction. Measured log-

distance ratios are then calculated for each mock galaxy by drawing from a Gaussian

distribution based on the true log-distance ratio with standard deviation given by

the fit to the error in the 2MTF measurements as a function of redshift from Howlett

et al. [2017c] (Section 2.3.3 therein). In Fig. 2.5, we plot the distribution of the

η for the 2MTF data, and five example 2MTF mocks. The measured log-distance

ratio and errors for each mock catalogue are used as inputs to the three different

MLE bulk flow estimators. In Appendix D (Fig. D.1 and D.2), we plot the redshift

distribution and the sky coverage for the 2MTF data and example 2MTF mocks to

show these can faithfully represent the survey geometry of the 2MTF data.

The resultant bulk flow measurements from the 16 2MTF mocks are plotted

against the true bulk flow in Fig. 2.6. To compare the three estimators, we calculate

the reduced χ2 between the measured Bm and true bulk flow, Btrue along each

direction using

χ2
red =

1

48− 1
(Bm −Btrue)C

−1(Bm −Btrue)
T (2.22)

where the measured and true bulk flow vectors contain 48 elements (3 directions, and

16 mocks) and C is the 48×48 covariance matrix. As we treat each of our mocks as

independent, this covariance matrix consists of 16 3× 3 sub-covariance matrices on

the diagonal and is zero elsewhere. For wMLE and dMLE, the diagonal blocks of C

are constructed using Rε
ij from Eq. 2.11, while for the ηMLE the diagonal blocks are

calculated by using the 16 MCMC samples. Formulating the reduced chi-squared in

this way removes any ambiguity in the number of degrees of freedom and allows us

to include the effects of covariance in the three bulk flow components measured in

each mock.

flow of the simulation, and to explore how the anisotropic sky coverage biases the measurement of
the moments. It is not used to test the cosmological model.

By contrast, in Section 2.6 and 3.6, the ΛCDM theoretical expectation for the moments is cal-
culated following the steps discussed in these sections. Comparing the measured moments of the
surveys to ΛCDM prediction is then used to test the cosmological model. The methods used in
Section 2.6.2 and 3.6.1 differ.
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Figure 2.5: The distribution of η for the mocks and the 2MTF and 6dFGSv data.
The upper panel is for 2MTF, with the black solid line representing the data, and
the (coloured) dashed lines being the distribution of the mocks. Five example mocks
are shown. The bottom panel is for 6dFGSv, with the black solid line representing
the data, and the (coloured) dashed lines being the distribution of the mocks. Five
example mocks are shown.
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Figure 2.6: The bulk flow measurement compared to the true bulk flow for the
2MTF mocks in Cartesian equatorial coordinates. The upper panel is for the dMLE
estimator; the middle panel is for the wMLE estimator; the bottom panel is for the
ηMLE estimator.
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For dMLE we find χ2
red = 14.45, which is much larger than for the wMLE or ηMLE

methods (where χ2
red = 4.23 and 4.02 respectively). This results from an increased

scatter in the measured bulk flow about the true bulk flow coupled with the fact

that the dMLE typically gives the smallest (and least representative) error bars. In

general we find that the wMLE and ηMLE perform similarly well. The Watkins and

Feldman [2015] estimator does well in retaining the Gaussian nature of the error

bars when transforming from η− to v-space. However the necessary assumption of

vtrue � cz does introduce some systematic error for the closest galaxies in the mocks,

and in turn slightly increases the reduced chi-squared compared to the ηMLE. For

the 2MTF mocks, we find that the ηMLE is the best performing of the three methods

and is the one we adopt for the subsequent parts of this work.

Overall both the wMLE and ηMLE have reduced chi-squared values far from

unity. Given that both of these methods are expected to account well for mea-

surement errors, the source of this discrepancy comes instead from the underlying

assumption of the Maximum likelihood method, that the distribution of true ve-

locities in the mocks is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean B · r̂n and

standard deviation σ? (or equivalently, in the ηMLE method, with mean η̃i(B) and

standard deviation ε?,i). Whilst this assumption is not explicitly stated in the stan-

dard maximum likelihood formalism, we can see this from Eq. 2.6 and 2.20, both

of which can be expressed as the convolution of Gaussian distributed true velocities

with Gaussian random measurement errors.

In reality, non-linearities give rise to large velocities that are not well described by

a Gaussian distribution and the above method also does not account for correlations

between the velocities of different objects arising from the coherent way in which

structures in the Universe grow. This results in systematic modelling errors. One

might consider that a way to overcome this is to use jackknife samples to estimate

the mean and variance of the measured bulk flow components. As different jackknife

samples will be subject to these modelling systematics in different ways, the jackknife

error will encapsulate some of the systematic error as statistical error in the measured

bulk flow. However, as shown in Fig. 2.7 for the ηMLE method, we find that the
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Figure 2.7: The MCMC errors plotted against the jackknife errors (JK) for the ηMLE
bulk flows measured from the 2MTF mocks.

MCMC errors and jackknife errors are largely the same, and the jackknife χ2
red =

3.71, which although slightly lower than the MCMC results, does not resolve the

discrepancy.

Instead, a more accurate representation of the distribution of velocities is re-

quired. This is a significant undertaking and is left for future work. However, we

note that the Bayesian approach we adopt with the ηMLE method would allow for

rigorous exploration of the effects of different likelihood functions of the bulk flow

posterior given a set of measurements.

2.5.2 6dFGSv Mocks

Having tested our three estimators on the 2MTF mocks and identified that the ηMLE

method returns results closest to the true underlying bulk flow, we then turn to mock

catalogues based on the 6dFGSv data and the combined sample. We use these to

infer how well the ηMLE method is expected to perform on the 6dFGSv data, which

contains many more galaxies and pushes to larger depths than the 2MTF data, but

with slightly larger log-distance errors and only hemispherical sky coverage.

We created a further 2×8 mocks based on a modified version of the algorithm in
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Scrimgeour et al. [2016] and Magoulas et al. [2012]. Many of the steps follow those

presented therein, so will not be reproduced here. Key differences or clarifications in

the algorithm we use compared to the above are:

1. Observers in the SURFS and GiggleZ simulations are not chosen at random,

but instead are placed at the same locations as the 2MTF mocks.

2. Intrinsic (logarithmic) effective radii rt, velocity dispersion, st and surface

brightness, it for each mock galaxy are generated from the fundamental plane

fit to the J-band 6dFGSv data. These quantities are assigned to halos in the

simulations by rank-ordering l = 2rt + it against the halo maximum circular

velocity.

3. For each galaxy, we compute the apparent size of the galaxy under the influ-

ence of its peculiar velocity, which we call rtz. Note that this does not include

measurement errors (yet), but is simply adding in the scatter about the fun-

damental plane caused by peculiar motions. The exact expression relating this

quantity to the true effective radius of the galaxy is

rtz = rt + ηt − log10(1 + vp/c), (2.23)

where ηt is the true log-distance ratio of the mock galaxy and vp/c is the

galaxy’s peculiar velocity (normalised by the speed of light) along the observers

line-of-sight. This expression follows from the relationship between angular di-

ameter distance, effective radius and comoving distance in Section 4 of Springob

et al. [2014].

4. Measurement errors on rtz and it are generated using the apparent magnitude

(derived from l and including the effects of k-correction, surface brightness

dimming and galactic extinction) as in Magoulas et al. [2012]. The error on

the velocity dispersion εs for each galaxy is generated from a fit of εs as a

function of s itself in the 6dFGSv data. For more details, see Appendix B.

5. Given the above measurement errors εr, εs and εi, the observed quantities, ro,
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so and io, for each mock galaxy are randomly generated from a multivariate

Gaussian distribution with mean {rtz, st, it} and covariance matrix En from

Eq. 13 of Magoulas et al. [2012]. The appropriate selection functions are then

applied.

6. The mock galaxies are sub-sampled as a function of RA and declination using

the angular completeness mask for the 6dFGS survey [Jones et al., 2009]. They

are also subsampled to match the 6dFGSv redshift distribution in the same way

as the 2MTF mocks.

7. From the remaining observed mock ro, so and io the measured log-distance

ratio and associated error are generated using the same fitting procedure as

was used for the 6dFGSv data in Springob et al. [2014], including the correction

for Malmquist bias.

In Fig. 2.5, we plot the distribution of η for five example 6dFGSv mocks alongside

the real 6dFGSv data. The distribution of log-distance ratios in the mocks, after

correction for Malmquist bias, is well representative of the distribution of the real

data. Also, in Appendix D (Figures D.1 and D.3), we plot the redshift distribution

and the sky coverage for the 6dFGSv data and example 6dFGSv mocks to show we

can represent the inhomogeneous survey geometry of the 6dFGSv data.

The bulk flow in equatorial coordinates for the 6dFGSv mocks, measured using

the ηMLE, is shown in left-side panel of Fig. 2.8 and compared to the true bulk

flow in each mock. We see that the bulk flow in the x and y directions is well

recovered by the estimator, but that the Bz component of bulk flow velocities are

systematically negative. An important point is that, whilst the true bulk flow in

the real 6dFGSv data is unknown, we find a similar amplitude in this direction

(Bz = −439±38 km s−1), which leads us to believe the result from the real data is also

likely to be biased. We find that the origin of this bias arises from a combination of an

imperfect correction for Malmquist bias in the data and mocks which is exacerbated

by the hemispherical nature of the survey. This bias also occurs when using the

wMLE and the Minimum Variance estimator, as shown in Appendix C.
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Firstly, as a demonstration of the fact that this bias is linked to the hemispherical

nature of the 6dFGSv survey and the way in which log-distance ratios are measured

from the FP, we look at the measured Bz component in two of our mocks when

different declination cuts are applied. The mocks are otherwise identical to those

used in the rest of this work. We increase the number of galaxies in proportion to

the surface area of the survey, such that a hemispherical mock including the zone of

avoidance (ZoA) contains the same number of galaxies as 6dFGSv, but the full-sky

mock has ∼ 2.4 times as many (The extra 0.4 comes from the inclusion of mock

galaxies in the ZoA). The results are shown in Fig. 2.9.

We find that for both the mocks (with different true bulk flows), the result cal-

culated using the true log-distance ratio and the ηMLE method is consistent with

the true bulk flow regardless of the declination cut applied. When measured log-

distance ratios are used we find that the z-direction bulk flow measurements become

increasing biased as we go from a full-sky to hemispherical survey.

To explore this further, we look at the distribution of measured log-distance

ratios minus the true log-distance ratio or each galaxy in the mocks. As shown in

the right-side panel of Fig. 2.8, we find that the method used to convert the measured

fundamental plane parameters for each mock galaxy to a measured log-distance ratio

from Springob et al. [2014] is slightly biased, producing on average log-distance ratios

that are larger than the true values. This is apparent in the overall histogram of

differences, and when looking at the weighted average in redshift bins (where each

galaxy is weighted by 1/(ε2η + ε2?)). Upon further investigation, we find that this is

caused by the normalisation of the log-distance PDF for each galaxy, namely ‘fn’ in

equation 5 of Springob et al. [2014] which also attempts to correct for Malmquist

bias.

As stated in Springob et al. [2014], this normalisation is computed numerically

using Monte Carlo samples of fundamental plane parameters drawn from the best-fit

6dFGSv fundamental plane and applying the magnitude limit of the 6dFGSv sample

(J < 13.65 mag). By minimizing the χ2 difference between the true and measured

Bz for each of our 16 mocks as a function of this magnitude limit we find we are able
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Figure 2.8: The left-hand panel shows the bulk flow measurement for the original
6dFGSv mocks in equatorial coordinates. In the right-hand panel, we show the
difference between the measured logarithmic distance ratio η and the true logarithmic
distance ratio ηt for mock galaxies as a function of redshift. Each point is a ‘hexbin’
colour-coded by the average error ε2 = ε2η + ε2? of the galaxies in that bin to highlight
the contribution of different regions of the η − ηt vs. redshift space to the bulk flow
measurement. Side panels are histograms over all galaxies. The red squares are the
weighted mean of η − ηt in redshift bins, weighted by 1/ε2. η − ηt is significantly
larger than 0 (compared to the standard error) for nearly all bins.

to remove the bias in the z-direction bulk flow measurement of 6dFGSv if a best-fit

value of J < 13.217 mag is used in the ‘fn’ calculation instead. Why the best-fit

value differs from the magnitude limit expected for the 6dFGSv data is unclear and

would involve a detailed look at the 6dFGSv photometry, photometric errors and

completeness, which is beyond the scope of this work.

However, using the re-calibrated ‘fn’ to calculate the log-distance ratio, and then

the bulk flow of the 6dFGSv mocks, we recover the results shown in left-side panel

of Fig. 2.10. In the right-side panel of Fig.2.10, we demonstrate that this correction

has effectively removed the difference between the true and measured log-distance

ratios in the mocks. Finally, we also use this re-calibrated fn to calculate the bulk

flow of the 6dFGSv data, and the results are shown in Table 2.1.

An alternative way to correct for the Bz bias without exploring the data in detail

would be to calculate the difference in the true and measured Bz averaged over the

mocks and apply this directly to the computed 6dFGSv Bz value. This method is

used in Appendix C and gives nearly identical results to the ‘fn’ correction. This
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Figure 2.10: Same as Fig. 2.8 but using the re-calibrated ‘fn’ for each galaxy. We
find the bias in Bz is now effectively removed, and η − ηt is consistent with zero
across all redshift bins.
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gives us confidence that, although the reasons for re-calibration of ‘fn’ are not fully

understood, the correction itself is robust and accurate.

2.5.3 Combined mocks

As both the 2MTF and 6dFGSv mocks reproduce the respective selection functions

of the two dataset and are centred on the same observer, they can be combined in the

same manner as the data to produce a set of 2×8 combined mock galaxy catalogues.

We use these to test the expected performance of the ηMLE fitting method on the

combined sample. The measured bulk flow components for the combined mocks are

shown in Fig. 2.11.

Compared to the (biased) 6dFGSv-only mocks, the bias in the z-direction bulk

flow velocities Bz is reduced significantly due to the more isotropic distribution of

galaxies. However, some bias remains as the number density of the galaxies in

southern sky is still much higher than in the north sky (by a ratio of ∼ 5 : 1). If

we combine the ‘fn’-revised 6dFGSv mocks with the 2MTF mocks, any Bz again

vanishes.

2.6 Results and discussion

2.6.1 Bulk flow results

The results for our fits to the bulk flow in equatorial coordinates for the combined

and individual 2MTF and 6dFGSv datasets are presented in Table 2.1, while the

results in Galactic coordinates are presented in Table 2.2.

The error in the 2MTF bulk flow is smaller than 6dFGSv even though the 6dFGSv

data has more galaxies. This is due to the smaller distance error of the 2MTF data

(both in the fractional sense, and because the galaxies are closer). The error of the

bulk flow in the combined data set improves over this further, giving a reduction of

around ∼ 30%, similar to the forecast improvement in the growth rate constraints

from a combined dataset [Howlett et al., 2017b]. This is not suprising given that,
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Figure 2.11: The bulk flow measurement for the combined mocks in equatorial coor-
dinates. The black dashed line represents equality. The top panel shows the (biased)
results using the original 6dFGSv mocks, whilst the bottom panel shows the bias-free
‘fn’-revised bulk flow.
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in the absence of systematic modelling errors, the same properties (number density

and typical distance error) determine the accuracy with which both the growth rate

and bulk flow can be measured.

For the measurement error of the 6dFGSv bulk flow amplitude, the ηMLE result

is around ±35 km s−1, while in Table 1 of Scrimgeour et al. [2016], the MV and

the dMLE error is around ±50 km s−1, which is larger than our ηMLE result. This

is not due to the ηMLE method, (our wMLE result is 240.6 ± 36.3 km/s, which is

similar to the ηMLE results), but rather the more accurate way in which both of

these newer methods account for the measurement error on each galaxy’s velocity.

In addition, ηMLE is optimized to reduce the total error, while the MV optimize

the geometry and thus the effective depth of the bulk flow. Thus it is clear that in

general the errors for MLE will be smaller than those for the MV.

Both the ηMLE and the wMLE can convert the measurement errors of the log-

distance ratio, εη to the measurement errors of the bulk flow in a way than encap-

sulates the non-Gaussian nature of the errors in velocity space. The wMLE simply

allows us to convert εη to the measurement errors of peculiar velocities, σv through

an analytic relation inferred from Eq.2.19, then to the measurement error of bulk

flow. In ηMLE, we can calculate the measurement errors of the bulk flow velocities

directly from εη through the MCMC chains generated under the likelihood function

of η (i.e. Eq. 2.20) rather than via σv.

By contrast, Scrimgeour et al. [2016] use a fit (Fig. 4 therein, or our Eq. A.3)

for both their MV estimator and dMLE to calculate the measurement errors of the

peculiar velocities. This method does not fully include all aspects of the uncertainty,

and gives larger errors on each galaxy. As a result, in the final bulk flow measurement,

both the MV and the dMLE have larger measurement errors.
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2.6.2 Comparison with theory and previous results

In this section we compare our measurements from the combined sample to the

predictions from linear theory and results from other datasets.

At redshift zero, under the ΛCDM model and assuming General Relativity, the

growth factor f = Ω0.55
m , and the variance of the bulk flow velocity is [Li et al., 2012;

Hong et al., 2014; Andersen et al., 2016]:

σ2
B =

H2
0f

2

2π2

∫
W2(k)P(k)dk (2.24)

where P(k) is the linear matter density power spectrum (which we generate using

the CAMB package Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett et al. 2012) and W(k) is the Fourier

transform of the survey window function.

Commonly used forms of the window function are the GaussianW(k) = exp(−k2R2/2)

and the spherical top-hat W(k) = 3(sin kR− kR cos kR)/(kR)3 [Li et al., 2012; An-

dersen et al., 2016]. However, 6dFGSv is a hemispherical survey rather than full-sky,

2MTF is inhomogenous above and below a declination δ = −40.0◦, and both surveys

do not cover the Galactic plane. Additionally, the window function also depends on

the distance error and therefore the weight assigned to each galaxy. Therefore the

correct window function is more complicated than a sphere or Gaussian whose outer

radius is equal to the bulk flow depth. Instead we generate more accurate window

functions that account for the above using the following algorithm:

1. Generate N × 2062 random points with the same sky and redshift distribution

as the 2MTF survey andN×8885 random points with the same sky and redshift

distribution as the 6dFGSv survey. We use the same procedure as for the mock

catalogues, but do not include other selection effects such as magnitude limits.

2. Add these two sets of random points together and convert the (cz, RA, Dec)

to (x, y, z) coordinates. Producing the two sets separately ensures the same

density of points as a function of sky position and redshift as the combined

data set.
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Figure 2.12: Window functions for 2MTF, 6dFGSv and the combined data set.

3. Perform the following summation over the random points for a given k:

W(k) =

∑Ntot

l=1 wle
i k√

3
(xl+yl+zl)∑Ntot

l=1 wl
(2.25)

where Ntot = N × (2062 + 8885) is the total number of random points and wl

are the weights assigned to each random point. We mimic the contribution

of each galaxy at a given distance to the bulk flow measurement using wl =

1/(σ2
l (r)+σ2

?) with σl calculated by using the distance to the random point, and

σl calculated from Eq. 2.17 and Eq. 2.18 for 6dFGSv and 2MTF, respectively.

We find that N = 50 is suitable to obtain convergence in our estimates of the window

function down to large k where the window function vanishes. Window functions

for the separate 2MTF and 6dFGSv samples are obtained by summing over only the

corresponding random points. The three window functions for our data are shown

in Fig. 2.12, where as expected the window function for the 2MTF has support for

larger k (smaller scales) than for 6dFGSv, with the latter survey covering a larger

cosmological volume.

The bulk flow amplitude |B| is assumed to follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-

tion [Li et al., 2012; Andersen et al., 2016] and so the most likely bulk flow amplitude
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Table 2.3: Comparing the ηMLE measured bulk flow with the ΛCDM predicted bulk
flow. Errors on the ΛCDM prediction denote the cosmic variance.

Data set ηMLE ΛCDM
km s−1 km s−1

2MTF 369± 33 315+161
−137

6dFGSv 233± 35 217+112
−95

Combined 288± 24 289+148
−126

is given by Bp =
√

2/3σB, and the (cosmic) variance of the bulk flow amplitude is

Bp
+0.419σB
−0.356σB

(1σ) and Bp
+0.891σB
−0.619σB

(2σ) [Scrimgeour et al., 2016]. Using Eq. 2.24 and

theW2(k) in Fig. 2.12, we can calculate the theoretical bulk flow prediction given in

Table 2.3. We find that all of our bulk flow measurements (for the 2MTF, 6dFGSv

and combined samples) are consistent with the predictions from ΛCDM.

Because of the differing geometries and depths, it is difficult to compare bulk flow

measurements between different surveys. Instead, to visualise how the expected and

measurement bulk flow changes over distance, we compare our results and those from

other surveys [Watkins et al., 2009; Colin et al., 2011; Nusser and Davis , 2011; Dai

et al., 2011; Turnbull et al., 2012; Ma and Scott , 2013; Hong et al., 2014; Scrimgeour

et al., 2016] to the ΛCDM predictions for spherical top-hat window functions of

different radii. We emphasise that the correct comparison between the measurement

from a particular dataset and the theoretical prediction of ΛCDM should properly

account for the (possibly complicated) survey window function, as in Table 2.3.

However, for the purposes of comparison with other datasets, it is necessary to

standardise this window function. We have chosen the spherical top-hat window for

its simplicity and, where necessary, converted the results of studies with different

window functions following the argument in Scrimgeour et al. [2016], placing these

measurements at distances that differ from the actual bulk flow depth given by the

original authors. The Watkins et al. [2009] and Turnbull et al. [2012] measurements

have Gaussian windows, and so in Fig. 2.13, we plot them at twice their quoted

radius to be more comparable to the spherical top-hat window prediction. The

6dFGSv data is a hemispherical top-hat so we plot both the results from Scrimgeour
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of bulk flow amplitude to the prediction of ΛCDM. The
theoretical model assumes a top-hat window function. The solid line indicates the
most probable bulk flow and the blue (yellow) dashed lines indicate the 1σ (2σ)
values. Filled circles (•) are our ηMLE estimated bulk flows (Table 2.1) for 2MTF,
6dFGSv, and the combined data set. Other recent measurement are shown as gray
stars (?) (H14: Hong et al. [2014]; W09: Watkins et al. [2009]; S16: Scrimgeour
et al. [2016]; C11: Colin et al. [2011]; T12: Turnbull et al. [2012]; N11: Nusser
and Davis [2011]; D11: Dai et al. [2011]; M13: Ma and Scott [2013]). W09 and
T12 use Gaussian windows, and so we plot them at twice their quoted radius, to
be comparable to the top-hat window prediction. S16 uses effective radii – the gray
arrow shows how far we have shifted the point from the measured radii. Similarly
the green arrow for the ηMLE-measured 6dFGSv data point.
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et al. [2016] and this work at the bulk flow depth, with an arrow to indicate how

these results move if we use a smaller effective radius Reff = (R3/2)1/3. All other

surveys, including the 2MTF and combined sample here have a window function

close to a spherical top-hat and are placed at their stated bulk flow depth. From

Fig. 2.13, we can see the majority of measured bulk flows are in agreement with the

predictions from ΛCDM at the 1σ level, while W09 and C11 is in agreement with

ΛCDM at the 2σ level. The ηMLE-measured bulk flows have significantly smaller

errors than the others. Our combined measurement is the most accurate bulk flow

measurement to date.

In Fig. 2.14, we compare the bulk flow direction in Galactic coordinates. The

bulk flow directions are mainly in agreement with other authors’ results. However,

the bulk flow direction of S16 (measured using the dMLE) is different from other

results. Our new 6dFGSv-only measurement is also in disagreement, but less so.

This is likely due to cosmic variance arising from the depth and sky coverage of

6dFGSv and, in the case of S16, the effect of selection and hemispheric bias that

was not accounted for. The bulk flow direction seem to be converging towards the

CMB dipole [Colin et al., 2011], but it is possible that the amplitude may not dip

below 150 km s−1 until depths of 200-500 Mpc h−1 are reached. This is beyond the

distance of the Shapley supercluster, which is undoubtedly responsible for some of

the bulk flow.

2.7 Summary

We have used the 2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys, individually and combined, to the

measure bulk flow of galaxies within the local Universe. The combined sample in par-

ticular increases the effective depth and volume of 2MTF alone, and vastly improves

on the hemispherical bias of 6dFGSv alone.

We demonstrate the extent that this bias has afflicted previous measurements. We

also investigate the effect of the mainly log-linear measurement errors on the accuracy

of different Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLEs), including a new ‘magnitude
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of the bulk flow direction in Galactic coordinates. The
blue, green and the red solid circles are the ηMLE measured bulk flows for 2MTF,
6dFGSv and the combined data sets, respectively. Other recent measurements are
shown as the colored dashed circles: (H14: Hong et al. [2014]; W09: Watkins et al.
[2009]; S16: Scrimgeour et al. [2016]; T12: Turnbull et al. [2012]; N11: Nusser and
Davis [2011]; D11: Dai et al. [2011]; M13: Ma and Scott [2013]. The size of the
circles indicates the 1σ error. The pink cross is the direction of the CMB dipole.
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fluctuation’ estimator ηMLE which calculates the full probability density function

for each bulk flow possibility, and can thus deal with a mixture of linear error terms

(e.g. non-linear velocity dispersion) and log-linear terms (e.g. distance errors).

We test the MLE methods and explore the effect of sample selection by con-

structing 16 independent mock surveys from the large-scale GiggleZ and SURFS

simulations. A high degree of consistency is shown between different estimators, with

the ηMLE technique being more accurate, especially compared with MLE methods

which assume Gaussian errors in peculiar velocity.

The uncertainty in the equatorial z-component of bulk flow for 6dFGSv is shown

to be greater than previous studies have suggested. Using mock surveys, we have

identified and corrected for a bias in the 6dFGSv measurements caused by systematic

errors in the Malmquist bias correction in the data and related to the photometric

properties of the sample. We have explored the magnitude of this bias as a function

of sky coverage in order to inform the design of future sky surveys from single ground-

based sites such as the Taipan Galaxy Survey [da Cunha et al., 2017], SkyMapper

[Wolf et al., 2018] and LSST [Ivezic et al., 2008]. Correcting for Malmquist bias

in peculiar velocity surveys in difficult and there is often the potential for unknown

systematics. Our investigation here has shown that hemispherical surveys are partic-

ularly susceptible, and so greater care must be taken in analysing future surveys such

as the Taipan Galaxy Survey than for more isotropic surveys such as WALLABY

[Koribalski , 2012].

Using the individual and combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv samples, we measure bulk

flow amplitudes (depths) of 369± 33 km s−1 (29h−1 Mpc), 233± 35 km s−1 (76h−1

Mpc), and 288±24 km s−1 (39h−1 Mpc), respectively. All values are consistent with

the ΛCDM expectation values of 315+161
−137 km s−1, 217+112

−95 km s−1, and 289+148
−126 km

s−1, respectively.
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Chapter 3

Bulk flow and shear in the local

Universe: 2MTF and

cosmicflows-3

ABSTRACT

The low-order kinematic moments of galaxies, namely bulk flow and shear, en-

ables us to test whether theoretical models can accurately describe the evolution of

the mass density field in the nearby Universe. We use the so-called ηMLE maximum

likelihood estimator in log-distance space to measure these moments from a com-

bined sample of the 2MASS Tully-Fisher (2MTF) survey and the cosmicflows-3

(CF3) compilation. Galaxies common between 2MTF and CF3 demonstrate a small

zero-point difference of −0.016 ± 0.002 dex. We test the ηMLE on 16 mock 2MTF

survey catalogues in order to explore how well the ηMLE recovers the true mo-

ments, and the effect of sample anisotropy. On the scale size of 37 h−1 Mpc, we

find that the bulk flow of the local Universe is 259 ± 15 km s−1 in the direction is

(l, b) = (300 ± 4◦, 23 ± 3◦) (Galactic coordinates). The average shear amplitude is

1.7±0.4 h km s−1 Mpc−1. We use a variable window function to explore the bulk and

shear moments as a function of depth. In all cases, the measurements are consistent

with the predictions of the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model.
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3.1 Introduction

In the local Universe, the gravitational effects of mass density fluctuations exert

perturbations on galaxies’ redshifts on top of Hubble’s Law, called ‘peculiar veloci-

ties’. The dipole and the quadruple of the peculiar velocity field, namely ‘bulk flow’

and ‘shear’ respectively, enable us to trace the matter density fluctuations and test

whether the cosmological model accurately describes the motion of galaxies in the

nearby Universe.

In previous work related to the measurement of the bulk and shear moments

[Staveley-Smith and Davies , 1989; Jaffe and Kaiser , 1995; Willick and Strauss , 1998;

Parnovsky et al., 2001; Feldman et al., 2010; Hong et al., 2014; Scrimgeour et al.,

2016; Qin et al., 2018], the results largely agree with the ΛCDM prediction. However

some studies have measured large values for the bulk flow, in apparent disagreement

with the ΛCDM prediction. For example, Watkins et al. [2009] measure 407 ± 81

km s−1 on the scale size of 50 h−1 Mpc.

The bulk and shear moments are usually measured in velocity space (v-space)

or log-distance space (η-space). In v-space, the main measurement techniques are

[Kaiser , 1988; Sarkar et al., 2007; Watkins et al., 2009; Feldman et al., 2010; Hong

et al., 2014]: log-linear χ2 minimization, minimum variance (MV) estimation and

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Some of these v-space estimation techniques

assume that the measured peculiar velocities have Gaussian errors, which is not the

case for the usual estimator of peculiar velocity. Watkins and Feldman [2015] there-

fore introduced a peculiar velocity estimator which has Gaussian errors and, under

some circumstances is unbiased. Alternatively, as shown by previous authors includ-

ing Nusser and Davis [1995, 2011] and Qin et al. [2018], the bulk and shear mo-

ments in the local Universe can be measured in η-space using the ‘ηMLE’ technique.

Nusser and Davis [2011] convert the model bulk flow into magnitudes analytically,

using linear approximations, then convert to log-distance ratio and compare to the

measurements, while Qin et al. [2018], convert the model bulk flow into log-distance

ratio numerically without any approximations, then compare to the measurements.

In this work, we extend the ηMLE in Qin et al. [2018] to quadrupole (shear)
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measurements and, through weighting functions, compare the measured shear mo-

ments with ΛCDM prediction at different depths. We measure the bulk and shear

moments from the combined dataset of cosmicflows-3 (CF3; Tully et al. 2016b)

and 2MTF [Hong et al., 2014].

The chapter is structured as follows: in Section 3.2, we introduce the data: 2MTF,

CF3 and their combination. The theory associated with the low-order moments (bulk

and shear) is introduced in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we summarize how these are

estimated from the data. In Section 3.5, we discuss the bulk and shear moments

obtained from the 2MTF mocks. The final results are presented in Section 3.6. We

provide a conclusion in Section 3.7.

This chapter assumes spatially flat cosmology with parameters from the Planck

Collaboration et al. [2014]: Ωm = 0.3175, σ8 = 0.8344, ΩΛ = 0.6825 and H0 = 100 h

km s−1 Mpc−1. We use these parameters to calculate the expected ΛCDM bulk flow

and shear as well as the comoving distances.

3.2 DATA

3.2.1 CF3 and 2MTF

cosmicflows-3 (CF3) is a full-sky compilation of distances and velocities [Tully

et al., 2016b], containing 17 669 galaxies reach cz = 34 755 km s−1. The data sources

are heterogeneous, and include distances obtained from the luminosity-linewidth

(Tully-Fisher) relation, the Fundamental Plane (FP), surface-brightness fluctua-

tions, from Type Ia supernova (SNIa) observations, the tip of the Red Giant Branch

(TRGB), with the largest recent increment being the FP sample of the Six-degree-

Field Galaxy Survey (6dFGS) of Springob et al. [2014]. We removed those galaxies

with CMB frame redshift lower than 600 km s−1, leaving 17 407.

2MTF is a Tully-Fisher sample derived from the Two Micron All-Sky Survey. The

Tully-Fisher relation is measured using H I rotation widths [Springob et al., 2005;

Haynes et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2013; Masters et al., 2014] for galaxies at redshifts

measured in the 2MASS Redshift Survey [Huchra et al., 2012]. The final 2MTF
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catalogue contains 2 062 galaxies with a redshift cut 600 km s−1 < cz < 1.2 × 104

km s−1. The 2MTF K-band magnitude limit is 11.25 mag.

3.2.2 The combination of CF3 and 2MTF

The combination of CF3 and 2MTF data offers the following advantages. Firstly,

the combined data set is much deeper than 2MTF alone (CF3 extends out to three

times the redshift of 2MTF). Secondly, the combined data set is more isotropic than

CF3 alone (the projected sky density of CF3 is greater in the southern sky by a

factor of 2.4, and the projected density of 2MTF is greater in the northern sky by

1.6).

In order to find the common galaxies in the two catalogue and calibrate out any

zero-points, we need to cross-compare the estimated distances in the 2MTF and the

CF3 data. The ‘logarithmic distance ratio’ for a galaxy, η is defined as

η ≡ log10

dz
dh

, (3.1)

where dz is the apparent distance of a galaxy, and is inferred from the observed

redshift of the galaxy. The true comoving distance, dh is calculated from a redshift-

independent measurement of the galaxy [Strauss and Willick , 1995]. 2MTF uses the

Tully-Fisher distance estimator, while CF3 uses a compilation of Fundamental Plane,

Tully-Fisher and Type Ia supernovae. The CF3 catalogue does not have log-distance

ratio data, but it lists distance modulus µ, corresponding to h = 0.75. We convert µ

to η, assuming h = 0.75, and assign an error for η corresponding to 1/5 of the error

for µ.

There are 1 117 common galaxies in the 2MTF and the CF3. These galaxies are

identified as having CF3 and 2MTF heliocentric velocity differences |∆vhel| < 150

km s−1. The CF3 distance estimator for these galaxies is mostly Tully-Fisher. For

each galaxy, we calculate log10 dh(2MTF) and log10 dh(CF3) then apply a linear fit

with a 3σ clip. This removes 21 galaxies, leaving 1 096 (we used the HYPERFIT pack-

age; Robotham and Obreschkow 2015). In Fig.3.1, we plot log10 dh(2MTF) against
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Figure 3.1: Comparing the CF3 distances to the 2MTF distances for 1 096 common
galaxies. The expected 1:1 relation for perfect agreement is shown in the solid black
line. The HYPERFIT line is shown in the solid red line. The ±1σ is indicated by the
yellow dashed lines, and σ = 0.07.

log10 dh(CF3) for these galaxies. The average difference is

〈
log10

dh(2MTF )

dh(CF3)

〉
= −0.016± 0.002 , (3.2)

representing a 4 per cent difference in distance.

Removing the 1 117 common galaxies from CF3, and adding a zero-point correc-

tion of −0.016 to the log-distance ratio data in CF3, we obtain a combined data

set, which has 18 352 galaxies. The sky coverage and the redshift distribution of the

combined CF3 and 2MTF is shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, respectively.

3.3 Bulk flow and shear moments

Following the argument in Kaiser [1988] and Jaffe and Kaiser [1995], using the

Taylor series expansion, we expand the line-of-sight total velocity field, V (dh) to

first-order:

V (dh) = Bir̂i + dhAij r̂ir̂j + · · · , (i, j = x, y, z), (3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of 18 352 galaxies in the combined 2MTF and CF3 dataset
in Galactic coordinates. The galaxy redshift is indicated by the colour of the points,
based on the right-hand colour bar. The majority of galaxies lie at recession velocities
cz < 16, 000 km s−1.
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Figure 3.3: The redshift (in CMB frame) distribution of the datasets. The light-
green/yellow and the blue line are for the CF3 and 2MTF data, respectively. The
Combined dataset is represented by the gray bars.
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(hereafter, repeated indices represent summation), where dh is the comoving dis-

tance, and {r̂x, r̂y, r̂z} represents the projections for the unit vector of dh in the

three Cartesian directions. Then, following Staveley-Smith and Davies [1989] and

Parnovsky et al. [2001], we can decompose the tensor, Aij into a summation of trace

part Hδij and traceless part Qij:

Aij = Qij +Hδij , H =
1

3
Aijδij. (3.4)

We then can write Eq. 3.3 as

V (dh)−Hdh = Bir̂i + dhQij r̂ir̂j + · · · , (3.5)

where Hdh corresponds to the Hubble law with the Hubble constant H [Parnovsky

et al., 2001].

The left hand side of Eq. 3.5, which is the difference between the total veloc-

ity field, V (dh) and the Hubble recession velocity Hdh, describes the line-of-sight

peculiar motion of the galaxies. Denoting this by v(dh) gives:

v(dh) = Bir̂i + dhQij r̂ir̂j + · · · . (3.6)

The three zeroth-order components, Bi are known as ‘bulk flow’. The first-order

tensor, Qij describes the ‘shear’ moments and is traceless, i.e.

Qzz = −Qxx −Qyy. (3.7)

The line-of-sight peculiar velocity (PV) field only has radial components, i.e. it is

curl-free. Therefore, Qij is a symmetric tensor [Feldman et al., 2010], Qij = Qji,

so that there are 5 independent shear components, giving 8 independent moment

components for the first-order expansion in Eq. 3.6.

To simplify Eq.3.6, we follow Jaffe and Kaiser [1995] and Feldman et al. [2010]
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and rewrite as follows:

v(dh) =
9∑
p=1

Upgp(dh) (3.8)

where Up are the nine moment components given by

Up = {Bx, By, Bz, Qxx, Qyy, Qzz, Qxy, Qxz, Qyz} , (3.9)

and the mode functions are given by

gp(dh) = {r̂x, r̂y, r̂z, dhr̂2
x, dhr̂

2
y, dhr̂

2
z, 2dhr̂xr̂y, 2dhr̂xr̂z, 2dhr̂yr̂z}. (3.10)

In this chapter, we use the measured log-distance ratio η from the individual and

combined CF3 and 2MTF samples to estimate the nine moments Up.

3.4 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

To preserve the Gaussian nature of the measurement errors, there are two methods

that can be applied to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the bulk flow velocity

and shear moments.

The first (ηMLE) calculates the model log-distance ratio from the model Up and

compares to the measured value [Nusser and Davis , 1995, 2011; Qin et al., 2018].

The second method (wMLE) converts the measured η into v-space to obtain the

peculiar velocities, v using the PV estimator of Watkins and Feldman [2015], then

compares to the model Up under the assumption that the measured v has Gaussian

error [Kaiser , 1988].

One caveat is that the PV estimator in Watkins and Feldman [2015] only strictly

estimates an unbiased peculiar velocity under the assumption that the cz of the

galaxy is much greater than the true peculiar velocity (not the measured peculiar

velocity) for that galaxy [Watkins and Feldman, 2015]. By contrast, the ηMLE can

avoid assumptions about the galaxy’s unknown true PV compared to its redshift.
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3.4.1 ηMLE

A galaxy’s line-of-sight peculiar velocity can be related to its observed redshift z

through [Colless et al., 2001; Hui and Greene, 2006; Davis and Scrimgeour , 2014]

v = c

(
z − zh
1 + zh

)
, (3.11)

where redshift zh corresponds to the true comoving distance, dh of the galaxy, and c

is the speed of light. The above equation neglects the effects of gravitational lensing

and relativistic motions [Davis and Scrimgeour , 2014]. In the spatially flat ΛCDM

model, the comoving distance is given by

dh(zh) =
c

H0

∫ zh

0

dz′

E(z′)
≈ czh
H0

, (3.12)

where

E(z) =
H(z)

H0

=
√

Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ , (3.13)

and H0, Ωm and ΩΛ are the present epoch Hubble constant, matter and dark energy

densities, respectively. The apparent comoving distance dz can be related to the

observed redshift z through a similar expression.

Substituting Eq. 3.6 into Eq. 3.11 to replace v, then using the low-redshift ap-

proximation zh ≈ H0dh(zh)/c to replace zh, we can obtain the relationship between

dh and {Bi, Qij}:

dh = −cH0 + (B · r̂H0 + cQij r̂ir̂j)

2H0Qij r̂ir̂j

+

√
(B · r̂H0 + cH0 + cQij r̂ir̂j)2 + 4cH0Qij r̂ir̂j(cz −B · r̂)

2H0Qij r̂ir̂j
.

(3.14)

This equation is used to calculate the model-predicted dh for the ηMLE and the

wMLE. The model dh is then combined with dz to compute a model log-distance

ratio. One caveat is that, since Qij in Eq. 3.14 is traceless, the element Qzz is

computed from Qxx and Qyy using Eq. 3.7, rather than setting Qzz as an independent

shear component. A Taylor expansion of dh in Eq.3.14 around the position of (Bi =
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0, Qij r̂ir̂j = 0) confirms that dh = dz, as would be expected in the absence of any

peculiar velocity.

Finally, assuming that for a given set of galaxies, the measured log-distance ratios

are independent and Gaussian, for a set of n log-distance ratios, the likelihood can

be written [Qin et al., 2018]:

P (η|Up) =
N∏
n=1

1√
2π
(
ε2n + ε2?,n

) exp

(
−1

2

(η̃n(Up)− ηn)2

ε2n + ε2?,n

)
, (3.15)

where η̃n(Up) is the model log-distance ratio for each galaxy, ηn is the measured log-

distance ratio with error of εn, and ε?,n is given by [Hui and Greene, 2006; Johnson

et al., 2014]:

ε?,n =
1 + zn

ln(10)H(zn)dz,n
σ?, (3.16)

where σ? is the 1D velocity dispersion [Scrimgeour et al., 2016]. Similar to the

PV estimator in Watkins and Feldman [2015] (or our Eq. 3.21), Eq. 3.16 also uses

the approximation that the cz of the galaxy is much greater than the true peculiar

velocity for that galaxy. However, in ηMLE, this approximation is less important

since σ? is set to be a free parameter.

The maximum likelihood Up cannot be obtained analytically due to the non-

linear relationship between the model Up and the model predicted log-distance ratio.

Instead, we follow the method of Qin et al. [2018], combining flat priors on the

σ? and Up (excluding Qzz) with the likelihood in Eq. 3.15, enabling us to write

the posterior probability of these 9 independent parameters given the cosmological

model and the data. Here, we use the Metropolis-Hastings Markov chain Monte

Carlo (MCMC) algorithm with flat priors in the interval Bi ∈ [−1200,+1200] km

s−1 and Qij ∈ [−100,+100] h km s−1 Mpc −1 to explore the posterior.

Feldman et al. [2010] use the MV method to estimate Up. In their estimator, they

set Qzz as an independent component rather than using Eq. 3.7 to compute Qzz from

Qxx and Qyy. In our paper, we also tested the ηMLE on mocks by setting Qzz as an

independent component (see Appendix F), but found this led to larger reduced χ2.

The measurement error of the bulk flow amplitude, eB can be calculated using
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the Jacobian, J and the covariance matrix of the bulk flow velocity, Rε
ij through

e2
B = JRε

ijJ
T , (i = 1, 2, 3) , (3.17)

where J = ∂B/∂Bi and Rε
ij is calculated using the MCMC chains. For compar-

ison to theory, the ‘MLE depth’, which is the characteristic scale of cosmic flow

measurement, is defined as [Scrimgeour et al., 2016]

dMLE =

∑ |dh,n|Wn∑
Wn

, (3.18)

where the weight factors Wn = 1/(σ2
n + σ2

?). For the purpose of this comparison, the

measurement errors of peculiar velocities, σn are given by [Hui and Greene, 2006;

Johnson et al., 2014; Howlett et al., 2017c]:

σn =
ln(10)czn

1 + zn
εn, (3.19)

which is similar to Eq. 3.16. The theoretical expected bulk flow is compared to the

measured value at the scale of dMLE.

3.4.2 wMLE: Estimation in v-space

Assuming peculiar velocities have Gaussian errors, the likelihood of n peculiar ve-

locities vn given Up is [Kaiser , 1988]:

L(Up, σ?) =
N∏
n=1

1√
2π (σ2

n + σ2
?)

exp

(
−1

2

(vn − ṽn(Up))
2

σ2
n + σ2

?

)
(3.20)

where ṽn(Up) is the model PV for each observed galaxy .

To preserve the above Gaussian assumption, Watkins and Feldman [2015] devel-

oped the following estimator to calculate peculiar velocities as the input to the above

likelihood function,

v =
czmod

1 + zmod
ln
czmod
H0dl

, (vt � cz) (3.21)
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where dl is the luminosity distance, and zmod is given by

zmod = z

[
1 +

1

2
(1− q0)z − 1

6
(1− q0 − 3q2

0 + 1)z2

]
. (3.22)

The acceleration parameter is q0 = 0.5(Ωm− 2ΩΛ). The wMLE method refers to the

combination of PV estimator in Eq. 3.21 and the likelihood in Eq. 3.20. However,

Eq. 3.21 only estimates an unbiased PV under the assumption that the galaxy’s cz

is much lager than its true peculiar velocity, vt[Watkins and Feldman, 2015].

To compute the peculiar velocity, we can first calculate the true comoving dis-

tance, dh from the measured η and the inferred comoving distance, dz using

dh = dz10−η, (3.23)

then converting to luminosity distance using dl = (1 + z)dh, calculating zmod from

the observed redshift z using Eq. 3.22. Eq. 3.21 can then be solved to obtain v.

The ṽn(Up) in Eq. 3.20 can be computed by first calculating the model-predicted dh

from Eq. 3.14, then solving Eq. 3.6 to obtain ṽn(Up). Similar to the ηMLE method,

we use MCMC with uniform priors in the interval Bi ∈ [−1200,+1200] km s−1 and

Qij ∈ [−100,+100] h km s−1 Mpc −1. Qzz is also computed from Qxx and Qyy using

Eq. 3.7, rather than setting it as an independent component.

3.5 Bulk and shear moments in the 2MTF mocks

In order to test how well the ηMLE and the wMLE are expected to recover the

true moments from the observational data, we applied the two estimators to 16

mock 2MTF catalogues [Howlett et al., 2017c]. We use the SURFS simulations

[Elahi et al., 2018] and the GiggleZ [Poole et al., 2015] to generate these mocks .

The SURFS simulation uses cosmological parameters of Ωm = 0.3121, Ωb = 0.0488

and h = 0.6751. while the GiggleZ simulation uses cosmological parameters of

Ωm = 0.273, Ωb = 0.0456 and h = 0.705. This also allows us to explore whether

the two estimators give consistent answers under different cosmologies. Each mock
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catalogue contains ∼ 2 000 galaxies, and matches the survey geometry (i.e. sky

coverage and the distance distribution) and the selection function of the 2MTF survey

[Qin et al., 2018].

The true velocity, vt of each galaxy are known from the simulation. Within each

mock, the ‘true’ bulk flow velocity, Bt is defined as the average of the true galaxy

velocities along orthogonal axes

Bt,i =
1

N

N∑
n=1

vt,in , (i = x, y, z) . (3.24)

The ‘true’ shear moments within each mock are defined as the traceless part of

At,ij =
1

N

N∑
n=1

vt,inr̂j,n
dh,n

. (3.25)

The true comoving distance of each galaxy, dh,n is known from the simulations, and

r̂j,n is the projection, in the j-direction, of the corresponding unit vector.

As shown in Fig. 3.4, in Cartesian equatorial coordinates, we compare the mea-

sured bulk flow of the 16 2MTF mocks to their true bulk flow. To compare the

ηMLE to wMLE, we calculate the reduced χ2 between true bulk flow, Bt and the

measured bulk flow, Bm using

χ2
red(B) =

1

48− 1
(Bm −Bt)C

−1(Bm −Bt)
T (3.26)

where the vector Bm and Bt contain 48 elements, including 3 directions × 16 mocks.

The covariance matrix C contains 48×48 elements (16 3 × 3 diagonal blocks, and

zero elsewhere). The 16 3×3 diagonal blocks of C are computed from the 16 MCMC

samples for both wMLE and ηMLE. For ηMLE we find χ2
red(B) = 3.70, which is

slightly lower than for wMLE (where χ2
red(B) = 4.04). These χ2

red(B) are smaller

compared to the results in Qin et al. [2018] (where χ2
red(B) = 4.02 for ηMLE and 4.23

for wMLE). This is because, in this work, both the ηMLE estimator and the wMLE

estimator have more parameters (due to the shear moments) which will reduce the

scatter in Bm about Bt and increase the length of the error bars.
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Figure 3.4: The measured bulk flow for the 16 2MTF mocks in equatorial coordi-
nates. The upper and bottom panels are for the wMLE estimator and the ηMLE
estimator, respectively.
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The estimated shear moments from the mocks are compared to the true shear

moments in Fig. 3.5. Similarly, the reduced χ2 between the measured shear moments,

Qm and true shear moments, Qt is given by

χ2
red(Q) =

1

80− 1
(Qm −Qt)C

−1(Qm −Qt)
T , (3.27)

where the Qm and Qt contain 80 elements (16 mocks, and 5 independent elements

without Qzz). The covariance matrix C is an 80×80 matrix with 16 5 × 5 diagonal

blocks and zero elsewhere. Also, we use the 16 MCMC samples to calculate the

diagonal blocks. For ηMLE we find χ2
red(Q) = 3.10, which is almost the same as the

wMLE methods (where χ2
red(Q) = 3.14).

The reduced χ2 for all the 8 moments (excluding Qzz) is given by

χ2
red(U) =

1

128− 1
(Um −U t)C

−1(Um −U t)
T , (3.28)

where the measured moments, Um and the true moments, Ut contain 128 elements

(8 independent elements and 16 mocks). The covariance matrix C is an 128×128

matrix with 16 8×8 diagonal blocks and zero elsewhere. The 16 MCMC samples are

used to calculate the 16 8 × 8 diagonal blocks. For ηMLE we find χ2
red(U) = 3.49,

for wMLE, we find χ2
red(U) = 3.58.

Generally, for both the bulk flow measurements and the shear measurements, the

wMLE and ηMLE perform similarly and return unbiased measurements of bulk flow

and shear moments. However, due to the Watkins and Feldman [2015] estimator

having a necessary assumption of vtrue � cz, some systematic errors are introduced

for the closest galaxies in the mocks. As a result, the χ2
red(B) of wMLE is slightly

higher compared to the ηMLE. Overall, we find ηMLE performs better than wMLE

for the 2MTF mocks, and for the subsequent parts of this chapter, ηMLE is the one

we shall adopt to measure the bulk flow and shear moments from the datasets.

The reasons for the reduced chi-squared values far from 1 are most likely due

to: (a) the assumption that the standard deviation of true velocities in the mocks

is σ? (or ε?,n in the ηMLE method); (b) the fitted values of bulk and shear flow
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Figure 3.5: The measured shear moments for the 16 2MTF mocks. The (x, y, z)
measurements are in equatorial coordinates. The upper and lower panels are for the
wMLE estimator and the ηMLE estimator, respectively.

are weighted in a different manner to the ‘true’ values, leading to different effective

depths; and (c) the moment model is only a low-order approximation of a more

complex velocity field.

3.6 Results and discussion

3.6.1 Results and comparison with ΛCDM theory

The resultant bulk and shear moments measurements (in Galactic coordinates) for

2MTF, CF3 and the combined data are presented in Table 3.1. The measurement

errors of the bulk flow velocity and shear moments for the combined dataset (and

CF3) are much smaller compared to 2MTF. This is mainly due to the combined

dataset covering a much larger cosmological volume. CF3 also combines distances

using the weighted average of multiple measurements, if available.

In Table 3.1, we also list the ΛCDM prediction, which has zero mean and ‘cosmic

root mean square’ (CRMS) variation [Feldman et al., 2010], for each dataset. Assum-
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ing ΛCDM, the CRMS is given by the diagonal elements of the following covariance

matrix [Feldman et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2014]:

Rv
pq =

Ω1.1
m H2

0

2π2

∫
W2

pq(k)P(k)dk . (3.29)

The indices p and q range from 1 to 9, corresponding to the 9 moment modes in

Eq. 3.10. The linear density power spectrum P(k) is generated using the CAMB package

[Lewis et al., 2000]. The window function, Wpq(k) for the individual moments Up is

given by [Feldman et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2014]:

W2
pq(k) =

N∑
m,n

wp,mwp,nfmn(k) . (3.30)

The analytic expression of the angle-averaged window function, fmn(k) is given by

Ma et al. [2011] (also, see Equation 5 in Johnson et al. 2014). Assuming PVs have

a Gaussian distribution (see Eq. 3.20), the weight factors, wp,n in Eq. 3.30 are given

by [Kaiser , 1988; Jaffe and Kaiser , 1995; Feldman and Watkins , 2008]:

wp,n =
9∑
q=1

A−1
pq

gq,n
σ2
n + σ2

?

, Apq =
N∑
n=1

gp,ngq,n
σ2
n + σ2

?

. (3.31)

The above Gaussian assumption is true for the wMLE. Since the wMLE and the

ηMLE give almost the same Up measurements (or almost the same χ2
red, see Fig. 3.4),

it is rational to compare the ‘CRMS’, inferred from Eq. 3.31, to the ηMLE measure-

ments in Table 3.1, even though the weight factors correspond to velocities rather

than log-distance ratios. In Galactic coordinates, the W2
pq(k) of Eq. 3.30 for 2MTF,

CF3 and the combined datasets is shown in Fig. 3.6.

The estimation procedure of CRMS is follows the arguments in Feldman et al.

[2010] (see also Watkins et al. 2009; Scrimgeour et al. 2016). To reiterate, to obtain

the estimates of the CRMS expected within our survey under the ΛCDM cosmological

model, we perform the following steps:

1. Use the positions and errors of galaxies within the 2MTF (CF3) survey to
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calculate the weight factors in Eq. 3.31.

2. Combine these with the fmn term in Eq. 3.30 (which also only depends on the

2MTF (CF3) galaxy positions) to calculate the window function of the data.

3. Integrate this window function along with the ΛCDM power spectrum to cal-

culate the matrix Rpq in Eq. 3.29.

4. The CMRS values are then given by the diagonal elements of Rpq.

As the above procedure depends only on the positions and errors of the galaxies

within 2MTF (CF3) data and the ΛCDM cosmological model, we are testing the

agreement between our data and the cosmological model without the need for any

simulations.

From Table 3.1, for the CF3, 2MTF and the combined sample, we find that the

majority of our Qij measurements are consistent with the CRMS calculated from

ΛCDM theory. After combining the CRMS predictions with measurement errors, the

largest deviations are the Qxy component in 2MTF at 2.2σ and the Qzz component

in the combined dataset at 2.2σ too.

We also need to compare the measured bulk flow amplitude to the ΛCDM pre-

diction. Unlike the individual components of the bulk flow and shear, the bulk flow

amplitude is non-Gaussian, following instead a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The

rms of the bulk flow amplitude, σB can be calculated from Rv
ij of Eq. 3.29 using the

Jacobian. The probability distribution of the bulk flow amplitude B is given by [Li

et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2014; Scrimgeour et al., 2016]

p(B) =

√
2

π

(
3

σ2
B

)1.5

B2 exp

(
−3B2

2σ2
B

)
(3.32)

where the most likely B is expressed as Bp =
√

2/3σB, and the cosmic variance of B

is given by Bp
+0.419σB
−0.356σB

(68% confidence level) and Bp
+0.891σB
−0.619σB

(95% confidence level)

1 [Scrimgeour et al., 2016]. The theoretical bulk flow amplitude prediction for the

1The upper and lower limits mean that the integral of Eq.3.32 in the interval
[Bp − 0.356σB , Bp + 0.419σB ] is 0.68. The integral in the interval [Bp − 0.619σB , Bp + 0.891σB ]
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2MTF, CF3 and combined dataset is given in Table 3.2. All bulk flows are consistent

with ΛCDM predictions.

is 0.95. The interesting question is if we were to calculate the bulk flow around N random ΛCDM
observers, what would be the expected value of the bulk flow (the answer is Bp) and where would
68% (95%) of the measurements lie about this point. Then comparing this statistic to our measured
local bulk flow as a test of whether or not our measurement would be expected within a ΛCDM
universe.
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3.6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 3.2: The ηMLE measured bulk flows are compared to the prediction of ΛCDM
and its cosmic variance.

ΛCDM —B— (km s−1) ηMLE —B— (km s−1)
CF3 238+122

−104 322± 15

2MTF 243+125
−106 374± 36

Combined 231+118
−101 259± 15

3.6.2 Cosmic flow as a function of depth

The bulk flow amplitudes, measured from 2MTF and the CF3 individually and

combined, are plotted against the survey depth in Fig. 3.7. Usually, comparing bulk

flow measurements between different surveys on a single figure is difficult, since those

surveys have differing survey geometries and depths. Therefore, it is necessary to

standardise the window function, and in this chapter, we used the spherical top-hat

window function: W(k) = 3(sin kR−kR cos kR)/(kR)3. In Fig. 3.7, we also compare

our bulk flow measurements with the measurements of others [Watkins et al., 2009;

Colin et al., 2011; Dai et al., 2011; Nusser and Davis , 2011; Turnbull et al., 2012; Ma

and Scott , 2013; Hong et al., 2014; Scrimgeour et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2018]. The

black solid curve represents the most likely bulk flow predicted by the ΛCDM using

the spherical top-hat window function. From Fig. 3.7, we find most of the measured

bulk flows are consistent with the ΛCDM prediction at the 68% Confidence level.

In Fig. 3.8, the bulk flow directions are compared in Galactic coordinates. The

bulk flow directions from different surveys are mainly in agreement except S16

[Scrimgeour et al., 2016]. This discrepancy appears to come from their imperfect

Malmquist bias correction to the 6dFGSv data, based on the assumption that pecu-

liar velocities, estimated from Eq. 3.11, have Gaussian errors (see Qin et al. 2018).

The bulk flow direction converges towards the CMB dipole, and appears to be due to

local effects combined with more distant gravitational perturbations, including the

Shapley supercluster.

We can also use the data to explore how the measured and theoretical moments

compare at different depths. By changing galaxy’s contribution to the likelihood of

Eq. 3.15, the measured bulk and shear moments will change along with the survey
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et al. [2011]; S16: Scrimgeour et al. [2016]). Following Scrimgeour et al. [2016], W09
and T12 are plotted at twice their quoted radius since they use Gaussian windows.
To account for the half-sky coverage of 6dFGSv, the S16 [Scrimgeour et al., 2016]
measurement is shifted as shown by the grey arrow.
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Figure 3.8: The direction of bulk flow from different measurements are compared in
Galactic coordinates. The ηMLE results for 2MTF, CF3 and the combined dataset
are shown in the blue, green and the red solid circles, respectively. The coloured
dashed circles indicate other recent measurements (Q18:Qin et al. [2018]; H14: Hong
et al. [2014]; T12: Turnbull et al. [2012]; W09: Watkins et al. [2009]; N11: Nusser
and Davis [2011]; M13: Ma and Scott [2013]; D11: Dai et al. [2011]; S16: Scrimgeour
et al. [2016]). The 1σ error is indicated by the radius of the circles. The CMB dipole
direction is shown as the pink cross.
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depth. Using the combined dataset, in order to adjust each galaxy’s contribution to

Eq. 3.15, we multiply the logarithmic likelihood of the n-th galaxy by the following

weight factors 2

αn =
Kn

max(Kn)
, where Kn = d2

z,n exp

(
− d2

z,n

2K2
R

)
. (3.33)

By changing the value of KR, we can change the distribution of dz, as shown in

Fig. 3.9. GivenKR, the survey depth is calculated from a modified version of Eq. 3.18:

R =

∑ |dh,n|Wnαn∑
Wnαn

. (3.34)

In Fig.3.10, we plot the measured absolute amplitudes of the moments against R.

The black solid curves are the CRMS for each of the moments generated using the

combined data set by multiplying Eq. 3.31 by the weight factors, αn:

wp,n =
9∑
q=1

A−1
pq

αngq,n
σ2
n + σ2

?

, Apq =
N∑
n=1

αngp,ngq,n
σ2
n + σ2

?

. (3.35)

then repeating the steps given in Section 3.6.1. As shown in Table 3.3, corresponding

to Fig. 3.10, we list the χ2 difference between the measured and the theoretical

moments, and the probability of obtaining a larger χ2, P (> χ2) at different depths.

In all cases we do not find sufficient evidence to reject ΛCDM with average level of

40 per cent.

3.7 Summary

We have measured the bulk and shear moments in the individual and combined

2MTF and CF3 surveys. We applied the ηMLE to the catalogues in order to preserve

the Gaussian nature of the measurement errors of the peculiar velocities. Using

the galaxies common between 2MTF and CF3, we demonstrate a small zero-point

2The weighting arises from the MV ideal survey sampling algorithm [Feldman et al., 2010].
A change of weight changes the contribution of the galaxies at different depths, and results in a
different cosmic flow measurement.
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Figure 3.9: The distribution of dz setting KR = 25, 40, and 60 respectively. The
gray bars are the original distribution of dz without any weighting.

Table 3.3: The χ2 and probability P (> χ2) of the measured moments at different
depths. The degrees of freedom for B, Q and U are 3, 5 and 8, respectively.

R B Q U
h−1 Mpc χ2 P χ2 P χ2 P

20 2.284 0.52 7.051 0.22 9.0160 0.34

28 2.793 0.42 4.774 0.44 6.7161 0.57

36 2.761 0.43 3.989 0.55 6.2778 0.62

45 2.454 0.48 3.778 0.58 6.2926 0.61

54 2.123 0.55 5.204 0.39 8.1539 0.42

58 1.979 0.58 6.083 0.30 9.3231 0.32

63 1.882 0.60 6.869 0.23 10.3767 0.24

66 1.803 0.61 7.327 0.20 10.9342 0.21

71 1.726 0.63 7.780 0.17 11.4380 0.18

76 1.671 0.64 7.804 0.17 11.1989 0.19

81 1.675 0.64 7.685 0.17 10.7017 0.22

85 1.739 0.63 7.029 0.22 9.7784 0.28
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Figure 3.10: The absolute amplitude of the moments as a function of survey depth.
The upper panels are for the bulk flow, the middle panels are for the diagonal ele-
ments of the shear tensor, and the bottom panels are for the non-diagonal elements
of the shear tensor. The black solid curves are the ΛCDM CRMS predictions for
each moment. The measurement points for the components are highly correlated, so
their covariance must be taken into account when comparing to the black curves.
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difference of −0.016± 0.002 dex.

We have tested the ηMLE on 2MTF mocks and compare to the wMLE results.

We find ηMLE performs better than wMLE in both the bulk and shear moment

estimation. In addition, by performing tests on anisotropic mocks, we found that

leaving Qzz (or the trace of shear tensor) as a free parameter in the MCMC routine

of ηMLE is not desirable, and increases the measurement error of Qzz significantly.

We compare the measured bulk and shear components to the predictions from

ΛCDM model and the measurements to be consistent with the ΛCDM prediction,

with no substantial deviation from the cosmic RMS values predicted by ΛCDM.

Using the combined dataset, we have also explored the change of bulk and shear

moments with survey depth and again find consistency with ΛCDM at all depths

between 20 and 85 Mpc h−1. Using the combined sample, we measured the amplitude

(depth) of the bulk flow to be 259± 15 km s−1 (37h−1 Mpc), the result again being

consistent with the ΛCDM prediction at the 68% confidence level.
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Chapter 4

The Redshift-Space Momentum

Power Spectrum II: measuring the

growth rate from the combined

2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys

ABSTRACT

Measurements of the growth rate of structure, fσ8 in the low-redshift Universe

allow stringent tests of the cosmological model. In this work, we provide new con-

straints on fσ8 at an effective redshift of z = 0.03 using the combined density and

velocity fields measured by the 2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys. We do this by applying a

new estimator of the redshift-space density and momentum (density-weighted veloc-

ity) power spectra, developed in the first paper of this series, to measured redshifts

and peculiar velocities from these datasets. We combine this with models of the

density and momentum power spectra in the presence of complex survey geometries

and with an ensemble of simulated galaxy catalogues that match the survey selection

functions and galaxy bias. We use these simulations to estimate the errors on our

measurements and identify possible systematics. In particular, we are able to identify

and remove biases caused by the non-Gaussianity of the power spectra by applying
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the Box-Cox transformation to the power spectra prior to fitting. After thorough

validation of our methods we recover a constraint of fσ8(zeff = 0.03) = 0.404+0.082
−0.081

from the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv data. This measurement is fully consistent

with the expectations of General Relativity and the Λ Cold Dark Matter cosmolog-

ical model. It is also comparable and complementary to constraints using different

techniques on similar data, affirming the usefulness of our method for extracting

cosmology from velocity fields.

4.1 Introduction

How the large-scale structures of the Universe (the filament and void structures of

the mass density field) evolve over time is one of the basic questions of cosmology,

and has important implications for our understanding of gravity and the cosmological

model. In particular, we seek to understand how fast this structure grows and how

dark matter and galaxies are distributed in the local Universe. The first of these can

be uncovered by measuring the “growth rate of structure”, defined as

f ≡ dlnD(a)

dln a
, (4.1)

where D(a) is the linear growth factor and a is the cosmic scale factor which is a

function of time. The second of these is related to the measurements of the “galaxy

bias” [Kaiser , 1984; Strauss and Willick , 1995], i.e. the ratio between the density of

galaxies and the dark matter, defined as

b2(k) ≡ Pg(k)

PDM(k)
, (4.2)

where Pg and PDM are the power spectrum of the galaxies and dark matter, respec-

tively. Usually, normalized forms of the above two cosmological parameters, written

as fσ8 and bσ8, are considered measurable from galaxy surveys. The constant σ8 is

the root mean square (rms) of the mass fluctuation in spheres of 8 h−1 Mpc, which

is used to define the normalisation of the dark matter power spectrum.
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In past work, fσ8 (and bσ8) have typically been measured from the galaxy density

field. For example, using the multipoles of the galaxy density power spectrum (Feld-

man et al. 1994; Cole et al. 1995; Hatton and Cole 1998; Cole et al. 2005; Yamamoto

et al. 2006; Jennings et al. 2011; Blake et al. 2018; and references therein), or using

the two-point correlation function of the mass density field (Bahcall and Soneira

1983; Bahcall and West 1992; Song et al. 2011; Bielby et al. 2011; Beutler et al.

2012; Howlett et al. 2015c; Shi et al. 2018; and references therein). Alternatively,

direct measurements of the galaxy peculiar velocity field can also be used to place

constraints on fσ8. These peculiar velocities arise directly from the gravitational

interactions between galaxies and the underlying density field. The use of peculiar

velocity surveys to measure the growth rate and galaxy bias has a long history (see

Strauss and Willick 1995 for a review) but can be broadly categorised into mea-

surements of the velocity correlation function [Gorski et al., 1989; Juszkiewicz et al.,

2000; Feldman et al., 2003; Dupuy et al., 2019], velocity power spectrum [Kolatt and

Dekel , 1997; Zaroubi et al., 1997; Silberman et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 2014; Howlett

et al., 2017c; Huterer et al., 2017] or via comparison of the reconstructed/measured

density and velocity fields [Nusser and Davis , 1994; Erdoǧdu et al., 2006; Lavaux

et al., 2010].

Recent studies of the velocity fields include: Johnson et al. [2014] and Howlett

et al. [2017c] who used the peculiar velocity power spectrum to measure fσ8 from

the 6dFGSv [Magoulas et al., 2012; Campbell et al., 2014; Springob et al., 2014] and

2MTF (Hong et al. 2014; Hong et. al., in prep) surveys respectively; Dupuy et al.

[2019] who measured the velocity correlation function in the CosmicFlows-III dataset

[Tully et al., 2016b]; and Carrick et al. [2015] who compared reconstruction of the

2M++ redshift compilation [Lavaux and Hudson, 2011] with peculiar velocities from

SFI++ [Springob et al., 2007b,a] and the First Amendment supernova catalogue (A1,

Turnbull et al. 2012).

In this chapter we take a different approach, using joint measurements of the

galaxy density and “momentum” (density weighted velocity) power spectra to place

new constraints on the growth rate of structure from the combined 2MTF and
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6dFGSv data. This technique was first developed in Park [2000] and Park and

Park [2006] and is expected to contain similar information to the velocity power

spectrum technique mentioned above. The comparative benefit of this technique, as

shown in Howlett [2019] (hereafter referred to as Paper I), is that it can be measured

and modelled in an identical manner to typical measurements of the multipoles of

the galaxy density power spectrum, and is an efficient compression of the information

in the velocity field compared to the techniques used in Johnson et al. [2014] and

Howlett et al. [2017c]. These latter methods require integration of the model power

spectrum for each pair of galaxies in the data which may make them unsuitable for

future, larger datasets (which is also what makes such a technique disfavoured for

modern measurements of the galaxy density power spectrum). However, our method

is ultimately compressing information from the full distribution of densities and ve-

locities into a handful of measurements, and may result in a reduction in constraining

power for small datasets. This is explored herein.

Overall, this work represents a companion paper to Paper I, and is an application

of the techniques described in that work to real data. As we will demonstrate, our

estimator of the momentum power spectrum allows for robust and accurate extrac-

tion of the growth rate of structure from the data even in the presence of complex

survey geometry, cosmic variance and peculiar velocity errors, and non-linearities

in the motions of galaxies. We include a technique to accurately accommodate the

presence of non-Gaussian measurement distributions into the analysis, which is val-

idated using mock galaxy catalogues. Comparison of our growth rate constraints to

those in the literature for the same or similar datasets shows that our technique gives

comparable and complementary results.

This chapter is structured as follows: in Section 4.2, we introduce the 2MTF and

6dFGSv data and the mock catalogues we have produced to test the method and

evaluate the errors on our measurements. The power spectrum estimators and models

are presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. In Section 4.5, we introduce our technique for

fitting fσ8 and bσ8 in the presence of non-Gaussian measurement distributions which

is then tested and verified in Section 4.6. In Section 4.7, we apply this to the 2MTF
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and 6dFGSv surveys before comparing our growth rate and galaxy bias constraints

to previous work and the predictions of General Relativity. We conclude in Section

4.8.

The fiducial cosmology adopted herein is flat ΛCDM with Ωb = 0.0491, Ωm =

0.3121, σ8 = 0.8150 and ns = 0.9653. We define the Hubble constant as H0 = 100h

km s−1 Mpc−1, with h = 0.6751. The fiducial value of the growth rate at zeff = 0.03

is fσ8 = 0.436.

4.2 Data and mocks

4.2.1 The 2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys

The combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv dataset we use in this work was introduced in

detail in Qin et al. [2018] and consists mainly of sky positions, observed redshifts

and ‘log-distance’ ratios of the redshift distances and true comoving distances of

each object. ‘Log-distance’ ratios are the preferred method for presenting peculiar

velocity data as they have measurement errors which are closer to Gaussian. We use

the estimator of Watkins and Feldman [2015] to convert these to pseudo peculiar

velocity measurements which preserve Gaussianity, as demonstrated for the 2MTF

dataset by Howlett et al. [2017c].

In brief, the 2MASS Tully-Fisher survey (2MTF, Masters et al. 2008; Hong et al.

2013; Masters et al. 2014; Hong et al. 2019) contains 2,062 nearby spiral galaxies in

the CMB frame redshift range of cz ∈ [600, 10000] km s−1. The 21-cm HI rotation

widths are obtained from archival data, GBT and Parkes observation and ALFALFA

data [Springob et al., 2005; Haynes et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2013; Masters et al.,

2014]. All 2MTF photometric data and the redshift data are measured in the 2MASS

Redshift Survey [Huchra et al., 2012] and an apparent total K-band magnitude limit

of 11.25 mag is applied. The 2MTF data is effectively full-sky; with the only caveats

being missing data within the Zone of Avoidance for Galactic latitude |b| < 5◦, and

that the projected sky density of 2MTF is greater above the declination δ = −40.0◦

by a factor of 2. Both of these effects are fully accounted for in this work.
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The 6dFGS peculiar-velocity survey (6dFGSv, Campbell et al. 2014) contains

8885 early-type galaxies with cz < 16, 200 km s−1 (CMB frame). The total apparent

J-band magnitude limit is 13.65 mag, and velocity dispersions are cut to greater than

112 km s−1. Fundamental Plane fits to the data are presented in Magoulas et al.

[2012], and then converted to measurements of the log-distance ratio in Springob

et al. [2014]. The sky projection of 6dFGSv is anisotropic, with galaxies limited to

δ < 0.0◦ and Galactic latitude |b| > 10◦.

Howlett et al. [2017b] have used Fisher matrix forecasts to investigate the con-

straints on the growth rate, fσ8 that can be obtained using the combined 2MTF

and 6dFGSv surveys. In particular, they found that adding the 2MTF survey to

the 6dFGSv survey improves the growth rate constraints by ∼ 20%, which we will

test in this work. Combining the two increases the cosmological volume compared

to 2MTF alone, but adds a higher number density of objects at low redshift where

the velocity errors are smaller compared to 6dFGSv. The combination gives a total

of 10904 galaxies. The weighted redshift distribution of the combined data set is

shown in Fig. 4.1 where the weight factors w(z) used are the same as those used in

calculation of the galaxy density and momentum power power spectrum (Eq. 4.8 in

Section 4.3). The weighted distributions are slightly different for the two measure-

ments, as discussed in Section 4.3. The effective redshift of the combined data set is

zeff ≈ 0.03.

4.2.2 The 2MTF and 6dFGSv mock catalogues

Extracting cosmological constraints from the 2MTF and 6dFGSv data requires ac-

curate mock galaxy catalogues. These are used to test our procedures for measuring

the clustering in the data and fitting for the growth rate of structure, and to evaluate

the systematic and statistical errors associated with these measurements. Following

methods commonly used to measure redshift space distortions in large galaxy sur-

veys (for example Manera et al. 2015; Howlett et al. 2015b and references therein,

or see Monaco 2016; Blot et al. 2019 for reviews/comparisons of different methods),

we generate a large ensemble of 1000 mock surveys for each dataset, which allows us
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Figure 4.1: The redshift distribution of the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv data and
mocks (see Section 4.2.2). The blue solid lines indicate the distribution of the com-
bined 2MTF and 6dFGSv data, whilst the orange dashed lines indicate the average
of the combined mocks. In the top panel, the weights w(z) are calculated using the
first expression of Eq.4.8, as used for measuring the momentum power spectrum. In
the middle panel, w(z) is calculated using the second expression of Eq.4.8, as used
for measuring the density power spectrum. The bottom panel shows the unweighted
histograms of the redshifts.
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to directly estimate the covariance matrix (and cross-covariance) of the density and

momentum power spectrum measurements including the effects of peculiar velocity

measurement uncertainty and cosmic variance. The number of mock catalogues is

chosen so that the error in our estimation of the covariance matrix remains subdomi-

nant compared to the measurement errors [Percival , 2013], although as we will show

later we also marginalise over the uncertainty in the covariance matrix itself when

fitting the data and mocks [Sellentin and Heavens , 2016].

Producing such a large ensemble of mock surveys in a feasible time requires

approximate N-Body methods and techniques to populate dark matter simulations

with galaxies that match the selection functions of the data. More details about

the method we use to generate samples of galaxies that mimic the properties (in

particular the galaxy bias, luminosity cuts and angular/radial selection functions) of

the 2MTF and 6dFGSv data are given in Appendix G.

In Fig. 4.1 we plot the weighted average number density of the combined mocks

alongside that of the data. In Fig. 4.2, we plot the density power spectrum for the

2MTF, 6dFGSv and combined datasets alongside the average of the mocks. The

density power spectrum of the individual surveys was used to tune the (three) free

parameters for placing galaxies into the dark matter simulations (see Appendix G).

The χ2/d.o.f between the data and mock average on each panel are 37/25, 39/25 and

41/25, respectively. In all cases we see that the mocks are in excellent agreement

with the data and reproduce the selection function and clustering of the individual

samples well1. As such, we are confident these can be used for covariance matrix

estimates of the real data.

4.3 Power spectrum estimation in redshift space

The power spectrum is the Fourier transform of the correlation function for a given

field (galaxy density δ, or galaxy momentum p). We start by defining the weighted

1This is demonstrated by the fact that the values for the χ2 per degrees of freedom are
close to one. There is significant off-diagonal covariance on large scales that makes ‘chi-by-eye’
a poor method for estimating the goodness of the fit, and in reality the apparent poor fit at
k ≈ 0.05hMpc−1 is well within the expectations of cosmic variance.
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Figure 4.2: The density power spectra of our samples. Filled squares show the
surveys. Solid lines show the mean of the mocks. The top panel is for the 2MTF,
the middle panel is for the 6dFGSv, the bottom panel is for the combined sample.
The χ2/d.o.f between the data and mock average on each panel are 37/25, 39/25
and 41/25, respectively.
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field function as (Feldman et al. 1994; Paper I)

F (r) ≡


w(r) [n(r)− αns(r)]

A
, δ−field

w(r)n(r)v(r)

A
, p−field

(4.3)

where w(r), n(r) and v(r) are the weight, number of galaxies and line-of-sight peculiar

velocity at position r, respectively. Given a synthetic catalogue of random points

to mimic the sky coverage and selection function of the real catalogue, ns(r) is the

number of the random points at position r. The real catalog has a mean number

density α times that of the synthetic catalog. The normalization factor, A is given

by

A2 =

∫
w2(r)n̄2(r)d3r, (4.4)

where n̄(r) is the mean number of galaxies at r. The first expression of Eq. 4.3 is

the definition of the galaxy density field, while the second one is the definition of

the galaxy momentum field as presented in Paper I. In this chapter, the line-of-sight

peculiar velocity v(r), is estimated from the measured log-distance ratios of galaxies

using the estimator of Watkins and Feldman [2015].

In redshift-space the measured power spectrum is anisotropic. The power spec-

trum P (k) can hence be decomposed using the Legendre polynomials [Hatton and

Cole, 1998; Yamamoto et al., 2006] and Paper I describes how the anisotropic power

spectrum for the momentum field can be similarly decomposed. However, in this

chapter, we only measure the monopole power spectra, i.e the l = 0 mode of the

Legendre expansion as we expect higher multipoles to be completely noise dominated

given the relatively small volume and number of galaxies in our sample. Following

the arguments in Feldman et al. [1994], Yamamoto et al. [2006] and Bianchi et al.

[2015], the monopole power spectrum is given by

P0(k) =
1

A2

∫
dΩk

4π
[F0(k)F ∗0 (k)]− P noise

0 , (4.5)
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where F0(k) is the Fourier transform of the field function F (r),

F0(k) =

∫
F (r)eik·rd3r, (4.6)

and F ∗0 (k) of Eq. 4.5 is the complex conjugate of F0(k). The shot-noise term P noise
0

arises from the fact that galaxies are discrete (and typically regarded as Poissonian)

tracers of the density and velocity fields [Feldman et al., 1994; Park , 2000]. The

expression for P noise
0 for the density and momentum fields is slightly different and

given by

P noise
0 =


(1 + α)

∫
w2(r)n̄(r)d3r , δ−field∫

w2(r)n̄(r)〈v2(r)〉d3r , p−field

(4.7)

where the second expression was derived in Paper I. We evaluate both of these by

converting the integral to a sum over galaxies as in Feldman et al. [1994].

In the above equations the weight factor, w(r) is a free parameter. Assuming

the fluctuation of the field is Gaussian, optimal values for this weight can be found

by minimizing the fractional variance of the estimated power spectrum. Performing

this exercise for the monopole power spectrum gives (Feldman et al. 1994; Yamamoto

2003; Yamamoto et al. 2006; Paper I)

w(r, k) =


1

1 + n̄(r)P δ
0 (k)

, δ−field

1

〈v2(r)〉+ n̄(r)P p
0 (k)

, p−field
(4.8)

where we use the superscript δ and p to distinguish between the density and momen-

tum power spectra respectively. In practice these weights are typically implemented

by choosing a constant P δ(k) = P δ
FKP that corresponds to the value of the power

spectrum at the scales we wish the emphasise. We take the same approach for the

momentum field. In the course of this work, we tested many different values for

P δ
FKP and P p

FKP when measuring the power spectra of our mock surveys and found

that choosing P δ
FKP = 1600h−3 Mpc3 and P p

FKP = 5 × 109h−3 Mpc3 km2 s−2 resulted
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in optimum measurements 2.

Finally, when weighting the momentum field, for measuring the momentum power

spectrum we also require an estimate of 〈v2(r)〉 to account for peculiar velocity

measurement errors. We adopt [Watkins and Feldman, 2015; Qin et al., 2019]

〈v2(r)〉 =

(
ln(10)cz

1 + z
ση(r)

)2

+ 3002 km2 s−2, (4.9)

where z is the observed redshift of the galaxies, c is the speed of light, and ση(r) is

the error on the log-distance ratio for each galaxy. The additional term, 3002 km2

s−2 accounts for the intrinsic variance of the peculiar velocity field [Jaffe and Kaiser ,

1995; Sarkar et al., 2007; Feldman et al., 2010; Kashlinsky et al., 2010; Dai et al.,

2011; Turnbull et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2014; Scrimgeour et al., 2016; Qin et al.,

2018]. Hence the weight for each galaxy is computed directly from its error, leading

to an upweighting of galaxies with more accurate peculiar velocities. Note that the

extra 3002 km2 s−2 is only used for the weighting scheme so that we do not allow very

nearby galaxies to dominate the power spectrum measurements and is not included

in the shot-noise calculation. The value of this intrinsic variance affects our results

only very weakly (see Appendix H).

4.4 The theoretical model of the power spectrum

To extract constraints on fσ8 and bσ8 we need to compare our measurements to

theoretical models for the power spectra. The monopole power spectrum P0(k) can

be given in terms of the full anisotropic model P (k, µ) by

P0(k) =

∫ 1

0

P (k, µ)L0(µ)dµ, (4.10)

where µ = r̂ · k̂ = cos θ ∈ [−1, 1] is the cosine of the angle between the (line-of-sight)

unit position vector r̂ and unit wave vector k̂. L0(µ) = 1 is the zeroth-order Legendre

2Optimum measurements mean that the chosen PFKP can minimize the fractional variance of
the power spectrum (see equation 40 of Paper I).
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Polynomial.

In this chapter, we use the model density and momentum power spectrum devel-

oped in Paper I. Full details of the model can be found in the appendix therein. The

model density power spectrum at the effective redshift of the measurements is given

by

P δ(k, µ) = P00 + µ2(2P01 + P02 + P11) + µ4(P03 + P04 + P12 + P13 +
1

4
P22), (4.11)

and the model momentum power spectrum is given by

P p(k, µ) = (aH)2k−2(P11 + µ2(2P12 + 3P13 + P22)), (4.12)

where H and a are the Hubble parameter and scale factor at the effective redshift.

The terms Pmn are integrals over the linear power spectrum PL and are fully presented

in the Appendix of Paper I and in turn Appendix D of Vlah et al. [2012]. However,

they are lengthy so we do not repeat them in this chapter. The linear power spectrum

PL is first generated at zeff = 0.03 for our fiducial cosmology using the camb

package, then the non-linear/higher order terms are computed using this as input to

the perturbation theory based model in Paper I, Vlah et al. [2012] and McDonald

and Roy [2009] which extends the validity of the model to smaller scales than would

be possible using only the linear power spectrum 3.

The Pmn terms contain the cosmological parameters that we wish to fit. The

free parameters are the growth rate fσ8, two galaxy bias parameters b1σ8 and b2σ8

and the velocity dispersion σv. b1 and b2 are the linear and non-linear galaxy bias

under the Eulerian bias expansion of McDonald and Roy [2009], respectively.4. The

damping parameter σv accounts for non-linear galaxy motions. The model in Paper I

advocates for two separate velocity dispersion parameters that enter in different Pmn

terms. This is necessary for the simulations in their work, but the smaller number

3Some other examples for the accurate non-linear power spectrum emulators can be found in
Heitmann et al. [2014] and Agarwal et al. [2014].

4In the full expansion there are actually four distinct bias terms, however the other two terms
in addition to b1 and b2 can be written as a function of b1 [Saito et al., 2014]
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objects and larger peculiar velocity errors in the 2MTF and 6dFGSv data means we

only require a single parameter. In this chapter, we focus mainly on fσ8 and b1σ8,

as the other parameters remain effectively unconstrained 5 (but must be left free to

ensure the parameters of interest are unbiased).

To compare the model power spectrum to the measured power spectrum, we also

need to account for the survey geometry by convolving the model power spectrum

with the Fourier transform of the survey window function. In this work, we follow

the procedure presented in Ross et al. [2013] (Section 3.3 and Appendix A therein)

to calculate the convolution. The convolved model power spectrum in the i-th k-bin

is given by

P c
0 (ki) =

∑
j

W [ki][kj]P0(kj)− PICPr(ki), (4.13)

where P0(kj) is the model power spectrum in the j-th k-bin calculated from Eq. 4.10.

Pr(ki) is the power spectrum of the window function itself, computed from the syn-

thetic random catalogue which matches the survey geometry. PIC is given by

PIC =
∑
j

W [0][kj]P0(kj)/Pr(0). (4.14)

The window function matrix W [ki][kj] is given by

W [ki][kj] =

∫ ∫
Pr(x)x2Θ(rx, kj)dxdµ (4.15)

where rx =
√
k2
i + x2 − 2kixµ and Θ(rx, kj) is one if rx lies in the j-th k-bin and

zero elsewhere.

Although we do not need a random catalogue for computing the momentum

power spectrum, we do need one for estimating the window function and we must

include weights for the random points that match the weights assigned to the data.

However, as described in Section 4.3, we allow these weights to depend on the error

5b2 only enters on non-linear, noise-dominated scales for both the density and momentum power
spectrum, hence it is difficult to obtain a good constraint on this parameter. As such, we treat
this purely as a nuisance parameter and still allow it to vary, but only treat the linear term b1 as
a parameter of interest.
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on each galaxy. For the optimal weights of the random catalogues used in the

calculation of Pr we instead adopt 〈v2(r)〉 = (0.177H0dz)
2 + 3002 km2 s−2 for 2MTF

randoms [Qin et al., 2018] and 〈v2(r)〉 = (0.324H0dz)
2 + 3002 km2 s−2 for 6dFGSv

randoms [Scrimgeour et al., 2016]. This provides a good fit to average variance of the

measurements in these two surveys and allows us to accurately compute the weighted

survey geometry.

4.5 Fitting method

χ2 minimization is a well-known method for parameter estimation. However, it only

returns an unbiased estimation of parameters if the sample has Gaussian errors. In

analysis of galaxy surveys, it is usually assumed (and motivated by the central-limit

theorem) that the measured power spectrum is Gaussian distributed. Recent work

[Kalus et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019] has looked at this assumption in more detail

and found that it breaks down on scales approaching the size of the survey volume as

the number of modes available becomes small and the central limit theorem no longer

holds. In addition, Paper I showed that the fact the momentum power spectrum

contains a convolution between the density and velocity fields leads to intrinsic non-

Gaussianity in the measurement. The fact that peculiar velocity measurement errors

(using the Watkins and Feldman 2015 estimator) are Gaussian and dominate on

small scales alleviates this problem substantially. However we found that significant

non-Gaussianity remains in the measured momentum power spectrum of the 2MTF

mocks and data. This is shown in Fig. 4.3. As presented in Magoulas et al. [2012],

Scrimgeour et al. [2016], Howlett et al. [2017c] and Qin et al. [2018, 2019], the

mock sampling algorithms for 2MTF and 6dFGSv are well developed, and accurately

reproduce the selection functions, survey geometry and clustering of the real data.

Therefore, we expect the 2MTF and 6dFGSv mocks to accurately represent the

underlying distribution from which the data is drawn. If non-Gaussianity exists in

the distribution of the mocks, we believe real data should also share the same non-

Gaussianity. We found this issue was much less prevalent in the 6dFGSv data/mocks
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of the momentum power spectrum measured at k=
0.055, 0.075, 0.095 h Mpc−1 using mocks. The pink bars are for the 2MTF mocks,
the blue lines are for the 6dFGSv mocks, the red lines are for the combined mocks.

and the mocks in Paper I, likely due to the larger redshift range (leading to more

measurable modes) in these data combined with the relatively small errors of 2MTF.

Following Wang et al. [2019] we deal with this non-Gaussianity by applying the

Box-Cox transformation [Box and Cox , 1964; Sakia, 1992] to the power spectrum,

denoted here as P , to obtain the Gaussianized power spectrum, Z. The transforma-

tion is defined as [Box and Cox , 1964]

Z ≡ P ν − 1

ν
, ν ∈ (0,+∞). (4.16)

Mathematically, the range of ν can be (−∞, +∞) (at ν = 0, Z ≡ log10P ). However,

following the argument in Wang et al. [2019], the range for ν should be chosen as

(0,+∞) in order to ensure regularity 6.

Many methods have been developed to estimate the transformation parameter ν

[Box and Cox , 1964; Carrol , 1982; Sweeting , 1984; Taylor , 1985]. For simplicity, in

this chapter, we follow the steps presented in Section 3 of Box and Cox [1964], using

maximum likelihood estimation to estimate ν. The logarithmic likelihood function

6Infact, for our three datasets, the best estimated values of ν are all in the interval of ν ∈ (0, 1).
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of ν is given by

L(ν) ∼ (ν − 1)
N∑
i

log10(Pi)−
N

2
log10

(∑
i(Zi(ν)− Z̄(ν))2

N

)
, (4.17)

where N is the number of independent mocks used in the power spectrum measure-

ments. To reiterate the estimation procedure of ν presented in Box and Cox [1964],

the power spectrum is measured in Nk k-bins and in each k-bin, we perform the

following steps:

1. For a given ν in (0,+∞), use Eq. 4.16 to convert Pi to Zi(ν) (i = 1, 2, ..., N).

2. Substitute Pi, Zi(ν) and ν into Eq. 4.17 to calculate L(ν).

3. Repeat the above two steps to find the value of ν in (0,+∞) that maximizes

L(ν).

Following this, we obtain Nk estimated ν values to transform the non-Gaussian power

spectrum measured in Nk k-bins.

As an example, Fig. 4.4 shows the result of applying the Box-Cox transformation

to the momentum power spectrum measured from N=1000 2MTF mocks at k=0.035,

0.105 and 0.205hMpc−1. We show the histograms of the measured and Gaussianized

power spectra as well as the likelihood L(ν), highlighting the maximum value. Ap-

plying the Box-Cox transformation with the best-fit value of ν significantly reduces

the non-Gaussianity in the distribution of the measurements. As the value of k in-

creases, the distribution of P tends to be more Gaussian and therefore the best-fit

transformation parameter ν moves closer to 1.
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4.5. FITTING METHOD

We applied the Box-Cox transformation to all three data sets, although compared

to 2MTF the intrinsic distributions of the power spectra of the 6dFGSv mocks and

the combined mocks are much more Gaussian7. We thus standardize the fitting

method for all three data sets and better account for non-Gaussianity in all of them.

Given a method for Gaussianizing the power spectra (Eq. 4.16), we can then fit

the data with our model power spectrum and extract the cosmological parameters.

Denoting the Gaussianized measured and convolved model power spectra as Zo and

Zc
m respectively we can use the χ2 to evaluate the likelihood of the data given the

cosmological parameters;

χ2(Zo|fσ8, b1σ8,θ) = (Zo −Zc
m(fσ8, b1σ8,θ))C−1(Zo −Zc

m(fσ8, b1σ8,θ))T , (4.18)

where θ denotes the parameters we consider as nuisance parameters (b2σ8,σv) and

C−1 is the covariance matrix of the Gaussianized power spectra. As we are fitting

both the density and momentum power spectra simultaneously, both with Nfit mea-

surement bins (the value of Nfit is given in Section 4.6), the covariance matrix is a

(2Nfit)× (2Nfit) matrix.

Finally, the true covariance matrix of the Universe is unknown; C−1 of Eq. 4.18

is just an estimated value using mocks. A fully Bayesian treatment should therefore

take into account the uncertainty in the estimation of C−1 itself. Sellentin and

Heavens [2016] show that the correct method to account for this requires using a

revised t-distribution to calculate the likelihood of the data given the model,

L(Z|fσ8, b1σ8,θ) = cp|C|−
1
2

[
1 +

χ2(Z|fσ8, b1σ8,θ)

N − 1

]−N/2
, (4.19)

where the normalization constant, cp is given by

cp = [π(N − 1)]−Nk/2
Γ(N/2)

Γ(N/2−Nk/2)
(4.20)

and Γ is the Gamma function.

7We found that for the 6dFGSv mocks and the combined mocks, the χ2 minimization returns
unbiased fits for fσ8 even without the Box-Cox transformation.
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Given the above likelihood, we use the Metropolis-Hastings Markov-chain Monte

Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to recover the posterior of the cosmological parameters

given the observed density and momentum power spectra. In computing the posterior

we use flat priors in the interval fσ8 ∈ (0, 2], b1σ8 ∈ [0.2, 5.0], b2σ8 ∈ [−2, 10] and

σv ∈ (0, 100] Mpc h−1. In our theoretical model of the power spectrum, σv is scaled

by the inverse of the Hubble parameter and so whilst strictly a velocity dispersion,

we treat it as though it has units of Mpc h−1 (see Paper I).

4.6 Tests on simulations

To see how well the power spectrum estimation method (presented in Section 4.3)

and the fit technique (presented in Section 4.5) recover the true fσ8 from the data,

we applied them to the “average” measurements from our mock surveys. We expect

to recover a value of fσ8 = 0.431 based on the cosmology used to generate our

simulations. However, one caveat is that we first need to define an ‘average’ or

‘typical’ power spectrum from the 1000 density and 1000 momentum power spectrum

measurements of each survey, which is not trivial if the distribution from the mocks

is non-Gaussian.

Instead, we define the ‘typical’ power in each k-bin by using a Gaussian kernel

function to smooth the distribution of the measured power spectrum and then iden-

tifying the most likely value. In a given k-bin, the kernel function is given by [Scott ,

1995; Hartlap et al., 2009]

p(x) =
1

bwN

N=1000∑
i=1

K

(
x− Pi(k)

bw

)
(4.21)

where the bandwidth bw is calculated using the “rule of thumb” (bw = 3.5σ/N1/3

where σ is the sample standard deviation, also known as Scott’s rule, Scott 1995)

and a Gaussian kernel is used for the function K8.

As an example, Fig. 4.5 shows the distribution of the momentum power spectrum

8We used the python function scipy.stats.gaussian kde to compute p(x).
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measured from N=1000 2MTF mocks at k = 0.025hMpc−1, in which we also show

the smoothed function obtained from our Gaussian kernel function, the maximum

likelihood value we use our measurements for testing our fits, and the equal likelihood

bounds P−, P+ indicating the 68% confidence level around the maximum likelihood.

We use P− and P+ to define the error bars of the data point centred at 〈P 〉. It

is important to note that for the power spectrum measured from the real 2MTF

and 6dFGSv surveys, P− and P+ are still used to define the error bars used in

plotting. However, the ‘typical’ power spectrum measurement is replaced by the

power spectrum measured from the data and these error bars are not used in the

parameter fit. The parameters fσ8 and otherwise are fit from the Gaussianized power

spectrum Z with covariance matrix calculated from Z as discussed in Section 4.5.

To reiterate, the method used here to obtain ‘typical’ power spectrum measurements

and errors is used only for testing on the mocks and for plotting error bars on the

data points.

Using the combined mocks, we first measure fσ8 using the density and momentum

power spectrum for k ∈ [0.02, kmax] in bins of width 0.01hMpc−1. Fig. 4.6 shows

the measured fσ8 as a function of the cut-off kmax using kmax = 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35

and 0.40 h Mpc−1. As we go to higher kmax and include more non-linear information

in the fit, the measured fσ8 is biased away from the true value due to systematic

errors in the models of Section 4.4. However, the measurement error of fσ8 is also

slightly reduced as kmax increases. To obtain a good balance between measurement

error and systematic bias, we choose kmax = 0.3h Mpc−1. This results in a total

2×Nfit = 56 data points (28 for each power spectrum).

Fig. 4.7 shows the power spectrum measurements and parameter fit results of

the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv mocks. The recovered cosmological parameters

are fσ8 = 0.402+0.096
−0.083 and b1σ8 = 1.169+0.128

−0.068, as listed in Table 4.1. Our results are

consistent with the expectations of the mocks and unbiased. The results for fσ8 and

b1σ8 using the individual 2MTF and 6dFGSv mocks are also shown in Table 4.1. The

error of fσ8 measured from the combined mocks has reduced by ∼ 18% compared to

that of the 2MTF mocks alone and ∼ 16% compared to the 6dFGSv mocks alone.
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Figure 4.5: The distribution of the momentum power spectrum measured from
N=1000 2MTF mocks at k=0.025 h−1 Mpc. The bars show the normalized his-
togram of the power spectrum, P . The blue curve is the kernel function calculated
from P using Eq. 4.21.The black dashed line indicates the position of the most likely
value of the power spectrum. The two pink dashed-dot lines at P− and P+ indicate
the boundary of the area for the 68% confidence level around the most likely value
〈P 〉.
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Figure 4.6: The measured fσ8 (blue dots) as a function of the cut-off kmax for the
combined mocks. The orange dot-dashed line indicates the true fσ8 = 0.431.
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Table 4.1: The best fit values and marginalised errors of fσ8 and b1σ8 for the 2MTF,
6dFGSv and combined mocks. The number of degrees of freedom is 52 (56 data
points and 4 free parameters).

Mocks fσ8 b1σ8 χ2/d.o.f
2MTF 0.330+0.110

−0.101 0.736+0.085
−0.068 24/52

6dFGSv 0.426+0.113
−0.094 1.098+0.087

−0.071 13/52

Combined 0.402+0.096
−0.083 1.169+0.128

−0.068 11/52

Table 4.2: The best fit values of fσ8 and b1σ8 from fitting the momentum power
spectrum only to the mocks. For the 2MTF mocks the parameters are unconstrained
(because the noise on non-linear scales allows for a momentum power spectrum
consistent with zero) and so we simply quote the 1σ upper limit for fσ8 and b1σ8.
The number of degrees of freedom is 24 (28 data points and 4 free parameters).

Mocks fσ8 b1σ8 χ2/d.o.f
2MTF < 0.320 < 1.630 5/24

6dFGSv 0.309+0.126
−0.100 1.840+1.110

−0.770 4/24

Combined 0.330+0.120
−0.100 1.490+0.920

−0.620 5/24

This is in agreement with the prediction from Howlett et al. [2017b]. In Table 4.1,

the χ2/d.o.f is less than one due to the fact we are fitting the average (or ‘typical’)

power spectrum which is close to noise free.

We also constrain fσ8, b1σ8 using only the momentum power spectrum from

the mocks. The results are shown in Table 4.2. The constraints on b1σ8 are weak

compared to the values in Table 4.1 as the momentum power spectrum only contains

information on the bias on non-linear scales. However, the errors of fσ8 are only

∼ 23% larger than the values in Table 4.1; a result of the fact that the momentum

power spectrum is proportional to the growth rate of structure on linear scales.

Hence we can conclude that the momentum power spectrum is a good tracer of the

growth rate of structure on its own, but that the constraints, especially on non-linear

scales for 2MTF and 6dFGSv, will be substantially improved by including the density

power spectrum.

In this section, we have tested the power spectrum estimator and the parameter fit

method on mock surveys. We have verified that our method for measuring, modelling
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Figure 4.7: The power spectrum measurements and parameter fit results of the
combined mocks. The top panel is the momentum power spectrum. The middle panel
is the density power spectrum. The filled squares (with error bars) are the measured
power spectrum of the mocks calculated using the kernel function of Eq. 4.21; the blue
curves are the model power spectrum fit to the measurements. The bottom panel
shows the 2D contours and the marginalised histograms of the MCMC samples of
fσ8 and b1σ8, the filled 2D contours indicate the 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5σ regions, whilst
the shaded region in the histograms is 1σ. The vertical dashed line indicates the
expected value fσ8 = 0.431.
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Table 4.3: The best fit values and marginalised errors of fσ8 and b1σ8 for the 2MTF,
6dFGSv and combined data. The number of degrees of freedom is 52 (56 data points
and 4 free parameters).

Surveys fσ8 b1σ8 χ2/d.o.f
2MTF 0.440+0.130

−0.120 0.665+0.089
−0.074 83/52

6dFGSv 0.451+0.108
−0.092 1.117+0.097

−0.086 60/52

Combined 0.404+0.082
−0.081 1.221+0.086

−0.089 73/52

and fitting the density and momentum power spectra works well and should recover

the true fσ8 from the combined data.

4.7 Results and Comparison with GR

4.7.1 Results

We show the power spectrum measurements and parameter fits for the combined

2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys in Fig. 4.8. Although noisy, we recover a robust mea-

surement of the density and momentum power spectra, and a good fit to the data

with a χ2 of 73 for 52 degrees of freedom. The best-fit values for our cosmological

parameters of interest are9 fσ8 = 0.404+0.082
−0.081 and b1σ8 = 1.221+0.086

−0.089. The recovered

accuracy of these parameters is consistent with our fits to the ‘average’ of the com-

bined mocks. Along with measurements from the combined data we also constrain

the growth rate using the individual datasets. All our results are shown in Table 4.3.

The measurement error of fσ8 measured from the combined surveys is reduced by

∼ 52% and ∼ 23% compared to the individual 2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys, respec-

tively. This is again consistent with what was found using our mocks, and with the

predictions of Howlett et al. [2017b].

9The measurement errors of the growth rate, fσ8 and biasing parameter b1σ8 are calculated
using the MCMC samples and the ChainConsumer-Package [Hinton, 2016]. The basic idea is that
the histogram in Fig. 4.8 shows the distribution of the MCMC samples, the shaded area indicates
the 68% confidence level, the boundaries of this shade area define the upper and lower errors of the
growth rate, and these errors already reflect the cosmic variance.
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Figure 4.8: Same as Fig. 4.7 but for the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv data. The
vertical dashed line is for the GR prediction fσ8 = 0.436.
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4.7.2 Comparison with theory

Assuming General Relativity (GR), the growth rate, f is approximately given by

[Lahav et al., 1991; Strauss and Willick , 1995; Linder and Cahn, 2007]

f(z) ≈ Ωm(z)γ, (4.22)

where γ = 0.55 and Ωm(z) is the matter density parameter at redshift z. Alternative

models of gravity can generate deviations away from γ = 0.55, or away from the

above parameterisation entirely, introducing additional (possibly scale-dependent)

dependencies into the growth rate of structure [Eke et al., 1996; Wang and Steinhardt ,

1998; Linder and Cahn, 2007]. Hence one can use the above model to test the

consistency between GR and measurements of the growth rate of structure by fitting

for the value of γ.

We perform such a test following Howlett et al. [2015c], using the publicly avail-

able Planck likelihood chains10 to place a prior on Ωm(z) and to compute the theo-

retical fσ8 as a function of z. We take into account the fact that different values of

γ will change both the growth rate of structure and the normalisation of the power

spectrum σ8 using

f(a)σ8(a) = Ωm(a)γσ8,0
Dgr(a∗)
Dgr,0

Dγ(a)

Dγ(a∗)
, (4.23)

where

a =
1

1 + z
, Ωm(a) =

Ωm,0

a3E(a)2
, (4.24)

and the growth factors are given by

Dgr(a) =
H(a)

H0

∫ a

0

da′

a′3H(a′)3
,

Dγ(a)

Dγ(a∗)
= exp

(∫ a

a∗
Ωm(a′)γdlna′

)
.

(4.25)

10The Planck likelihood chains are downloaded from https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/

Planck/release_2/ancillary-data/HFI_Products.html. We used the chains in the file base_

plikHM_TTTEEE_lowTEB_lensing_1.txt.
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The Hubble parameter is given by

H(a) = H0

√
Ωm,0

a3
+

1− Ωm,0 − ΩΛ,0

a2
+ ΩΛ,0 (4.26)

where H0, Ωm,0 and ΩΛ,0 are the Hubble constant, matter density parameter and

dark energy density parameter of the present-day Universe. The values for σ8,0, Ωm,0

and ΩΛ,0 are directly read in from the Planck chain (see Juszkiewicz et al. [2010] for

more discussion for σ8). We use γ =0.55 to compute f(a)σ8(a) from Eq. 4.23 and

the corresponding prediction is shown as the green solid curve in Fig. 4.9 alongside

our measurements.

In Fig. 4.9, we also compare the measured fσ8, including our fσ8 measurements

and those from a small selection of recent surveys [Blake et al., 2011; Beutler et al.,

2012; Carrick et al., 2015; Howlett et al., 2017c; Alam et al., 2017; Huterer et al.,

2017; Adams and Blake, 2017; Shi et al., 2018; Dupuy et al., 2019], to the theoreti-

cal prediction. Although these measurements are all largely in agreement with the

GR prediction, there is some hint of tension when they are all taken together. To

highlight this, we take the above measurements and the Planck chain and perform

a fit for γ. The resulting best fit is γ = 0.60± 0.03, which is then converted back to

a range of fσ8 values as a function of redshift and shown as the light blue curve in

Fig. 4.9. This highlights the preference in the data for a slightly larger value of γ, and

hence weaker gravitational model. We caution that the exact values for the best-fit

and error on γ should not be taken too seriously; there is significant overlap (and

therefore covariance) between many of the measurements we have used, which we

have not accounted for. The measurements cited are also not a complete consensus

of all growth rate measurements. Nonetheless, Fig. 4.9 highlights the slight tension

between current measurements and GR which may be exacerbated or resolved with

the next generation of low redshift galaxy and peculiar velocity surveys such as the

Taipan Galaxy Survey [da Cunha et al., 2017], WALLABY [Koribalski , 2012], DESI

[DESI Collaboration et al., 2016], SkyMapper [Wolf et al., 2018] and LSST [Ivezic

et al., 2008; Howlett et al., 2017a].
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4.7.3 Detailed comparison with other measurements

Several of the additional measurements shown in Fig. 4.9 use similar datasets to this

work and so provide a useful benchmark for comparison.

Firstly, as is the case for our measurement, Adams and Blake [2017] use both

the density and velocity fields measured using the 6dFGS to constrain fσ8. They

use comparatively more redshifts in their analysis (20796), adding a large number

of galaxies from 6dFGS that do not have peculiar velocity measurements. They

also include a measurement of the cross-correlation between the density and velocity

power spectrum and fit to more non-linear scales. All of this leads to smaller error

bars compared to our 6dFGSv results which, given they found ∼ 20% improvement

from including the cross-correlation, is likely in no small part also due to their extra

redshifts. However, overall, the best-fit and error on fσ8 are still similar and whilst

their technique is quite different from ours, the two are highly complementary. Our

method offers greater flexibility in the modelling and will likely scale better for large

datasets (given that we do not require an integration of the model for every pair of

galaxies) whilst their method offers a direct route to extracting the velocity power

spectrum. In future, we aim to extend our method to also include the density-

momentum cross-correlation and explore any benefit of applying both techniques to

the same data and combining the resulting constraints.

Both Huterer et al. [2017] and Howlett et al. [2017c] used similar techniques to

Adams and Blake [2017] but for the velocity field alone. Like Adams and Blake

[2017], Huterer et al. [2017] used 6dFGSv to measure fσ8, but include an additional

164 Type Ia supernovae (SNIa) into their data set. The total number of SNIa they

have used is small, however the precise distance estimates significantly improve the

measurement error of fσ8, even comparing to Adams and Blake [2017]. The methods

presented in our paper can also be applied to supernovae from their data set, or from

other supernova surveys, such as LSST [Ivezić et al., 2008; Howlett et al., 2017a].

Howlett et al. [2017c] used the 2MTF dataset. Their error is actually smaller

than our measurement even without the inclusion of the density field. This is likely

because the small number of galaxies in 2MTF and severe window function mean
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the information in the density and momentum fields is difficult to extract. For such

small datasets the method used in Howlett et al. [2017c] is not restricting and we

conclude that our technique is probably sub-optimal and loses some information in

compressing the data. However, as with the comparison for 6dFGSv, the new method

we present here may be preferable if we wished to include more redshifts from the

full 2MASS Redshift Survey [Huchra et al., 2012].

Dupuy et al. [2019] recently used the velocity correlation function to constrain

fσ8 using the CosmicFlows-III dataset. Their data contains significantly more data

than used here, but their results are worse because they neglect any information

in the density field. This indicates that our method and that of Adams and Blake

[2017] method are currently more promising, but more work could be done to try

and measure and fit the density and velocity correlation functions simultaneously.

Finally, Carrick et al. [2015] used a reconstruction method to fit fσ8 obtaining a

measurement error that is much smaller than the measurements listed above. Their

sample is very large, with 69160 high quality 2M++ galaxies used to reconstruct the

density field. Their peculiar velocity catalogue was composed of 2067 field galaxies

and 595 galaxy groups. They also have 245 SNIa samples in the peculiar velocity

catalogue to estimate the growth rate. It is likely that by cleverly reconstructing the

density field they are able to include more non-linear information on smaller distance

scales than we are able to with the modelling used in this chapter. However, as

presented in Section 5.1 of Carrick et al. [2015], there are many potential systematic

effects that could bias the measurement of fσ8 and that are hard to test using

simulations. The method we have used in this work allows for more flexible modelling

and, as with measurements of redshift-space distortions, can be verified easily up to

a well-defined kmax scale using mock galaxy catalogues.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter we have presented measurements of the density and momentum power

spectrum from the individual and combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys, the first
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Figure 4.9: Measurements of the growth rate fσ8, from the individual and combined
2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys as a function of redshift z, compared to measurements
from other surveys (stars). The blue filled square is the fσ8 measured from the
2MTF survey; the purple filled diamond is from the 6dFGSv survey; and the red
filled circle is for the combined surveys. The green solid curve shows the Planck
ΛCDM prediction for fσ8 using γ = 0.55; the light-green shaded area indicates
the errors. Other measurements are from B11 WiggleZ: Blake et al. [2011] using
WiggleZ (four red stars); B12: Beutler et al. [2012] using 6dFGRS; C15: Carrick
et al. [2015] using 2M++, SFI++ and A1; H17 2MTF: Howlett et al. [2017c] using
2MTF; A17 SDSS-III: Alam et al. [2017] using SDSS-III (three orange stars); H17:
Huterer et al. [2017] using JLA+CSP and SN+6dFGSv; A17: Adams and Blake
[2017] using 6dFGS; S18: Shi et al. [2018] using SDSS-DR7; D19: Dupuy et al.
[2019] using Cosmicflows-3. The light-blue dashed curve is the best fit to the data
points, with the light-blue shaded region indicating the errors. The fit corresponds to
γ = 0.60±0.03. The majority of the individual measurements are in good agreement
with the GR prediction, but a combined fit highlights a slight preference for higher
γ (weaker gravity).
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application of the techniques developed in Paper I to real data. We have then used

these measurements to estimate the cosmological parameters fσ8 and b1σ8 from these

surveys.

We have identified and removed biases that can arise from non-Gaussianity in the

measured power spectrum when the survey volume is small, correcting for such effects

by applying the Box-Cox transformation to the power spectra to obtain Gaussianized

power spectra before fitting. In addition, to account for the scatter of the estimated

covariance matrix of the power spectrum, we have used a revised t-distribution as

the posterior distribution to estimate the parameters.

We have tested the density and momentum power spectrum estimators (intro-

duced in Section 4.3) and our parameter extraction technique (introduced in Section

4.5) on the individual and combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv mocks. We find these meth-

ods perform well in recovering the true value of fσ8 of the simulations. In addition,

we have verified that combining the momentum power spectrum with the density

power spectrum tightens the constraints on fσ8 and b1σ8.

For the 2MTF survey alone we find a value fσ8 = 0.440+0.130
−0.120 and b1σ8 =

0.665+0.089
−0.074, whilst for the 6dFGSv survey we find fσ8 = 0.451+0.108

−0.092 and b1σ8 =

1.117+0.097
−0.086. Combining these data, we recover fσ8 = 0.404+0.082

−0.081 and b1σ8 = 1.221+0.086
−0.089

at an effective redshift of zeff = 0.03. These measurements are all consistent with the

prediction of General Relativity and the ΛCDM cosmological model fσ8 = 0.431.

The measurement error of fσ8 measured from the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv

surveys is reduced by ∼ 52% and ∼ 23% compared to that of the individual 2MTF

and 6dFGSv surveys, respectively. This is agreement with the prediction of Howlett

et al. [2017b].
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

This thesis has presented a series of studies using peculiar velocity surveys to test

the cosmological model, ΛCDM. The peculiar velocity surveys used in this thesis

are 2MTF, 6dFGSv and CF3. We test ΛCDM by measuring the bulk flow B, shear

moments Q, growth rate fσ8 and biasing parameter bσ8. All measurements appear

consistent with ΛCDM predictions.

1. Bulk flow measurements:

• Using the individual and combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv samples, we measure

bulk flow amplitudes (depths) of 369 ± 33 km s−1 (29h−1 Mpc), 233 ± 35 km

s−1 (76h−1 Mpc), and 288 ± 24 km s−1 (39h−1 Mpc), respectively. All values

are consistent with the ΛCDM expectation values of 315+161
−137 km s−1, 217+112

−95

km s−1, and 289+148
−126 km s−1, respectively.

• Using the combined 2MTF and CF3 samples, we measure the amplitude

(depth) of the bulk flow to be 259± 15 km s−1 (37h−1 Mpc), again consistent

with the ΛCDM prediction at the 68% confidence level. We also explore the

change of the bulk flow with survey depth and find consistency with ΛCDM at

all depths between 20 and 85 Mpc h−1.

2. Shear measurements:
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As shown in Fig.3.10 and Table 3.3, we compare the measured shear compo-

nents to the predictions from ΛCDM, and the measurements are consistent

with the ΛCDM prediction. Using the combined 2MTF and CF3 surveys,

we also explore the change of the shear moments with survey depth and find

consistency with ΛCDM at all depths between 20 and 85 Mpc h−1.

3. fσ8 and bσ8 measurements:

Using the 2MTF survey, we measure a value fσ8 = 0.440+0.130
−0.120 and b1σ8 =

0.665+0.089
−0.074. Using 6dFGSv, we measure fσ8 = 0.451+0.108

−0.092 and b1σ8 = 1.117+0.097
−0.086.

Using the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv data, we measure fσ8 = 0.404+0.082
−0.081

and b1σ8 = 1.221+0.086
−0.089 at an effective redshift of zeff = 0.03. These measure-

ments are all consistent with the prediction of General Relativity and ΛCDM,

fσ8 = 0.431.

Apart from the above measurements, using mock 6dFGSv surveys, we have iden-

tified and corrected for a bias in the 6dFGSv bulk flow measurements. The bias is

caused by systematic errors in the Malmquist bias correction. We have explored the

magnitude of this bias as a function of sky coverage in order to inform the design

of future galaxy redshift surveys, such as TAIPAN, WALLABY and LSST. Our re-

search shows that bulk flow measurements for hemispherical surveys are particularly

susceptible to this bias. Greater care must be taken of this factor in the design of

future surveys.

Anisotropic sky coverage of the galaxy surveys can also bias the measurement of

the Qzz component of the shear tensor. Therefore, all-sky surveys are also important

to reduce the errors of the measured shear moments.

We tested cosmic flow estimators using mock surveys, and find that both ηMLE

and wMLE perform better than dMLE in preserving the Gaussian nature of the

measurement errors. ηMLE performs slightly better than wMLE due to wMLE

containing the approximation vtrue � cz, which is problematic for nearby galaxies.

For power spectrum measurements, we have used the Box-Cox transformation to

remove biases arise from the non-Gaussianity of the measured power spectrum before
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fitting for the growth rate. In addition, to account for the scatter of the estimated

covariance matrix of the power spectrum, we have used a revised t-distribution as

the posterior distribution to estimate the growth rate. In addition, we have verified

that combining the momentum power spectrum with the density power spectrum

tightens the constraints on fσ8 and b1σ8.

5.2 Future Work

Current peculiar velocity estimators do not account well for the non-linear motion

of galaxies. This non-linear information is naively encapsuled into the parameter σ?.

In the future, new peculiar velocity estimators may need to be developed to better

account for the non-linear motion of galaxies. By accounting for more non-linear

information, we expect that the measurement errors of cosmic flows can be reduced

significantly. Again, these peculiar velocity estimators will not return Gaussian er-

rors, so non-Gaussian fitting techniques will be required.

As presented in Section 2.5.2, using mock 6dFGSv surveys, we have identified

a bias in the 6dFGSv bulk flow measurements. In the future, more study may be

required to identify and remove the systematic errors in the Fundamental Plane

which leads to this bias. Removing this may be important for the upcoming early-

type galaxy surveys, such as TAIPAN.

This thesis has focused on using the combined density and momentum auto-

power spectra to measure fσ8. In the future, we should examine the cross-power

spectrum of the density and momentum fields, and measure the growth rate from

this spectrum. We expect the cross-power spectrum will reduce the measurement

error in fσ8. In addition, as shown in Fig.4.9, there is a slight tension between the

previous growth rate measurements (dashed blue curve) and the GR prediction (solid

green curve). Further measurements of the growth rate using large surveys (such as

TAIPAN, WALLABY and LSST) are required to test GR more accurately.
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Appendix A

2MTF PV measurement errors for

dMLE

Due to the non-linear nature of the transformation from the observed log-distance

ratio η, to a peculiar velocity v, there is some choice to be made about how to

quantify the errors in the peculiar velocity measured for each galaxy.

In an earlier 6dFGSv study, Scrimgeour et al. [2016] calculate the measurement

errors of the PVs by first converting the probability distribution function for η for

each galaxy (which is assumed to be Gaussian) to the PDF of velocities using

P (v) =P (η)
dη

dv
= P (η)

dη

ddh

ddh
dzh

dzh
dv

=
(1 + zh)

2

(1 + z)

P (η)

ln(10)H0dhE(z)
. (A.1)

From this they define the standard deviation of the peculiar velocity as

σSDvn =

√∫
(v − v̄)2P (v)dv =

√∫
v2P (v)dv − v̄2 (A.2)

where v̄ is the velocity corresponding to the mean value of η. Finally, to remove the

dependence of the uncertainty on the velocity itself, they fit the relationship between

σSDvn and dz for each galaxy, finding

σn(6dFGSv) = 0.324H0dz (A.3)
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APPENDIX A. 2MTF PV MEASUREMENT ERRORS FOR dMLE

Figure A.1: The linear fit between σSDvn and dz for 2MTF. The color indicates the
PVs. The best fitting line is shown in black.

which is then used as the error for each galaxy in the dMLE estimator. When

applying the dMLE estimator to the 2MTF data, we follow the same procedure.

Fig. A.1 shows the inferred comoving distance of each 2MTF galaxy against the

standard deviation in its peculiar velocity. Fitting this data gives

σn(2MTF) = 0.177H0dz. (A.4)
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Appendix B

Velocity dispersion errors in the

6dFGSv mocks

To calculate the errors of the velocity dispersion, i.e εs for the 6dFGSv mocks, we fit

the relationship between the error and the velocity dispersion itself from the 6dFGSv

data, as shown in Fig. B.1. We calculate the mean 〈εs〉, and standard deviation σεs

of the error in 17 bins in s and fit both of these with a power law, finding

〈εs〉 = 11.52s−6.52 , σεs = 4.16s−6.37. (B.1)

Given these fits, we generate εs for each mock galaxy under the assumption that the

scatter in εs is Gaussian, according to:

P (εs) =
1√

2πσ2
εs

exp

(
−(εs− < εs >)2

2σ2
εs

)
. (B.2)
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APPENDIX B. VELOCITY DISPERSION ERRORS IN THE 6dFGSv
MOCKS
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Figure B.1: The relation between s and (εs, σεs) for 6dFGSv. Since the data is noisy
for s > 2.45, the fitting is constrained to the interval s ∈ [2, 2.45].
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Appendix C

Bias in Bz for 6dFGSv

In Section 2.5.2 we identified a bias in the z-component of bulk flow measured in our

6dFGSv mock galaxy catalogues that is also evident (although to a lesser degree) in

the combined mocks, and which will affect the real data in a similar manner.
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Figure C.1: The measured bulk flow for the 6dFGSv mocks by using the wMLE.

To test that this is not an estimator problem, we performed the same test us-

ing the wMLE method (Fig. C.1) and using the minimum variance estimator as in

Scrimgeour et al. [2016], but with velocities calculated from log-distance ratios using

the estimator of Watkins and Feldman [2015]. At a depth of 70h−1 Mpc, the MV

results are: Bx = −196± 43 km s−1, By = −25± 51 km s−1, Bz = −421± 66 km s−1

in equatorial coordinates. In both cases the results remain biased at approximately

the same level, leading us to conclude this is not due to the estimator or the MLE

method in general, but rather some aspect of the 6dFGSv survey and selection func-

tion. In the coordinate system we use, the z-direction corresponds to the vector

directly along the southern pole and so an obvious assumption is that this bias is

related to the hemispherical nature of the 6dFGSv data combined with a zero-point

offset.

Interestingly, the same test performed using the peculiar velocity estimator of

Scrimgeour et al. [2016] shows a smaller bias. However, we argue that the fact that

this estimator does not preserve the true nature of the peculiar velocity distributions

(compared to the Watkins and Feldman [2015] estimator) means the bias is simply

being hidden rather than removed, which is a more insidious problem. A more

robust course of action is to use an estimator that conserves the correct probability

distributions at the expense of highlighting the bias, and then correcting for this.
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APPENDIX C. BIAS IN BZ FOR 6dFGSv

As the mocks have been shown to be biased and share the same characteristics as

the real data, an alternative way to correct the bias in the z-component is to use the

mean difference between the true and measured bulk flows δBz, averaged over the

16 mocks. For the 6dFGSv mocks: δBz = 405± 23 km s−1; for the combined mocks:

δBz = 132 ± 16 kms−1. The values of δBz can be added directly to the (biased)

Bz measurements from the data to produce de-biased results. These are presented

in Tables C.1 and C.2. When producing these de-biased results, we propagate the

uncertainty in the correction factor into the uncertainty in Bz using the Jacobian in

Section 4. Comparing Table C.1 to Table 2.1, we can see the δBz-revised bulk flow

velocities are very similar to the ‘fn’-revised bulk flow velocities for 6dFGSv and the

combined data set, which confirms that these corrections are robust.
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Appendix D

Survey geometry of the Mocks

In Fig. D.1, we plot the redshift distribution for five example 2MTF mocks alongside

the real 2MTF data in the top panel, and five example 6dFGSv mocks alongside the

real 6dFGSv data in the bottom panel. In Fig. D.2, we plot the sky coverage of the

2MTF data in the top panel, and of an example 2MTF mock in the bottom panel.

The sky coverage of the 6dFGSv data and an example 6dFGSv mock is shown in

Fig. D.3.
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Figure D.1: The distribution of cz for the mocks and the 2MTF and 6dFGSv data.
The upper panel is for 2MTF, with the black solid line representing the data, and
the (coloured) dashed lines being the distribution of the mocks. Five example mocks
are shown. The bottom panel is for 6dFGSv, with the black solid line representing
the data, and the (coloured) dashed lines being the distribution of the mocks. Five
example mocks are shown.
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Figure D.2: The sky coverage of the 2MTF data and a 2MTF mock. The upper
panel is for the 2MTF data. The bottom panel is for an example 2MTF mock.
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APPENDIX D. SURVEY GEOMETRY OF THE MOCKS

Figure D.3: The sky coverage of the 6dFGSv data and a 6dFGSv mock. The upper
panel is for the 6dFGSv data. The bottom panel is for an example 6dFGSv mock.
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Appendix E

Common galaxies in 2MTF and

6dFGSv
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APPENDIX E. COMMON GALAXIES IN 2MTF AND 6dFGSv

Table E.1: The 43 common galaxies in 2MTF and 6dFGSv.
NAMES 6dFGSv PROPERTIES 2MTF PROPERTIES

6dF Name 2MASS Name cz (km s−1) Dec (degree) RA (degree) cz (km s−1) Dec (degree) RA (degree)
g0011126-333443 2MASXJ00111259-3334428 7583 -33.5786 2.80245 7587 -33.5786 2.8025
g0022339-082911 2MASXJ00223386-0829109 5356 -8.4864 5.6412 5335 -8.4864 5.6411
g0047464-095006 2MASXJ00474641-0950063 5402 -9.8350 11.94345 5430 -9.8351 11.9434
g0121178-224802 2MASXJ01211776-2248024 5696 -22.8007 20.32395 5636 -22.8007 20.3240
g0122238-005231 2MASXJ01222375-0052308 7783 -0.8752 20.59905 7823 -0.8752 20.5990
g0228201-315252 2MASXJ02282010-3152518 4466 -31.8810 37.08375 4406 -31.8811 37.0838
g0230428-025620 2MASXJ02304283-0256204 5490 -2.9390 37.67850 5498 -2.9390 37.6785
g0237587-015039 2MASXJ02375871-0150390 8346 -1.8442 39.49470 8293 -1.8442 39.4946
g0247068-025821 2MASXJ02470675-0258213 7370 -2.9726 41.77815 7358 -2.9726 41.7781
g0325017-054445 2MASXJ03250169-0544452 5536 -5.7459 51.25710 5507 -5.7459 51.2570
g0327292-213337 2MASXJ03272918-2133367 4123 -21.5602 51.87165 4101 -21.5602 51.8716
g0348285-184508 2MASXJ03482846-1845082 9454 -18.7523 57.11865 9435 -18.7523 57.1186
g0437363-044254 2MASXJ04373626-0442534 3696 -4.7149 69.40110 3643 -4.7148 69.4011
g0452547-152047 2MASXJ04525466-1520472 5708 -15.3465 73.22775 5685 -15.3464 73.2278
g0554452-150803 2MASXJ05544516-1508035 7453 -15.1343 88.68825 7555 -15.1343 88.6882
g0557522-200505 2MASXJ05575221-2005047 3052 -20.0846 89.46765 3050 -20.0846 89.4675
g0742549-711310 2MASXJ07425487-7113095 8509 -71.2193 115.72860 8514 -71.2193 115.7286
g0843486-785658 2MASXJ08434862-7856577 5587 -78.9494 130.95270 5597 -78.9494 130.9526
g0955567-134514 2MASXJ09555669-1345141 9672 -13.7540 148.98615 9707 -13.7539 148.9862
g1018366-175857 2MASXJ10183654-1758571 3862 -17.9825 154.65225 3887 -17.9825 154.6523
g1108222-475552 2MASXJ11082219-4755513 4687 -47.9310 167.09249 4689 -47.9309 167.0925
g1111305-181722 2MASXJ11113045-1817219 4021 -18.2895 167.87700 4115 -18.2894 167.8769
g1220373-184001 2MASXJ12203728-1840013 8592 -18.6671 185.15535 8560 -18.6670 185.1553
g1257059-121620 2MASXJ12570592-1216194 6628 -12.2721 194.27460 6674 -12.2721 194.2747
g1257229-153855 2MASXJ12572291-1538551 5756 -15.6487 194.34540 5813 -15.6486 194.3455
g1258008-033716 2MASXJ12580082-0337161 5248 -3.6211 194.50336 5277 -3.6211 194.5034
g1259341-210548 2MASXJ12593411-2105478 6678 -21.0966 194.89215 6749 -21.0966 194.8921
g1353082-165737 2MASXJ13530820-1657371 6578 -16.9604 208.28414 6601 -16.9603 208.2842
g1353097-304246 2MASXJ13530964-3042461 7160 -30.7127 208.29030 7168 -30.7128 208.2902
g1353585-273724 2MASXJ13535843-2737234 5755 -27.6232 208.49356 5803 -27.6232 208.4935
g1422254-342155 2MASXJ14222537-3421555 4218 -34.3654 215.60580 4234 -34.3654 215.6057
g1506246-095426 2MASXJ15062462-0954258 7422 -9.9072 226.60260 7487 -9.9072 226.6026
g1513457-141611 2MASXJ15134569-1416112 2136 -14.2698 228.44055 2184 -14.2698 228.4404
g1537127-051957 2MASXJ15371268-0519572 8156 -5.3326 234.30285 8110 -5.3326 234.3028
g1616036-223731 2MASXJ16160361-2237314 7744 -22.6254 244.01505 7728 -22.6254 244.0150
g1852552-591520 2MASXJ18525522-5915196 3556 -59.2554 283.23014 3603 -59.2554 283.2301
g2000035-320505 2MASXJ20000350-3205052 5811 -32.0848 300.01471 5755 -32.0848 300.01460
g2001027-170309 2MASXJ20010273-1703088 7601 -17.0525 300.26130 7588 -17.0524 300.2614
g2017222-531710 2MASXJ20172214-5317101 4344 -53.2862 304.34235 4341 -53.2861 304.3423
g2102420-171633 2MASXJ21024203-1716324 8590 -17.2757 315.67514 8559 -17.2757 315.6751
g2130142-080401 2MASXJ21301423-0804011 8521 -8.0670 322.55925 8501 -8.0670 322.5593
g2136487-224820 2MASXJ21364872-2248195 8101 -22.8054 324.20294 8130 -22.8054 324.2030
g2205270-003201 2MASXJ22052701-0032010 9090 -0.5336 331.36259 8959 -0.5336 331.3625
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Appendix F

Setting Qzz as an independent

parameter in ηMLE

In the MCMC routine of ηMLE, by setting Qzz as an independent shear component,

we measured the bulk flow for the 16 2MTF mocks in equatorial coordinates, and

compare to the true bulk flow in the top panel of Fig. F.1. We find χ2
red(B) = 3.73.

The measured shear moments from the mocks are shown in middle and bottom

panels of Fig. F.1. Correspondingly, the true shear moments is calculated directly

from Eq. 3.25 without removing the trace. The χ2
red(Q) is 3.63. For all the 8

moments, we find χ2
red(U) is 3.80.

Compared with the χ2
red values from ηMLE in Section 2.5, we find that setting

Qzz as an independent component in the MCMC routine, results in larger χ2
red values.

There therefore appears to be no gain in setting Qzz as an independent component.

For anisotropic sky coverage, setting Qzz as an independent component in the

MCMC routine of ηMLE results in worse biases from the true values. As an example,

we removed mock galaxies in the northern sky (Dec>0◦) to obtain a half-sky 2MTF

mocks. Then we used the true log-distance ratio, ηt to measure the diagonal elements

of the shear tensor Q. In each mock, ηt is known from the simulations and is not

affected by any selection effects or measurement errors. As shown in the top panel of

Fig. F.2, the resultant Qzz has very large scatter about the true Qzz, and the error

bars are very large. By contrast, as show in the bottom panel of Fig. F.2, where Qzz
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Figure F.1: The measured bulk flow and shear for 16 2MTF mocks in equatorial
coordinates. Qzz is set to be an independent component in the MCMC routine of
the estimators. The top panel is for the bulk flow measurements; the middle and
bottom panels are for the shear measurements.
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Figure F.2: The measurements of the diagonal elements of Q for the half-sky 2MTF
mocks using ηMLE. In the upper panel, we set Qzz as an independent component
in the MCMC routine. In the bottom panel, Qzz is not independent in the MCMC
routine.

is not an independent component (and calculated instead from Qxx and Qyy as in

Eq. 3.7), the measured Qzz is consistent with the true values.
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Appendix G

2MTF and 6dFGSv mock

catalogues

In this work we use a set of 1000 mock 2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys to evaluate our

covariance matrix. Producing such a large ensemble of mock surveys in a feasible time

requires approximate N-Body methods as opposed to fully non-linear simulations.

We use the l-picola code [Howlett et al., 2015a,b] to generate 125 z = 0 dark matter

simulations with the fiducial cosmology given in Section 4.1 but with different initial

conditions. Halos (but not subhalos) were identified in these simulations using the 3D

Friends of Friends algorithm included in the VELOCIraptor code [Elahi , 2009].

Each of the simulations contains 25603 particles in a box of length L = 1800h−1Mpc

and a minimum of 20 particles per halo was required, leading to a minimum halo

mass of ∼ 5× 1011M�h−1.

As shown in Howlett et al. [2015b], the approximate nature of the simulations

compared to a fully non-linear N-body simulation leads to a suppression of non-

linear clustering and a reduction in the number of low-mass halos. However, by

comparing l-picola and fully-nonlinear (gadget-2; Springel 2005) simulations

generated with the same initial conditions, these same works demonstrated that the

dark matter clustering is recovered to within 1% up to k = 0.3hMpc−1, whilst the

cross-correlation coefficient (which can be treated as an indicator of how well the

covariance matrix is recovered) is accurate to even smaller scales. Howlett et al.
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[2015c] also found that the lack of low mass halos can be easily accounted for when

galaxies are assigned to the halos; such an assignment typically contains enough

flexibility that one can still recover the same galaxy clustering but the parameters

used for the modelling will be slightly different between l-picola and gadget-2

simulations.

In previous work [Howlett et al., 2017c; Qin et al., 2018, 2019] we used Subhalo

Abundance Matching [Conroy et al., 2006] to assign galaxies to the dark matter

simulations before applying the selection functions of the 2MTF or 6dFGSv data.

A key difference in this work is that we do not expect the l-picola simulations to

accurately reproduce subhalos and so we require an additional step that assigns sub-

structures to the parent halos and allows for the possibility that these surveys contain

both central and satellite populations before the galaxy luminosities or Fundamental

Plane parameters are assigned.

Motivated by the fact that the subhalo mass function is largely characterised by

a power law [Springel et al., 2008; Giocoli et al., 2008; Elahi et al., 2018]1, we write

the expected number of subhalos Nsub as a function of the mass ratio, fM between

the subhalo and its parent,

Nsub(fM) = Af−αM . (G.1)

The total number of subhalos in each halo is then given by integrating this function

between the minimum subhalo mass fraction fmin (which is calculated by fixing the

minimum subhalo mass to 20 particles) and 1. Integrating this function is equivalent

to calculating the CDF, and so once the total number of subhalos is known, we

can inverse sample this to generate the individual masses. In practice, we allow

for scatter in the total number of subhalos at fixed parent halo mass by drawing

the total number of subhalos from a Poisson distribution with mean
∫ 1

fmin
Nsub(fM),

before sampling this many objects from the true power law distribution.

Once we have generated a number of subhalo masses for each halo, these are

distributed in the halo assuming an NFW profile [Navarro et al., 1997] with mass-

1Here we neglect the effects of stripping of the subhalos as they fall into their parent halo, and
the presence of long-lived major merger remnants which can cause an upturn in the number of
subhalos with large masses compared to their parent halos
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concentration relation given by Prada et al. [2006]2. Once all subhalos have been

generated we can perform the same subhalo abundance matching technique to gen-

erate mock 2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys as was used in Qin et al. [2018]. In order

to include scatter in the observed halo-mass/luminosity relationship, we assign log-

luminosities to subhalos based on a ‘matching’ log-luminosity which is drawn from

a Gaussian centred on the true log-luminosity with some standard deviation, σlogL.

Note that this is only used for the matching; the luminosity given to each subhalo is

still the true luminosity drawn from the luminosity function for 2MTF or calculated

from the 6dFGSv Fundamental Plane parameters.

Overall, the above procedure involves three free parameters for each survey, the

normalisation and index for the subhalo mass function A and α, and the scatter in

the mass/luminosity relationship σlogL, all of which will change the overall clustering

of the mock catalogues. For our estimation of the covariance matrix, the most

important aspect of this procedure is that the linear bias of the mocks (or rather the

amplitude of the clustering) matches that of the data. In order to achieve this we fit

the above parameters such that the observed density power spectrum of the mocks

matches the data after various selection functions are applied. It is important to note

that we do not fit the momentum power spectrum in this process. The amplitude of

the momentum power spectrum is proportional to the growth rate, and we do not a

priori assume that the growth rate of the real Universe matches that of the mocks.

The fit was done by iterating over the three free parameters by brute force. We

read 8 halo catalogues, assigned subhalos, produced sets of mock galaxies, applied

selection functions and then measured the average redshift-space density power spec-

trum of the mocks before computing the chi-squared value with respect to the data.

This process requires an estimate of the covariance matrix to begin with, so the

whole fitting process itself was performed iteratively three times to ensure that using

an updated covariance matrix did not change the results of the fit.

The fitting procedure was performed separately for the 2MTF and 6dFGSv

2We generate the positions of the subhalos by drawing from the inverse CDF of the NFW profile
[Robotham and Howlett , 2018], and use the virial theorem to determine the satellite velocity as a
function of position [Lagos et al., 2018]
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APPENDIX G. 2MTF AND 6dFGSv MOCK CATALOGUES

Table G.1: Best-fit values used for assigning subhalos and luminosities to l-picola
halo catalogues.

Mocks A α σlogL
2MTF 1.265 0.743 0.260

6dFGSv 1.558 1.580 0.136

mocks. The best-fit parameters for the two samples are given in Table G.1. The

2MTF parameters were also used to produce a set of simulations representative of

what could be achieved with a future Type-IA supernovae peculiar velocity sample

(i.e., following the specifications of Howlett et al. 2017a; Kim et al. 2019), which were

presented in Paper I.

For each simulation we place 8 individual observers in the box, maximally far

apart, leading to 1000 mock Universes. The same observers were used to create the

2MTF and 6dFGSv mocks, such that mocks for the combined sample were created

by simply adding the two mock surveys for each observer together. The volume of

the simulation box and the 2MTF and 6dFGSv surveys is such that the shortest

distance between two observers drawn from the same simulation is ∼ 600h−1Mpc,

so we expect the fact that we have drawn multiple observers from the same box to

have negligible impact on our estimate of the covariance matrix.
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Appendix H

The intrinsic variance of the

peculiar velocity field

In previous peculiar velocity field measurements, the intrinsic variance of the peculiar

velocity field is usually assumed to be 2502 ∼ 3002 km2 s−2 [Jaffe and Kaiser , 1995;

Sarkar et al., 2007; Feldman et al., 2010; Kashlinsky et al., 2010; Dai et al., 2011;

Turnbull et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2014; Scrimgeour et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2018]. The

value of this intrinsic variance affects our results only very weakly. As an example,

we used the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv mocks to test a variety of values for the

intrinsic variance between 1002 km2 s−2 and 7002 km2 s−2 and found negligible change

in the best-fit values and errors on the recovered growth rate, as shown in Fig.H.1.
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APPENDIX H. THE INTRINSIC VARIANCE OF THE PECULIAR
VELOCITY FIELD

Figure H.1: The measured fσ8 as a function of the intrinsic variance of the peculiar
velocity field. Using the combined 2MTF and 6dFGSv mocks.
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